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FINAL REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF
THE GARRISON UNIT JOINT TRIBAL ADVISO
RY COMMITTEE
TUESDAY. llARCH 30, 1987

U.S. SENATE, SELECT CoMMITl'EE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS,

MEETING JOINTLY WITH THE COMMITl'EE ON ENERGY
AND NATURAL RESOURCES, U.S. SENATE, AND COMMIT
TEE ON INTERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REP
RESENTATIVES,
Washington, DC.

The committees met, pursuant to notice, at 2:05 p.m., in room
485, Russell Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel K. Inouye (chair
man of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Inouye and Burdick.
Staff present: Patricia Zell, chief counsel; Alan Parker, staff di
rector; Mary Jo Vrem, professional staff member; Lynn Toledo,
staff assistant; Dan Lewis, professional staff member; Ipo Lung,
professional staff member; Russell R. Brown, senior professional
staff, Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, Sub
committee on Water and Power; Bruce McKay, legislative assistant
for Senator Burdick; Steve Lanich, professional staff member, Sub
committee on \Vater and Power Resources, House Interior and In-.·
sular Affairs Committee.

.

ST.\Tl-:l\lEST OF HON. DANIEi. K. ISOUYJ,:, U.S. Sl-:NATOR 1-,ROl\l
HAWAII. AND CHAIRl\lAN, SEI.E(.'T COl\Dll'M'EE OS INDIAN
Al-,J,,AIRS
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing will please come to order.
I'd like to welcome all of you to this joint hearing of the Senate
Committee on Indian Affairs, the Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural Resources, and the Water and Power Subcommittee of the
House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee.
\Ve gather this afternoon to examine the recommendations of the
Department of the Interior's Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory
Committee. Responding to the finding of the Garrison Diversion
Unit Commission's Final Report thatThe tribes of the Standing Rock and Fort Berthold Indian Reservations bore an
inordinate share of the cost of implementing Pick-Sloan !\tissouri Basin Program
mainstream reservoirs.

Secretary Hodel established a committee on May 10, 1985, and
directed the committee to find ways to resolve the inequities borne
by the tribes.
(1)
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The committee submitted its report to the Secretary on May 23
of last year, and we're here today to hear from former members of
the Garrison Commission, former members of the Joint Tribal Ad
visory Committee, the Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs, the
Army Corps of Engineers, and the tribal chairman of the Three . Af
filiated Tribes of Fort Berthold. and the Standing Rock Sioux
Tribe. History will show that while these major relocations of
Indian people were taking place so that the Garrison and Oahe
Dams could be built, the American Indians, Chicago Conference,
adopted a Declaration of Indian Purpose in June 1961, which
stated:
When our lands :ire taken for direct public purpose, scattering our people and
thn.•atening our continued existence, it grie\·es us to be told that n money payment
is the equivalent of al! the things we surrender. Our forefathers could be generous
when nil the continent was theirs. They could cast away whole empires for a hand
ful of trinkets for their children, but in our day, each remaining acre is a promise
that we will still be here tomorrow. Were we paid n thousand times the market
value of our lost holdings, still the payment would not suffice. Money ne\'er moth
en-d the Indian people as the land has mothered then:, nor hm:e any people become
more closely attached to the land, religiously, and traditionally.

Before Assistant Secretary Swimmer presents the report today,
we will have a short video presentation that was prepared by the
Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthold to give those of us who
have not yet had the opportunity to visit there a visual image of
the subject of the Committee's Report.
I would like to, at this juncture, with pride, recognize the Con
gressman from North Dakota, Representative Byron Dorgan, who
will introduce the representatives of the 'rhree Affiliated Tribes of
Fort Berthold and the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.
Congressman, welcome sir.
STAT.;)IENT 01-, HON. BYRON (.. DORGAN. U.S. REPREs•:NTAT1v•;
1-,RO�I NORTH DAKOTA

Mr. DORGAN. Thank you very much. Senator.
I wanted to be here to introduce the representatives of the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and Three Affiliated Tribes and I
wanted to say, at the outset, a special thank you to the subcommit
tees and committees who have agreed to hold this joint meeting to
study the recommendations of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advi
sory Commission.
Now, this report. which comes from a great deal of work and a
great deal of analysis, is important to tho5e of us in North Dakota,
and particularly to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe and the Three
Affiliated Tribes of North Dakota. The Conu:1ission Report docu
ments fairly carefully the losses incl:rred by the two reservations.
And, North Dakota generally lost some 500,GOO acres of farm land
in order to provide downstream flood protection. We're waiting for
the fulfillment of the promise, the second half of the promise.
The promise was, that ff North Dakota accepted a flood . that
comes and stays fore\·er, the Federal Gover.iment promised to
allow the use of waters behind that flood for economic development
and for municipal water systems in North Dakota. Part of that
promfoe was a promise to the Indian reservations, and we've exhib
ited all the costs now, we're waiting for the fu)fillment of the prom-
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ise, the second half of the bargain, as now described in the recom
mendations of the Joint Tribal Advisory Commission.
Let me just make one further comment. My father used to herd
horses near Elbow Woods, ND, when he was a young man. Elbow
\Voods, ND doesn't exist anymore. When I was a young boy, my
father used to take me up to Elbow Woods and drive me around
and show me where he used to work with livestock up on the Fort
Berthold Reservation, North Dakota. That's under water. It has
been ever since the dam was built and will be forever. It was beau
tiful territory, as I'm sure the tribal ch:;iirman will describe today.
It's part and parcel to what we've lost, what the tribes have lost,
and what we must provide compensation for as a result of the Gar
rison Dam.
So, Mr. Chairman, I'm pleased today to be here to thank you for
holding the hearings and to present Mr. Edward Lone Fight, chair
man of the Tribal Business Council of the Three Affiliated Tribes,
and Mr. Allen White Lightning, councilman for the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe. These gentlemen, as you indicated, will explain the
recommendations of the Commission Report.
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I note that our distin
guished senior Senator f:rom North Dakota is in the room, Senator
Burdick, who has worked long and hard on these recommendations
as well, and all of us appreciate your attentiveness to this very im
portant question that confronts us, the tribes and the U.S.
Congress.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Congressman.
Will the representatives of the Three Affiliated Tribes step for
ward and explain the video presentation?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Mr. Chairman, I'd like to call on Bill Royster
and Glenn Raymond to present the video for the members of the
committee and also the viewing audience.
[A video presentation was given.]
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Mr. Chairman, that concludes the presentation,
and we'd like to thank the committee for allowing us to show the
video presentation.
The CHAIRMAN. Before we proceed any further, without objec
tion, the statement of Senator Bill Bradley, the chairman of the
Subcommittee on Water and Power, will be made part of the
·.
record at this point.
[Prepared statement of Senator Bradley appears in the appen
dix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I also have a statement here of the chairman of
the Subcommittee on Water and Power Resources of the House ·
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, .the Honorable George
Miller. Without objection� his statement will be made part of the
record.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Miller appears in the appendix.]
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The CHAIRMAN. We will now have a panel consisting of Mrs. Ann
Zorn, a former member of the Garrison Diversion Unit Commis
sion, of Las Vegas, NV, and Mr. Norman "Ike" Livermore, former
member of the Garrison Diversion Unit Commission, San Rafael,
CA.
Welcome, Ms. Zorn. Mr. Livermore is-Ms. ZORN. Mr. Livermore is unable to be here because of illness,
and he asked that I read his statement into the record for him, if
that will please you.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection. His statement will be made
part of the record.

STATEMENT OF ANN ZORN, FORMER MEl\lBER, GARRISON
DIVERSION UNIT COl\11\IISSION

Ms. ZORN. Thank you, sir.
I am Ann Zorn. I reside in Las Vegas, NV. In the fall of 1984 I
was privileged to serve as a member of the Secretary's Garrison Di
version Unit Commission, and I very much appreciate the opportu
nity to come before you today.
The Garrison Commission Report recognized that earlier Federal,
moral, and legal commitments to North Dakota and the Indian
tribes affected by the Garrison and Oahe Dams had not been met.
Mr. Norman Livermore and I were the commissioners most instru
mental in calling for the creation of the Joint Tribal Advisory Com
mittee to examine the Indian issues in greater detail than we were
able to do at that time. I support the conclusions and recommenda
tions of the JTAC report of May 1986, and I would like to tell you
why I felt so strongly that JTAC should be created.
The testimony and background information gathered by the Gar
rison Commission made it clear that there was a Federal obligation
to North Dakota for the sacrifice of the Missouri . River bottom
lands. It was also clear that the Indian citizens of North Dakota
shouldered a substantial portion of that sacrifice. All of the bottom
lands, more than 150,000 acres, belonging to the Three Affiliated
Tribes were inundated by the waters behind the Garrison dam and
those acres constituted more than one-third of all the land under
Lake Sakakawea.
The bottom lands in the ''Taking Area" were not just land owned
by the tribes. They were the economic and social base of the tribes.
The . uplands offered as "in lieu" lands could not be counted • as
equivalent to the bottom lands, for they couldn't support the same
type of ranching and agricultural economy which the bottom lands
had provided. Ninety percent of the families of the Fort Berthold
reservation lived along the river and had to be relocated. The maps
show a concentration of homes in the bottom land area before the
dam was built, but there is a widely dispersed pattern of residence
after the people were moved to the uplands.
Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any "in lieu" solution
for the social trauma these families and the tribes experienced
when relocation scattered a previously concentrated and cohesive
settlement. When schools, hospitals, and health services disap
peared or diminished. When distances between families and friends
were magnified by the loss of bridges and roads. A reasonably self-
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sufficient community of people was turned topsy-turvy and left to
right itself without the promised assistance or means of establish
ing a new economic base forthcoming. It's small wonder tha_t the
pre-Garrison Dam unemployment rate was only 5 to 6 percent, but
today has risen to 70 to 80 percent.
Mr. Livermore and I took the opportunity to visit the reserva
tions in December 1984. I spent the daylight hours of December
12 seeing some of the Fort .Berthold Reservation by car and much
of it from the air. I met with tribal elders, talked with people who
are running the day-to-day programs at tribal headquarters, and
listened to the experiences of those who had lived the story. When
I left Minot for the long drive to the reservation, I knew from the
crunch of the ground underfoot that the temperature was close to
zero. The snow covered landscape reminded me a little of Wiscon
sin or New Hampshire. But, I also heard of folks who had to choose
between telephones and heat during the long winters because of
the costs. More often than not they opted for the heat and had to
forego the safety net of the communication line. Viewing the reser
vation from the air, my guides pointed out the old townsites and
bridge locations that were now inundated. And I saw how the land
areas were divided by the lake waters. The old expression, "You
can't get there from here", is the only way to describe the impact
on the critical transportation systems. I wondered briefly why the
tribes did not utilize the recreational potential of the long shore
line spread out below us, until I learned that the tribes did not
have options there, but others did.
In searching my mind for a personal experience which I could
relate to the impact of the Garrison Dam, some comparable occur
rence that would help me understand, the closet I could come, and
it was inadequate, was to remember the destructive nature of ill
planned freeways which divided and conquered close-knit ethnic
neighborhoods in the New England area where we lived in late
1950's and early 1960's.
I am including with my statement, the short notes from which
Mr. Livermore and I reported back to our fellow commissioners. I
am pleased to say that there was unanimous approval of the Indian
issues recommendations included in the final report. We recognize
the water quality and health problems, as well as the economic
problems, but time constraints for completion of our report meant
that they couldn't be given the detailed analysis they deserved.
And, our intent was that the JTAC examination of the M & I
water needs would encompass all of these issues.
Again, I endorse the JTAC findings and recommendations. I ask
that you adopt them and trust that the implementation will not be
too far in the future.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mrs. Zorn appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The Department of the Interior has suggested that the report of
the Tribal Advisory Committee does not provide adequate docu
mentation to justify and establish that the tribes are entitled to ad
ditional fmancial compensation in the form of substitute or re
placement value of the economic basis lost, as a result of the action
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taken. Do you believe that there is adequate documentation to es
tablish this claim?
Ms. ZoaN. I think we fully thought so at the time that we were
bringing the issues forth. We expected more documentation to
come from the JTAC examinations, too.
The CHAIRMAN. How did the Tribal Advisory Committee arrive
at the amounts for additional financial compensation?
Ms. ZoRN. I don't know precisely how they arrived at it. I've read
the report and assume that the types of economic calculations that
were made, as described in the JTAC, was what they used. It was
nothing that came from the Garrison Commission itself, sir.
' The CHAIRMAN. Your statement. this afternoon will be very help
ful to all of us.
Ms. ZoRN. May I read Mr. Livermore's statement, sir?
The CHAIRMAN. If you wish to, yes.
Ms. ZoRN. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF NORMAN LIVERMORE. FORMER MEMBER, GARRISON DIVERSION UNIT
CoMMISSION

Thank you for your letter of March 25, inviting me to present testimony at your
oversight hearing which ia being held to consider the recommendation of the Garri
son Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee. I regret very much that a temporary in
disposition prevents my appearing before you personally.
My interest in and concern for justice to Indians dates back many years, but was
particularly activated by evidence presented by Indian tribes at the Garrison hear
ings which were held in Washington and North Dakota in the latter months of 1984.
During the course of these hearings, it became clearly evident to me that the
Indian tribes most acutely involved, the tribes at Fort Berthold and Standing Rock
Reservations, were given grossly inadequate consideration in the then-proposed Gar
rison Unit legislation. Another Commission member, Ann Zorn, joined with me in
evincing particular concern as to the Indians' plight. As • a result, she and I took
extra time to visit the reservations: she to Fort Berthold and I to both Standing
F.ock and Fort Berthold.
The conditions observed at one or both of these reservations were enough to cause
tears. Some of them were woefully inadequate housing, a tragically shattered road
system, inadeq_uau access to the shorelines of Lakes Oahe and Sakakawea, the vil
lages destroyed by inundation, a major highway bridge rendered useless, and count
less infrastructures destroyed.
In addition to these sad evidences of physical deterioration, we were made keenlf
aware of social tragedies and U.S. Government promises not kept: inadequate hospi
tal and school facifities: inexcusable lack of notice of the effects of water impound
ment, destruction of social structures, lack of respect for the burial place of the
famous Chief Sitting Bull, promis(.,s unkept as to water and power rights, and gross
ly inadequate payment for Indian lands condemned for the inundation area caused
by the dams.
Overall, it appears to me that there have been two overriding inadequacies in
volved in the settlement that was proposed for the two reservations by tlie original
Garrison legislation: One, compensation proposed for the tribes was entirely inad
equate when measured against the economic and social l088e8 they have suffered.
Two, in urging the original Garrison l�Jation, North Dakota leaders seem to ex
press little, if any, concern for Indians problems. Of all the massive evidence the
1984 Commission was presented with, urging the U.S. Governmtnt to "pay back the
debt owing to the State of North Dakota,'' I can recall no evidence, other than that
of the Indians themselves, that specifically mention the tribes' plight. In fact, I
recall at one session when I posed the question, you BilY a debt is due to the people
of North Dakota, are not Indians part of the peo_ple. The answer I got was, oh, we
are not concerned about them. They are handled from Washington.
Mr. Chairman, I have read with approval the May 23, 1986 final report of the
Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee, and I hope and trust that you and
the committees meeting here today wiJJ recommend its full adoption.
I have noted Congressman Dorgan's February 28, 1985 statement in the subcom
mittee healings on the Garrison Diversion Unit Commission's Recommendations,
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when he said, I am pleased to see an underscoring of the fact that we do have a
serious commitment to the Indian tribes, and we can't keep putting it under the
carpet and walking away from it.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to emphasize these same sentiments and strongly
urge that you act upon them.
Respectfully submitted, Norman B. Livermore, Jr.

Thank you ":ery much for allowing me to read that.
[Prepured statement of Mr. Livermore appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. And, will you thank Mr.
Livermore on behalf of the committee.
I note in Mr. Livermore's report, that there was a lack of respect
for the burial place of the famous Chief Sitting Bull. And you were
on this inspection trip with Mr. Livermore.
Ms. ZoRN. I did not cover the Standing Rock Reservation, but I
am certain that you will hear testimony this afternoon to that.
effect.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. We appreciate it.
Ms. ZoRN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our next panel consists of Mr. C. Emerson
Murry, former member · and chairman of the Joint Tribal Advisory
Committee, of Bismarck, . ND; Mr. Brent Blackwelder, former
member of the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee, of Washington,
DC; and Mr. Hans Walker, Jr., former member, Joint Tribal Advi
sory Committee, of Washington.
Gentlemen.

STATEMENT OF C. EMERSON l\lURRY. FORI\IER l\lEI\IBER AND
CHAIRMAN, JOINT TRIBAL ADVISORY COI\HIITTEE. OF BIS•
l\lARCK. ND

Mr. MURRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will go first, if I may.
My name is C. Emerson Murry, Bismarck, North Dakota. I was
the chairman of the JTAC appointed by the Secretary of the Interi
or. You will recall its purpose was to look at the damages resulting
from mainstream Missouri River dams and the Oahe and Garrison
Reservoirs, on the Fort Berthold and Standing Rock Reservations.
The committee did determir.e that their charge included the entire
Standing Rock Reservation, including the portion in South Dakota.
The responsibilities under the charter are included with the letter
of transmittal, that's included with the JTAC report.
The committee has spent many hours and days in public hear
ings in the State of North Dakota, both on reservations and at
other central points within the State. All of the testimony was re
corded. The staff of the committee made an extensive search of
both Congressional and Agency documents and communications, as
well as studies that were carried on prior to, during, and after the
construction of the Oahe and the Garrison Dams. These hearings,
searches and studies resulted in the committee concluding that
what you have heard earlier from the GDU Commission report was
entirely correct when it stated:
Implementation of the Flood Control Act of 1944 had a significant impact on
Indian tribes in North Dakota. The Commission recei\'ed e\'idencc that the Federal
Government had not provided the promised assistance to replace the economic base
of the State and tribes.
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We completely concur with the perhaps somewhat preliminary
judgment of the GDU Commission.
You will note, if you've received the report, that the general di
rection of the recommendations is to replace what was destroyed
by the two dams so that the tribes may obtain economic independ
ence. No recommendation, however, calls for a lump sum per cap
ital payment to the tribes or tribal members.
There was no question in our minds that the construction of the
two dams and the impoundment of waters destroyed the major eco
nomic base of both the Standing Rock and the Fort Berthold Reser
vations. The remaining lands of the reservations simply could not
support the ranching, farming and gardening economies that were
so important. For instance, in the case of the Forth Berthold Reser
vation, thLse activities made it one of the few, possibly even the
only, economically self-sufficient reservation in the country. The
lack of timber, water and shelter in the upland areas to which the
tribal members were relocated further affected the economic loss,
as well as having a major impact on the traditional way of life and
the quality of life for all members. In the case of the Fort Berthold
Reservation, physical isolation of segments of the reservation
caused by the rising waters of the impoundment severed family,
tribal and institutional support ties and facilities. The emotional
impact, and we found it to be material, of this abrupt and radical
change, could not be quantified, but it certainly
was major, and its
••
effects last until this day.
The Indians intensely feel that they were not compensated for
the taking of their lands by the United States and the loss of the
benefits that flowed therefrom. Transfer of title of these Indian
lands to the United States was never really voluntary, since the In
dians felt intimidated by the fact· that construction of the dams had
begun even before the Indian lands were acquired. Assurances
given both expressly and by implication by various Federal officials
that the problems anticip�ted and brought forth by the Indians
would be remedied, raised expectations which, in many, many
cases were not and have not been fulfilled.
In some cases, not only was the economic base, as it existed then,
destroyed, but the potential for future expansion was also de
stroyed. For instance, in the fertile alluvial lands of the Fort Berth
old Reservation flooded by Lake Sakakawea, the tribes lost over
40,000 acres of potentially irrigable land. And, these were lands
upon which the costs of developing irrigation was only a fraction of
the costs that would be involved in developing remaining tribal
lands that may be irrigable. The difficulties of transportation be
tween the divided segments of the Fort Berthold Reservation be
cause of lack of bridges further erodes the possibility of the extrac
tion of natural resources such as lignite coal and the establishment
of processing or manufacturing industries.
The committee found that the tribes are entitled to be made
whole for their specific losses resulting from the two major im
poundments, and for the loss of their economic potential. Among
the major recommendations of the committee are the development
of irrigation to support farm and ranch economies; the . return of
excess lands currently held by the Corps of Engineers beyond that
required for reservoir operation in order to develop a recreational
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potential on the reservation; replacement of infrastructure de
stroyed by Federal action such as health care facilities, school dor
mitories, a bridge upon the Fort Berthold Reservation to provide
access between communities and central facilities, adequate second
ary roads, and the replacement of primary inpatient health facili
ties and outpatient services; access to a reasonable amount of Pick
Sloan Basin power on a preferential-right basis; a development of a
municipal, rural and industrial water systems; upgrading of re
placement housing in both numbers and quality to provide for the
necessary level of comfort and meet the health needs in the envi
ronment in which the people live; and the establishment of a com
pensation program to the tribes consistent with a value of their
economic loss resulting from the impoundments.
In regard to the compensation program for the loss of the eco
nomic base, two methods of calculation . were pr:esented and recog
nu.ed by the committee as rational methods of calculating this com
pensation. The committee recommends that such general compen
sation program be no less than the smaller compensation amount
resulting from the application of these two methods.
I will not attempt to further detail the findings and recommen
dations of the committee, as l believe them to be adequately ex
plained in the committee report, and certainly more adequately ex
plained in the extensive records of testimony and documents that
were filed with the committee. It is my understanding the repre
sentatives of the two tribes will present specific programs and pri
orities which are consistent with the findings and recommenda
tions of the committee in meeting the justified entitlements of the
tribes and the Indian citizens affected.
It is noted that based upon the initial report of the Garrison Di
version Unit Commission, the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformula
tion Act of 1986 included an authorization of $67,910,000 for the de
velopment of 17,580 acres of irrigation upon the two reservations,
and the sum of $20.5 million for municipal, rural and industrial
water systems as a partial recognition of tribal and Indian entitle
ment resulting from the dams.
It is recognized that the costs of meeting these tribal entitle
ments is not small. But, I would also note, that over $3 billion of
flood control benefits have occurred to lower Missouri Basin states
as a result of these mainstream dams. There have been major in
creases in navigation benefits to these lower states of over 3 mil
lion tons a year, and the advantages to them of the major blocks of
low cost preference power is substantial. \Vhen weighed against
these benefits, the cost of attempting to make the two tribes whole
for helping make this all possible, is moderate.
I know I speak on behalf of all members of the Joint Tribal Advi
sory Committee when I urge the most serious consideration of the
tribal needs and entitlements contained in the report and in the
recommendations of the committee.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Murry appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Murry.
Mr. Blackwelder.
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STATEMENT OF BRENT BLACKWELDER. FOR1'1ER IIE1'1BER,
JOl�"T TRIBAL ADVISORY C01'HIITl'EE, OF WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. BLACKWELDER. My name is Brent Blackwelder, and I'm in
my current position, vice president of the Environmental Policy In
stitute. It was a privilege to serve on the Tribal Advisory Commit
tee, and I fully support the recommendations contained in the
report.
I will just make a couple of comments so as not to repeat some of
the things that you've heard already. One of the concerns that im
pressed upon me during the course of the committee's delibera
tions, was the fact that the Indians were excluded from any of the
power revenues when the dams were actually built. Now, if you
would imagine a situation where a prudent businessman owned
property along the Missouri River and the Federal Government
wanted to take it, that individual would negotiate and probably get
some adequate compensation and want to be getting a cut in the
revenues from power. But, in fact, not only did the Indians not get
any of the power revenues generated by. the dams at Garrison or
Oahe, they have to fight to try to get some of the preferential
power, to which they feel entitled, and which we recommended.
But, that's how bad the situation actually was.
Am:ithcr point that I'd like to make is that, to my knowledge, the
Department of Interior never initiated any discussion with the
Tribal Advisory Committee members to ask us questions, if they
had any, about the report. I called several times, saying that I
would be glad, as an individual, to talk with them if they had some
questions. And I note, in reviewing the Assistant Secretary's testi
mony, that he says we do not have adequate documentation on the
damage claims, when in fact he makes no further comment than
that. What in fact are those inadequacies and where does he feel
the Advisory Committee made a mistake. I hope that those ques
tions could be probed. We stand ready to answer questions and I
know. you will hear some testimony later tooay about the precise
method by which those figures were calculated. If there's a prob
lem in that, I think it should be out in the open, not just dismissed
as it was with one remark.
Another comment I'd like to make is that there's a real opportu
nity here for scheduled funding of this compensation so that some
innovative irrigation and municipal water supply and rehabilita
tion of infrastructure can occur, usiug the latest in water aad
energy efficiency improvements. The report references those at
some points, and I and my organization fully support those.
One question comes to mind that will pose a dilemma for the
committee: in tight budget times, how can this compensation be af
forded, where does it fit into priorities. I think the question here is
more a matter of right and just compensation. The lndinns were
deprived i!l a most unfair manner of resources vital to their liveli
hood, to their self-sufficiency, and we as a matter of right, ought to
make that compensation and not delay any furthe.· :ifter decades.
So, it's not a question of can we afford it, but there is a right and
an entitlement here. and in a nation as wealthy as we are, we
ought to be able to make that budgetary commitment and fulfill
this entitlement.
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I stand ready to answer any questions you might have.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Walker.
ST..\TE�IENT OF HANS WAl�KER. JR.. ••oRIIER MEIIHER. JOINT
TRIBAL AD\'ISORY co,DUTfEE. OF WASHINGTON. DC

Mr. WALKER. Mr. Chairman, my name is Hans Walker, Jr. I am
a member of the Three Affiliated Tribes and have a practice here
in Washington, DC.
I want to make a few comments about the report and emphasize
several points. First, this was not a willing buyer-willing seller situ
ation. This was a very unwilling seller and very threatening buyer.
These Indians knew the value of the land they occupied. The Three
Affiliated Tribes had been on the Missouri River since before the
United States acquired this area from France in 1803. In fact, they
were there in that village when the expedition sent by President
Jefferson wintered at their village i n 1804 and 1805. They occupied
permanent villages and practiced agriculture in that area on the
alluvial plain of the Missouri River.
They had been there for centuries before that. They knew the
value of the river bottom. They resisted the offer to buy their land.
In fact, they offered a lieu area free of charge to the United States
as a place to place this reservoir. On the other hand, the officials of
the United States bargaining for the United States were very
threatening. They threatened to take the land by condemnation
and if verbal threats were not enough, they in fact had commenced
construction of the dam below the reservation, which was a perfect
ly obvious and threatening situation to the Indians on the reserva
tion. The Indians were well aware that their neighbors to the north
had been inundated by the ·Fort Peck Dam.
Now, they did strike a bargain. They did strike a bargain under
threat, but they didn't get what they thought they were getting.
There were many inferences, and implications and promises made
in public meetings by officials of the United States with members
of these tribes.
One of the promises that I would like to emphasize is that which
relat<:s to electric power. Now, these Indians had occupied an area
in which there was natural shelter and logs for construction of
homes, that WP.re adequate for that area. They were now moved to
areas on the upland where they have frame homes and their elec
tricity costs run from $600, $700, $800 a month. On the river
bottom they had sources of fuel, wood and coal, and the log he;mes
were adequate for the severe conditions of that area. That has all
been lost. They have to pay now, exorbitant prices for electricity. If
the promise that had been mude for a block of electricity fo::.· this
tribe, been given them, they could have met this kind of cost which
is now unbearable for many members of the tribe.
The gist cf the bargain that has gone wrong for this tribe, I think
i:l my mind, relates to the quality of the soil. The quulity of the soil
in which thev resided on the river bottom was, if vou were to rate
soil from 1 to 10. was probably close to 10. Now, they were moved
to a higher ground, where the soil was probably a two or a three.
Now, here were people who were expected to move from the bottom
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lands, take a few dollars, move to the high lands and carry on as
before. There is no way in the world that anyone in the world
could carry on under those conditions. I don't believe that if you
were to take the farmers of the Red River Valley in North Dakota,
which has similar soil, place them on the plains of Wyoming, that
they could carry on as they did before. No one can do it.
Now, finally, one other matter that is not in the report, that I
would like to bring to the committee's attention, is the fact that
the Corps of Engineers, when they took the land, did not take all
the land that was needed for inundation. There are areas that were
inundated without having been taken and paid for. Moreover, there
are areas there where the water action of the reservoir is contin
ually eroding away land that was not taken. There are large areas
that are eroded every day that were not compensated for and no
action taken by the Trustee, the Interior Department, or the Corps
of Engineers, when this matter has been brought to their attention.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Gentleman, I thank you very much. I'm trying to
recap what I've heard so far.
.
.
Soon after the passage of the 1944 Flood Control Act, negotia
tions began for the acquisition of the land to build a dam, is that
correct?
Mr. WALKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Negotiations went on and were completed in
1951?
Mr. MuRRY. Actually, I think I'd refer that to Hans, but the ne
gotiations were not completed until after the dam was started and
my recollection is the construction of the dam started in 1949.
Mr. WAI.KER. That's about right.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you have described the seller as an unwill
ing seller, and the buyer as a threatening buyer. Did the Affiliated
Tribes or the Indians have any legal represen'tatives?
Mr. WALKER. Yes; they did have legal counsel at the time. But, of
course, Mr. Chairman, it was very apparent to the Indians that the
United States could take the land. In fact, they had demonstrated
upstream that they could do it and in fact, there were some people
on the reservation that thought that there was no way in the world'
that the United States could dam that river. But, they could see
that it had been in fact done on the Fort Peck Reservation.
The CHAIRMAN. 1944 was wartime.
Mr. WALKER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. I would presume the people representing the
Government came to you in uniform?
Mr. WALKER. Yes; there were representatives of the Army Corps
of Engineers there.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you said the buyer was a threatening
buyer. How did they threaten you?
Mr. \VALKER. They threatened to take the land by condemnation,
and in fact they commenced construction on the river before they
acquired the land, and it was apparent to the Indians that that
would be flooded regardless. The dam was coming, they were build
ing it.
The CHAIRMAN. Even before the negotiations were completed,
even before papers were signed?
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Mr. WAl.KER. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN. Construction began?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you complain to the Corps?
Mr. WALKER. Well, I was not there at the time, but I know that
there was a strenuous opposition to the taking, and in fact, I think
the negotiations were finally completed after a directive to com
plete the negotiations with the tribes.
The CHAIRMAN. You are telling this committee that the construction began before negotiations were concluded?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that your finding also?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Mr. Chairman, in the case of the Oahe Reser
voir, a decade later, essentially the same story was repeated all
over again in the case of the Standing Rock Sioux.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Blackwelder, you spoke of economic benefits
to non-Indians resulting from the construction of this dam, recre
ational benefits and such, also the availability of electricity, and
the Indians who gave up the land did not benefit from this. That
was not part of the negotiation?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Essentially, the Federal · Government said,
we're giving you the compensation here to take care of most of the
problems and other verbal promises were made about you getting
certain benefits from power, from shoreline development and so on,
and it turned out these promises were essentially hollow. If you
view the areas today, for example, you will not see the kind of
shoreline development that was promised. In fact, one of our rec
ommendations is that that development should occur. And, you
will not see the Indians benefitting from the power as the non
Indian populations are.
The CHAIRMAN. Just for the record, I know it's in the document
somewhere, but how many acres were involved?
Mr. MURRY. Mr. Chairman, from the Three Affiliated Tribes I believe it was 156,000 acres. I'd have to turn to the report-
The CHAIRMAN. 156,000 acres of irrigable land?
Mr. MURRY. Of ;•iver bottom land, yes, sir. Much of it irrigable.
The CHAIRMAN. v;hat sort of compensation did the U.S. Government provide?
Mr. MURRY. If I may read just briefly from an area of the report,
Mr. Chairman?
The CHAIRMAN. Please do.
Mr. MURRY. Mr. Chairman, we had representatives of the tribe
who had personal knowledge of the negotiations who testified
before us, and they indicated that the offers and negotiations had a
continuing downward trend from the figures originally discussed as
they became more particularized and as the negotiations came
closer. And, so they testified that there was a belief on the part of
the Indians that they ought to take it before they got any lower.
That trend was exemplified even by the action of the Congress,
where we note that ultimately the Congress failed to pay the tribes
compensation in accordance with the principal of substitute or re
placement value. The House of Representatives passed its version
of HJA Resolution 33, that called for a case settlement of
$17,105,000 for the taking of 156,000 acres of reservation land. This
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amount included $3 million from the Tribal Land Consolidation
and Purchase Program. But, $12,600,000 was the settlement
amount finally offered by_ the Congress after a conference commit
tee between the two Houses. The Indians saw the proposed
amounts being reduced, not only by representatives of the Corps,
but also by the Congress, as the compensation measures moved
through the Congress. And, so, of course they felt it was going n�
where but lower. This was a factor that affected their decision.
It did appear to the committee that the action of the Congress in
lowering compensation rates from the studies carried on by the
Corps was arbitral}'.
The CHAIRMAN. Was any sort of appraisal made of the properties
in _question?
Mr. MURRY. There were types of appraisals that were made. We
felt that they were terribly low.
The CHAIRMAN. Who made the appraisals?
Mr. MURRY. I believe it was done by the Corps or by contract
through the Corps of Engineers. But, again, I'm speaking from a
belief and recollection.
The CHAIRMAN. I'm just trying to figure out how much an acre?
Mr. MURRY. It varied, but I think many offers were around $12
an acre. \Ve had some testimony that there were some types of
land that were lower.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Do you mean what the actual compensation
paid amounted to? I think it was more like $10.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that correct, $10 an acre?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. We can give you the exact figure for the
record, but I think it's in that neighborhood.
Mr. MURRY. That could be submitted later Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. This is river bottom land?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Fertile land?
Mr. MURRY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Irrigable land?
Mr. MURRY. Most of it, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. CroJ> producing land?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. At $10 an acre?
Mr. MURRY. Easily irrigated, Mr. Chairman, because of low lift
costs from the river.
The CHAIRMAN. This is getting very interesting. I shouldn't be
the chairman of this committee, because I come from a State where
we sell land by the square foot, and you can't buy land at $10 a
square foot where I come from. So, when you tell me $10 an acre
for irrigable, fertile land with crops growing on itMr. MURRY. Mr. Chairman, of course some of this land was delib
erately kept by · the tribes in woodlands, because they desired it for
both the timber, the logs for construction and so on. But, at any
time a greater portion of the timber could have been removed for
cropland or irrigation.
The CHAIRMAN. To the best of your knowledge, was the price pr�
vided anywhere near or resembling market value at that time?
Mr. MURRY. I, of course, was in the military during the period in
which some of the negotiations took place, and was in college after-
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wards, but my recollection of land values in North Dakota during
that period would have been from $35 on up for irrigable land.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, we find the Indians who used to be in a
consolidated area sent to the upland and divided up into?
Mr. WALKER. Five segments.
The CHAIRMAN. Five segments?
Mr. WALKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the viability of irrigated agriculture in
the State of North Dakota at this time?
Mr. MURRY. Are you referring, Mr. Chairman, to clearly irriga
ble irrigation lands on the reservations?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. MURRY. It is probably something like 40,000 acres that show
real promise upon the Fort Berthold Reservation, with a possibility
of additional acreage in excess of that. Final studies have not yet
been made, nor has most of the land yet been certified by the Sec
retary of Interior, as irrigable, so we can't give you a final answer.
Less work has been done, perhaps, on the total volume of irriga
ble lands on the Standing Rock Reservation. They have approval
within the Garrison Reformulation Act for something approaching
3,000 acres of irrigation. If we take certain types of measures, the
irrigable land might be as high as 105,000 acres at Standing Rock,
but because of sale and engineering feasibilities and some other
things, it probably turns out to be something less than that.
The CHAIRMAN. But even with irrigation-
Mr. MURRY, High cost, however.
The CHAIRMAN. Even with irrigation, considering the present
economic plight of farmers, the economic benefits that may be ac
crued by the Indians, may be limited at best?
Mr. MURRY. I suspect, Mr. Chairman, it has limitations, although
we looked at the factor that the cattle operations of Indian ranch
ers on the whole had to be radically reduced after losing the pro
tected well watered bottom lands, the hay lands and so on. Irriga
tion might do much to stabilize and restore the potential of the
ranching economy on the other more dry upland acres.
The CHAIRMAN. The prepared statement of the Department of In
terior suggests that there is insufficient documentation to support
this claim. Do you believe that there is sufficient documentation to •
justify . the substitute or replacement value proposal?
Mr. MURRY. Mr. Chairman, we had two methods presented to us,
and I believe you'll receive some information upon them. Basically,
we did support at least the minimum. It depends upon your philos
ophy of how compensation should be adjusted when large blocks of
land are taken. Huge tracts have far more impact than the taking
of small individual tracts. Because it has a sweeping institutional
impact, governmental impact and so on, we felt that the methods
were rational and at the very least the one that resulted in the
lower figure should be accepted. Yes; we did feel that the prin-::ipal
was valid, that the statistical input into · the formula that was used
was rational, and we did accept them.
The CHAIRMAN. In carrying out your responsibility in preparing
your report, did you consult the Department of the Interior?
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Mr. MURRY. By invitation we informed all the Departments of
the ongoing study, and invited them to have representatives in at
tendance and to be present.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs provided staffing for the Advisory Committee. So,
through the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Interior personnel were
involved, I believe, in all of the deliberations and every single
meeting.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the Interior Department tell you what they
expected of you, as far as documentation was concerned?
Mr. MunRY. No; there were no directives from Interior as lo how
we were to proceed, or the level • of evidence might be required to
convince us.
The CHAIRMAN. So, as of this moment, you don't knoN what Inte
rior requires of you?
Mr. MURRY. No; we weren't given that charge. We were given
the charge to make a rational finding, as to the viability of the
claims for compensation. We think we were reasonable people. The
level of evidence presented to us, without any question, resulted in
our determination that compensation had been inadequate and
that claims and promises had not been kept. We felt the general
compensation formula, which differs from the specific replacement
recommendations that are contained in the report, was not an irra
tional approach, but rather a valid one.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Mr. Chairman, for example, it's no secret how
our method of figuring out what was owed was to figure out the
economic loss to the income producing items. For example, at
Standing Rock they lost 90 percent of the commercial timber. They
lost fruits that were there, wildlife as well as the agricultural po
tential, as well as the direct damage to buildings and roads that
were inundated. So, if you figure what just compensation at the
time would have been, then invested with interest compounded to
current levels, you come out with one of the figures we presented.
Now, that's one way of approaching the situation, using the Gov
ernment capitalization figures for 1950 and for 1959 when the two
projects were under construction to obtain the initial just compen
sation figure.
The CHAIRMAN. If the Congress decides to accept and approve
your recommendations and implement your recommendations,
what will be the price tag?
Mr. BLACKWELDER. The two bounds for compensation for the
Standing Rock Tribe, the estimates range from $181 million to $349
million, depending upon which methods of economic calculation are
used, and for the Three Affiliated Tribes, between $178 and $41 1
million. So, a lower bound would be about $360 million and an
upper bound would be about $760 million.
Mr. MURRY. Damage and compensation being somewhat a subjec
tive thing and since economists who did work for us differ, we pre
sented the range, but we did recommend at least the minimum.
The CHAIRMAN. I would assume that since you are members of
the committee, that you support the findings of the committee
without exception?
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Mr. MURRY. It's signed by four of the five members. The fifth
member did not sign the report because, I believe, of such frequent
absences from participation, that he did not feel comfortable.
The CHAIRMAN. But, all of you sitting here approve?
Mr. MURRY. Yes.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Yes.
Mr. WALKER. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, by supporting this, are you recommending
that all costs associated with the report, the costs that you've just
cited, be charged to the Garrison project?
Mr. MURRY. Mr. Chairman, I think if I could respond first. We
believe that this is a Pick-Sloan cost. The total Pick-Sloan Program
involves far more than the Garrison Water Diversion Project. It in
volves flood control. In fact, that was the thing that finally drove
the wheels to begin the construction of the mainstream dams, with
the 1943 floods on the Misscuri. We believe it is a Pick-Sloan cost.
If the Congress decided to use power revenues to pay these costs,
that's within the discretion of the Congress. If you determine to use
appropriated funds from the general fund of the United States, cer
tainly we feel that's within the discretion of the Congress. We do
not feel, however, that we should pick one aspect of a total basin
wide program and say that is a cost of only that aspect.
The CHAIRMAN. What you're just saying is that you recommend
that the Congress not only seriously consider the recommendations,
but implement them and as far as payment is concerned, it is up to
the Congress?
Mr. MURRY. I believe the Congress has some sources. We also be
lieve that the benefits basin-wide, especially in the lower basin
states, have been substantial. Such things as revenue from the sale
of preference power might be considered, but we're hesitant to sug
gest revenue-raising measures to the Congress.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, it's not just the
Garrison Dam itself that caused the damage, it was also the Oahe
Reservoir that damaged the Standing Rock Tribe and the Garrison
Dam that inundated the Three Affiliated Tribes land.
Mr. MURRY. Oahe is a South Dakota dam.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. So, there are two, actually there are two ex
isting water projects that caused the major components of the
damage.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you very much, gentlemen. And I
can assure you that it's been extremely helpful.
Mr. MURRY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. BLACKWELDER. And, Mr. Chairman, if we could, we'll provide
the exact dollar figure for the land from our report for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate it sir.
Our next witness will be the Assistant Secretary for Indian Af
fairs of the Department of the Interior, the Honorable Ross Swim
mer, and Brigadier Charles Dominy, Division Engineer of the Mis
souri River Diversion, Army Corps of Engineers. We are pleased to
have you with us gentlemen. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROSS SWII\11\IER, ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FOR INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPAR'fl\lENT OF THE INTERIOR, FROM
WASIIINGTON, DC
Mr. SWIMMER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure for me
to be here and I appreciate the indulgence of the committee, also
on my behalf, in allowing me to present my statement toward the
end. I have appropriation hearings later this week, so I need every
minute I can get to work up that information.
We have, as has been explained to the committee, the report that
was done at the request of Congress and the Garrison Diversion
Unit Commission, which was, it's purpose of course, to study the
project, particularly as it applied to the two Indian tribes at Fort
Berthold and Standing Rock Reservations. The report addressed ap
proximately 10 items that were of primary concern to the Garrioon
Diversion Unit Commission as it might effect Indians and, of
course, to the Indians themselves.
We have prepared a statement for the committee that I would
like to have submitted for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. SWIMMER. I can briefly summarize that statement, I believe
and save some time for the committee, •and not have to go through
it in its entirety.
.
Essentially what I'd like to say is, that we have a situation here
that is not unlike that on many of our reservations across the
country. The tribes that have been relocated, removed, transferred
from one location to another, some as a result of actions taken
through the development of the reservation system, some through
natural disaster, some through development of water projects
throughout the west, as is the case here. Invariably, the lifestyles
of the tribes that are affected by those kinds of situations change.
Often times we find that they change for the worse over the years.
It's speculation to determine what might have been 30 years ago,
but we know what is now, and we know that there are some very
real, severe problems that are facing these tribes as well as many
across the land.
The question is, what can we do about it? We have a couple of
levels of responsibility. One is certainly a legal responsibility. I
think this committee is very aware of that legal responsibility and
on numerous occasions in the past has helped to promote legisla
tion that would allow tribes to bring claims in court to assert the
legal responsibility of the Government, and to collect damages.
There is also a question as to a moral responsibility, perhaps. What
is it worth to disrupt someone's lifestyle and what kind of price can
we put on the conditions under which the people live. What could
be done. perhaps to mitigate those conditions.
In these cases we know that there are some legal responsibilities.
We're not clear about which ones have been satisfied. We know at
the time of the development of this project, there was land that
was taken, and tribes were relocated to higher ground in order to
impound the waters, and that there was compensation paid for
that. Perhaps fair market value and a little bit more, and I believe
our colleague from the Corps of Engineers can get into the actual
statistics on what that was and what the payment was at the time.
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We also know that in further mitigation at the time, there were
some schools built, there were · some· clinics provided, there were
some access provided to health providers through a card _system,
where the Indian people would have access to health care. We also
know that the lifestyle, the economic lifestyle of the tribe was in
terrupted. They were traditionally located in the valley and they
lived on subsistence, hunted and fished and were pretty well able
to take care of themselves, and that of course, that lifestyle
changed, and that due to the new conditions that faced them on
the higer plains areas, they have not been able to replicate that
subsistence lifestyle as they could before.
I believe that there is definitely, as has been provided for in the
Garrison Reformulation Plan, some opportunity to add additional
land to irrigation that could provide some economic benefit to the
tribe and that the water should be applied where appropriate to
the land and allow the tribe to carry · on an agricultural operation.
In the report, the Commission has indicated that an additional size
able chunk of land, 130,000 plus acres, could be added to irrigation,
possibly on the basis that it's irrigable. I also note though, that
there are a lot of other concerns registered there as far as what
happens to the drainage water. It's not the best land in the world ·
for sure, as far as agriculture, and that it could create some prob
lems downstream as the drains work. We've seen that happen in
the west quite a bit.
The other thing I am a little concerned about, although it's not
addressed directly, is the feasibility of an agricultural program, a
large project like that, in this particular area. Well, if we say that
that's not maybe the best way to go, then we have look at other
ways of trying to provide some jobs in that area, and then we're
talking about industry and, what I would suggest is that maybe
some alternatives to looking at massive irrigation systems would be
through the reformulation project, look at maybe some of that
money to be used for trust funds, or a way in which it could be
used as a economic development fund. It could, perhaps, recruit
some private sector jobs through manufacturing or assembly work,
or other kinds of high technology work, whatever might be in the
marketplace in order to provide jobs for the people that are on the
reservation.
I think there have obviouslv been a lot of concerns about the
compensation that was paid at" the time, and we have some studies
that have been done in the Commission's report. A couple of state
ments that concerns me in the report, those included on item 9, the
additional compensation. The Commission apparently turned over
to the tribes the opportunity to determine what, if any, additional
compensation might be needed, and the tribes chose to hire an eco
nomic expert to do an economic analysis of the conditions of the
tri� both then and presently. They make a statement on page 53
of tne report that says, the tribP.s were not compensated anywhere
near the amount that the tribal land was worth. I don't think
that's a defendable statement, as I believe our colleague from the
Corps will get into, but, nor do I believe that that was a basis for
their economic analysis here. They really weren't talking about
land values, they were talking about an ecoi1omic loss that has oc
curred as a result of a change in lifestyle.
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My concern about that and whether or not it's something that
can be documented is that, I'm not sure that even if we can do an
economic analysis on an Indian tribe in any situation today and try
to compar� it to where they would have been 30 years ago, that it
would be a compensable loss. One of the recommendations I would
suggest is that, if the committee determines that there in fact was
inadequate compensation, actual compensation paid the tribe at
the time of the taking of the lands, that it's an issue that really
should be looked at in the context of litigation. And, that both par
ties should be able to determine through the appropriate experts
whether it's compensable, what amount would be compensable in
addition to what was paid, and that a judgment could· be rendered
against the United States for whatever that money might be.
That's traditionally, of course, the way that we have approached
these kinds of cases.
But, I really cannot argue with the Commission's findings. I
would say that under most situations, an economic analfsis could
certainly come up with this kind of a finding, that we re facing
somewhere between, I'm not sure, it's $100 million to $300 million
worth of economic loss to the tribe. So, I just throw that out as an
addition to what the Commission has done. That it may require an
other forum, but of course, it also does provide the Congress with
an opportunity to look at what that economic loss has be�n, or
what it's been projected to be anyway, by the economists.
With that, I think it would be instructive to get into, perhaps, •
some of the numbers that the Corps has, and let them explain their
actions at the time of taking and what they did to pay for the prop
erty and mitigate the conditions of the tribe and I would be happy
to get into questions that I'm sure the committee has by now, after
listening to other testimony.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Swimmer appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. General Dominy, welcome, sir.

STATEMENT OF BRIG. GEN. CHARLES E. DO1\IINY, DIVISION ENGI
NEER, l\llSSOURI RIVER DIVERSION, ARl\tY CORPS OF ENGI
NEERS, FROI\I O1\IAHA, NE
General DOMINY. Mr. Chairman, I'm pleased to be with you
today. I'm General Charles Dominy. I'm the Division Engineer of
the Missouri River Division of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
stationed in Omaha, NE.
I will summarize our preliminary comments on items of direct
interest to the Corps of Engineers. Our review of this report has
not been completed as of yet, and I would ask your indulgence, if
maybe within 30 days we could submit to the committees, additional
comments for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine, sir. Could you by any chance make it in 2
weeks?
General DOMINY. We'd be glad to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine, sir.
General DoMINY. Fine. It will be 2 weeks.
As background, the Flood Control Act of 1944 authorized the con
struction of five dams and reservoirs along the main stem of the
Missouri River pursuant to the Pick-Sloan Plan. As certain Indian
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reservations adjacent to the projects would lose land to flooding by
the reservoirs, Congress authoru.ed the acquisition of such lands
and specified the compensation to be paid to the affected tribes and
individual Indians. There are two laws of direct relevance to the
matter at hand. One is Public Law 81-437 of October 29, 1949, by
which the United States acquired lands of the Fort Berthold Reser
vation for the Garrison Project in North Dakota. The other is
Public Law 85-915 of September 2, 1958, by which the United
States acquired lands of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe for the
Oahe project in North and South Dakota. Both laws specified the
compensation to be paid, and both laws completely extinguished
the Indian interests in• the affected properties, except for grazing
t>rivileges and mineral interests retained by the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe on their former reservation lands. In 1962, grazing
privileges were restored to the Three Affiliated Tribes in accord
ance with Public Law 87-695. And in 1984, J>y Public Law 98-602,
Congress restored the mineral rights of the Three Affiliated Tribes
in the acquired lands of the Fort Berthold Reservation.
The Army · Corps of Engineers manages the project lands ac
quired frnm these tribes as well as other project lands acquired
from Indians and non-Indians pursuant to the Flood Control Act of
1944. We do it for the following purposes: flood control, hydropower
operations, irrigation,. navigation, recreation, and wildlife
preservation.
We did not have an opportunity to participate in the p�paration
of the report by the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee. However,
based on our preliminary review of the final report, we believe that
a number of the recommendations have merit and we will work
with the tribes to implement those. Others, though, would be diffi
cult to implement under our existing authorities and mandates,
and · their economic feasibility has not been established.
The committee recommends return of excess lands to the tribes.
We recently reviewed our landholding at both the Oahe and Garri
son projects to ascertain whether we. held land in excess of project
needs. Considering the full array of project purposes and the need
for a buffer for • wave action and shoreline erosion, we concluded
that there are no lands within the Corps project boundaries which
are excess to authorized project needs.
The committee noted that there is considerable potential for
recreation development and recommends additional recreation de
velopment by the tribes. The Corps of Engineers is and has been
willing to participate with the tribes in recreation leases and in de
velopment of recreation opportunities, as it does with other local
entities, . "N;1rsuant to Federal law and consistent with budget
priorities!
Currently, we have four outstanding leases with the Three Affili
ated Tribes for recreation purposes, as well as many recreation
leases with other local non-Indian entities. Section 1125 of Public
Law 99-662 transfers to the Three Affiliated Tribes the Four Bears
Recreation Area at Lake Sakakawea which was developed at full
Federal expense.
Among the other items that the committee deems important is
the establishment of an "Indian Desk" within the Corps. We cur
rently have an internal organizational capability to provide special
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emphasis on Indian affairs and will give this recommendation fur
ther consideration. Of course, the Joint Tribal Advisoey Committee
and other re_presentatives of the tribes are always welcome to visit
our Omaha District, to visit the Missouri River Division, or to visit
the Chief Engineer's Office here in Washington to discuss
·----- issues of
mutual concern.
Another • item of imPQrtance to the committee was protection of
the tribes hunting and fishing rights. As I already mentioned,
there are no excess lands within the Corps' project boundaries. Be
cause of this and because of the Corps' responsibilities to provide
fish and wildlife recreation for general public use, the opportuni
ties to modify_ jurisdictional prerogatives of the tribes would be lim
ited at best. However, we're willing to coordinate with the tribes to
address hunting and fishing issues and other fish and wildlife con
cerns.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement.
[Prepared statement of General Dominy appears in the appendbJ

The CHAIRMAN·. I thank you very much, gentlemen.
The 1944 Act authori7.ed the construction of the Garrison and the
Standing Rock projects, and provide authority to acquire necessary
lands and to provide appropriate compensation. When did you
begin the studies on these two projects? As a member of the Public
Works Subcommittee, so I know that it takes time for your engi
neering studies and feasibility studies, and that before you come to
us for authorization, there are steps your must complete. When did
you begin this quest for the project?
General DoMINY. Well, Mr. Chairman, prior to the Flood Control
Act of 1944, studies had been un.derway throughout the main stem
of the Missouri River focusing on flood control and navigation
issues. So, it goes back many years prior to the authorization that
occurred in 1944.
The CHAIRMAN. If I'm correct, during all that time, let's say from
the thirties, early forties, the Government of the United States,
through its agent, the Corps of Engineers, proceeded with the plan
ning and such never taking into consideration the concerns of the
Indians. We just decided this is going to be it. Isn't that correct?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, I think we looked at it from the
technical perspective of what flood control measures would be ef
fective in that region. And then you take those next steps and
work with appropriate elements, in this case the Bureau of Indian
Affairs. But initially, from our perspective, our responsibility was
. to do a study for technical feasibility of an engineering solution to
a problem.
The CHAIRMAN. So, you came up with a report that said the
dams will be built here and then you looked at the map and you
said, oh, my God, we've got Indians living there. Up until then we
did not confer with the Indians. I'm not trying to be facetious, but
isn't that correct?
General DoMINY. Sir, I'm not oure.
The CHAIRMAN. I looked over the reports and there's nothing to
indicate that the Indians were called in for discussions and consul
tations to determine whether this would be all right with them, so
I'm just assuming that this was done. Although, that's not the
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practice today, at least. If they were going to build a dam and my
home happened to be in the vall�, before it would get to the Con
gress the Corps would visit me. That's the practice today, isn't it?
General DoMINY. Yes; there's .lots of public dialog on any poten
tial project, indeed.
The CHAIRMAN. But that public dialog did not occur at that time.
So, we have a situation where officials of the Government of the •
United States were visiting this area with their measuring devices
and such, and comes 1944, the technical requirements have been
submitted to Congress, the appro_p�ate committees approve passage
and bingo, we've got a 1944 act. The Indians are still not consulted,
and then we move ahead, and we tell the Indians we're going to
build this year and let's negotiate. And in the negotiation the Indi
ans are horrified, they're concerned to see their sacred burial
grounds, their traditional hunting areas, their traditional resi
dences targeted for flooding and so they oppose this plan. Then the
Corps comes in and says, well, if you don't want to negotiate we're
going to condemn this place. And then you proceed even before the
papers are signed or the agreements are concluded to begin con
struction. Isn't that correct?
General DoMINY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. You weren't there, and I'm not blaming you.
This was a long time ago. None of us were there. But, do you think
that's the way we should have done our business?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, once the Congress has author
ized and appropriated funds to move on a specific • flood control
project, it's not uncommon for much of the real estate activities as- ·
soc1ated with that to take place several years following the initiation of construction of the dam.
The CHAIRMAN. You mean to tell me that even today if my prop
erty were in that valley, that you'd come in with your bulldozers
and start digging trenches on my property?
General DoMINY. The axis of the dam and the area around
the--The CHAIRMAN. I'd have the Marshals on you. I'd have the Con
gress on you. I'd have everyone on you. And you know that would
happen.
General DoMINY. yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Then hena are these Indians, who can still recall
the history of the United States, where they've been pushed
around, suddenly being confronted with a situation where they re
alize that maybe if you don't take this, you'll end up getting noth
ing. Then the Congress gets into the act, one stage at $17 million,
and then it comes down to $12 million, the present amount today.
If I were a chief at that time, and I say, fellows, it is $12 million now,
let's grab it because next year it is going to be $10 million, and who
knows, 2 years from now it will be $8 million. My question is just the
matter of the ethics involved. Do you think that is the way Ameri
cans should have conducted themselves in dealing with Indians?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, the legislative history and the
negotiation history for this one has been laid out very clearly, and
I think there's evidence that there's a great deal of unhappiness
and a difficult situation for the parties concerned.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you oppose the recommendation of the Joint
Committee?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, as I outlined in my opening
statement, there are elements of the report that could be accomo
dated within the existing authorities; for example, working togeth
er on· potential recreation and on fish and wildlife issues. For those
recommendations that are within existing authorities, we want to
open that dialog and continue to work with them.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, the compensation which was provided for
the record, has been calculated that for Fort Berthold, 156,000
acres, it comes out to approximately $24 an acre, and for Standing
Rock with 56,000 acres, it comes down to about $35 an acre. Was
that appropriate compensation?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, if youThe CHAIRMAN. I'm not in a position to decide whether it's ap
propriate or not, because if I apply my experience from Hawaii, I
would say that this was not even robbery. It was murder. But, was
it fair at that time?
General DoMINY. I think the record would reflect that the
method of real estate acquisition used at that time is very similar
to that use today, where contracted real estate personnel survey
and use fair market value determinations to come up with the ap
praised amount negotiations with the landholders. In this particu
lar case, the final compensation legislated by the Congress had
funds far in excess of the land value appraisal, because you recog
nized the other tangible and intangible sacrifices associated with
this move. But, if you looked at non-Indian land owners, who also
had lands, many of them went to condemnation because they also
did not want to lose their ranches or parts of their lands that were
in these good areas. You'll find that the appraised value system
was used uniformly within the basin.
The CHAIRMAN. I have looked over, in preparing for this hearing,
the methods of compensating that have been employed by the
Corps of Engineers in their negotiations. One common way of com
pensation, if you're taking over properties owned by a community
or by local government, is that you share in the revenue that is
derived from this project. Now, this one here has a lot of benefits
accuring to other people, land values have gone up, electricity pro
vided. But, now were're charging the Indians electricity. Was there
any sort of sharing of revenues with the Indians in this case?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, I'm not aware of any, and I will
look with my staff to see if there are some details that would help
flush that out in the record, but I know of none.
The CHAIRMAN. There wasn't any.
Would it be too late to open up the agreement again?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, I would yield to my colleague
from the Bureau of Indian Affairs on such a question.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, you indicated that there are no excess
lands and the Joint Committee maintains very strongly that there
are lands excess to your needs.
General DoMINY. That gets into the question, Mr. Chairman, of
theThe CHAIRMAN. Are they being used at this time?
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General DoMINY. Yes; they are. When I outlined the series of
p�ect purposes, one of those was wildlife management.
The CHAIRMAN. Wildlife management?
General DoMINY. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Why don't you let the Indians do the wildlife
management? They've been doing this for eons.
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, the Congress has charged us to
do that and we have taken on that responsibility.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, if we took that responsibility away, that's
OK with you?
General DoMINY. Mr. Chairman, you are in charge.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Secretary Swimmer, you suggested that
there are alternatives to irrigation development that might yield a
better return. What are these alternatives that you speak of?
Mr. SWIMMER. Simply a different way of using the money that
otherwise would be invested in irrigation pipes and sprinkler sys
tems and pumps and pumping stations and the O&M that would be
paid each year to run those things. If the economics of it were such
that they could not grow crops in that area that are marketable at
a profit, it would be of concern . to me as to whether we should
make that kind of capital investment, or that if we're going to
make an investment, it was provided in the reformulation authori
zation of something like $67 million. That, if that money or addi
tional moneys were used more as a venture capital pool or an in
vestment pool for the tribes, that or instead of going with the
135,000 acres, the money could be used more effectively, perhaps
and, actually put more people to work. Farming does not employ a
great deal of people, particularly in today's mechanized way of
farming. We have explored this with other tribes throughout the
west that we are negotiating agreements for.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you explored this with the tribes in
question?
Mr. SWIMMER. As far as I know, excl!pt in a very general way, we
have not discussed this with these particular tribes.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think that as the senior trustee for the
native Americans in the United States, that it would be well if you
consulted with the Indians?
Mr. SWIMMER. Well, I certainly do. And I certainly have attempt
ed to consult with them and I have talked to these tribes. I am not
in a position to recommend to the tribes that this is not a good way
of spending the money. The Congress has already authorized it and
I'm not prepared to go to the tribe and tell them not to do it. I'm
simply suggesting that they apparently do have a lot of abilities
themselves and I am suggesting that as we looked at the report,
that there might be othefthings for the tribes to consider.
I would be more than happy to sit down with the tribes and will
do so, to look at alternatives to the way they are proposing. The
other issue involves water quantification and we generally do not
commence either negotiations or proposed litigation until the par
ties have advised us that they would like to do so.
What I was going to suggest as another alternative, is the con
cept of water marketing. I don't think in this area, we have a
scarce supply of water, however, and so it might not be as effective
as elsewhere. But, I think that as we look at the issues of economic
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development, these tribes are certainly going to be included in
those discussions and would hope that we can help them provide
some analvsis as to the best way to spend the money.
The CHAIRMAN. You have suggested in your statement that the
tribes should be allowed to lease, as grazing rights from those lands
along the shore, now, which the Corps says are not in excess. If
these lands are not in excess and important to the project, how can
yoµ provide grazing? It has to be either important for the project
or not important for the project.
Mr. SWIMMER. My impression of the Corps statement was that
they could not turn title over to these lands.
The CHAIRMAN. They said they have use for it. It's part of the
project. If it's part of the project, how can you permit animals to go
roaming around there and grazing?
Mr. SWIMMER. They already have. They have afforded the tribes
the exclusive right to graze on those excess lands that are not
excess, but those lands-The CHAIRMAN. So, you believe they're excess also.
Mr. SWIMMER. I guess I've lived too long around the Corps. The
lands are not excess in the context of the Corps use of those lands
to protect the shore of the project and I'm paraphrasing what our
colleague has said here. My concern is, that if the land is dry and
is growing grass on it, you ought to be able to graze cattle on it,
and, it was an exclusive right to the tribes to do that and because
there is a technical legal issue as to whether that right is leasable,
we have said that they couldn't lease it. I don't really think that
would be a problem to the Corps, although I haven't conferred with
them.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you would suggest legislation to permit
this?
Mr. SWIMMER. I would, if it's needed. I think that it would be
fair, but again, I would defer to the Corps. If they feel like keeping
someone else's cattle off besides the trities' cattle, would be a pro�
lem thenThe CHAIRMAN. When do you plan to initiate the action that you
are willing to take-administrative steps to coordinate fish and
wildlife and law enforcement projects with the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe to protect the tribe's hunting and fishing rights on the
reservation in and around the Lake Oahe?
Mr. SWIMMER. Well, I would be prepared to do that at any time
when the tribes would like to sit down and talk about it, and I'll be
happy to arrange a meeting with Fish and Wildlife folks from our
Department to do that. I'm not sure exactly what the consequences
of that might be.
The CHAIRMAN. Do we have representatives of the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe here?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you desire to sit with Secretary Swimmer to
discuss this?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Well, the discussion that they're propos
ing if it's held likeThe CHAIRMAN. Will you identify yourself, sir?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Yes, sir; my name is Al White Lightning,
and I'm from the Tribal Council of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.
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We went to Secreta� Swimmer on December 18, to make a pro
posal to him. At the tune, Secretary Swimmer laughed at us and
since then we didn't go to him. If this is ,oing to be another issue
where he laughs in our face, then I'm not interested.
The CHAIRMAN. That's a rather serious charge, Mr. Secretaey.
Mr. SWIMMER. Well, it is. And, I think it's a very unfair ch:arac
terization of the meeting that we had. I don't remember the exact
date of December 18, apparently it made an impression on the gen
tleman's mind. I have, to my knowledge, never laughed at a tribe
that has presented anything seriously. I recall visiting with the
tribe concerning the report and that my response was that a report
that essentially provides for a list of items to be compensatied that
would cost between $500 and $1 billion is not something that we're
going to get the administration to support in this particular budget
area. And that we hadn't had time to do much of an analysis on
the re_port, but I was concerned particularly about the large items
of additional compensation and the way _ in which the economic
report was done.
_
I don't recall any discussion occu� about their desire to meet
on fish and wildlife issues. As I said, I'd be more than happy to sit
down with them, but I think to characterize the meeting as saying
that I laughed at the tribe, is simply not true. And, I would have to
take exception to the gentleman's statement. If he believes that
ha_ppened, I apologize to him here.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I think we should start from the beginning
again, and forget about what happened in the past. You are pre
pared to meet with the appropnate officials of Standing - Rock
Indian Tribe?
Mr. SWIMMER. Certainly. Certainly. And I would have the other
officials in the Department available to meet to discuss the issue
and would invite the Q,rps' representative, if it's ·going to effect
wildlife that's within their jurisdiction.
The CHAIRMAN. We will notify the officials of the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe of your willin1,1ness to meet, and would you provide this
committee with a report on these meetings?
Mr. SWIMMER. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. It would also help. if I could send staff' people
from this committee to sit in. Mr. SWIMMER. Certainly. They'd be welcome.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any comment to make on the line of
questioning I had with the General, as to whether the methods em
ployed in acquiring these lands were done in an American ethical
way?
Mr. SWIMMER. Mr. Chairman, I don't think that the methods
generally used by the Government to acquire properties for any
project are done any differently, whether it's an Indian tribe or a
non-Indian. I would say that in the recent history, we have made a
lot of progress, however, in attempting to make the public aware of
what 18 being done.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean to tell me that the C'A>rps of Engi
neers or a Government agency before concludin� an agreement can
come on my prop!rty and start di�g trenches?
Mr. SWIMMER. I don't think that s what was alluded to. The gen
tleman said that the dam in fact could be built. Someone down74-770 0 - 87 - 2
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stream from that dam, the Government does have the ability to
condemn that land. And they have done it. They've done it to my
tribe, and they've done it probably to-The CHAIRMAN. They can condemn it, but that's part of the
threatening posture that one takes. But, they did one step further.
Tf!.ey began the construction.
Mr. SWIMMER. Of the dam.
The CHAIRMAN. Before the agreement was signed. Do you think
that's proper, or do you think they can get away by doing that on
my property?
Mr. SWIMMER, I think it has something to do with the congres
sional action in that they were trying to follow the law, at least
that's generally what is used- .
The CIIAJRMAN. Well, I'm not blaming the Corps, because I'm
certain they took orders from someone, whether they came from
the Pen�on or from the Congress. But, I just want to know if you
think that s proper.
Mr. SWIMMER. No.
The CIIAJRMAN. So, you don't .think that it was a proper way to
do business then?
Mr. SWIMMER. Well, I don't think it's proper to build a project if
the public doesn't know that it's being ·built. And if that happened,
it • certainly wouldn't be pro�r. I understand the dam was being
built not on tribal land, but 1t certainly would have an effect on it,
and I think in today's situation we would certainly go to the tribe
and spend a great deal of time working with the tribe both before
and while the dam is being built. We recently went through a long
history of one known as Tellico that the East.em Band of the Cher
okee Tribe had a great deal of interest in, because it was going to
flood some very important lands of that tribe, and in spite of 1.ears
and years and years of discussion, the dam was built. And 1t did
flood the land. So, I think that the tribes as well as individuals
need to be aware of the action that's being taken and have every
recourse to address it. In the end, the Government is going to take
and the Government should provide compensation when it does.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, each day I learn a bit more about our rela•
tionship with the Indians, and what I learn is not always pleasant.
I don't know what the practice of this Government or the Corps
was in 1944 or 1941, but as long as I've been here as a member of
the U.S. Congress, whenever a project like this is being considered
they have public hearings.
Mr. SWIMMER. Sure.
The CHAIRMAN. They call in the interested parties, the property
owners. But here we have a situation where the Congress passes an
Act, the Indians are not consulted, the negotiations begin • and
before it's concluded, bulldozers come in.
Mr. SWIMMER. Certainly the process has been improved greatly
over what it was in the early � of the century.
The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think we should clo something to re
dress that, or do we just say it happened yesterday, so let's forget
about it? Yesterday was yesterday.
Mr. SWIMMER, It's very difficult to put a value on that and to ad
dress it monetarily or to address it some other way, I can't answer
the question. There have been many tragic situations occurring in
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Indian country. My tribe has had many of them and to try and ad•
dress what happened at that particular time in our history and as
time goes on, it's difficult to put it in terms of dollars and cents.
It's difficult to say what would have been. If the tribe had re
mained on subsistence, what would have been today.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I concur with I_OU. It's difficult to translate
these concerns into dollars and cents. But, before we even attempt
to translate these concerns into dollars and cents, I think we must
take the first step. The first step is to ask did we do the right
thing. If we did the �ht thing, tlien we don't need the dollars and
cents. But, if you and I agree that what we did was not quite Amer•
ican, not quite ethical and not quite moral, then it's a different ball
game.
Mr. SWIMMER. I have had many people suggest that we should go
back and revisit a lot of the water pro�ects that were built. Wheth•
er they were immoral projects, I can t really say. S1me of them
probably aren't needed in retrospect. Some of them have prevented
a lot of floods that would have killed a lot of people. An,t whether
the right thing was done at that time or not by the Indians or bl
other people, again is speculation. And, to go back and revisit 1t
and to say that in retrospect certainly it was not-I don't think it
was intended that it was going to benefit the Indians. I wouldn't
think so anyway, that this project would assist them, and apparent•
ly there was an attempt at the time to provide some compensation
not only for the value of the reservation, but to help them relocate.
And, if there are other things that we can do and the reformula•
tion has provided some of the things, such as irrigation, then that
should be considered as further mitigation of the issue.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I thank you very much, Mr. Secretary and
thank you, General.
On behalf of the members of the committee, I wish to tell you
that were it not for the Highway bill that is now pending on the
Senate floor, most of the members would be here, but as you know,
Senator Burdick is chairman of the committee that has responsibil
ity for that bill and he has an obligation to be there. So, in his
behalf, I'd like to submit for your consideration, study and response
several questions relating to this problem and some to you, sir,
General.
General DoMINY. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much.
General DoMINY. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I'd like to now call upon Mr. &l Lone Fight,
Chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Res
ervation, New Town, ND.
And I gather, Mr. Chairman, you will have Mr. Cross, your tribal
attorney accompany_you?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. That's right, Mr. Chairman.
The CuAIRMAN. And Mr. Gorman and Mr. Nathanson and Mr.
Bilstein?
Mr. LoNE Flmn. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you introduce them, si,-?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Yes; to my left is Mr. Cross, he's our Tribal At
torney, and also a member of the Three Aftlliated Tribes. And to
my nght I have Dr. Gorman, and Dr. Gorman is the agricultural
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economist, and also I have Dr. Friesema, a sociologist and a politi
cal scientist. And, also I have Mr. Ron Bilstein, engineer and con
sultant.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, gentlemen, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD LONE FIGHT, CHAIRMAN OF THE
THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES OF THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN
RESERVATION

Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman Inouye, my name is Ed Lone Fight, as you men
tioned. I'm the chairman of the Three Affiliated Tribes. And it is
my pleasure to appear before your committee and the other com
mittees represented here and testify regarding the report issued by
the Joint Tribal Advisory Committee on May 23, 1986.
You have heard many testimony including Mr. C. Emerson
Murry, and his colleagues, who served on the Joint Tribal Advisory
Committee. That Federal commission has issued a thoughtful and
considerate report regarding the impacts of the Pick-Sloan Pro
gram on the Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Indian
Reservation. You have seen the video presentation showing in
stark terms of the human costs associated with the removal and
dispersion of the tribal people in order to make way for the Garri
son Dam.
This Federal removal of some 480 tribal families, over 90 percent
of the tribal population in the 1950's from the five bottom land
communities along the Missouri River has had disastrous and last
ing adverse consequences for the Three Affiliated Tribes. This
result should come as no surprise. It would come as no surprise to
the Missouri River Basin investigation team, the Federal task that
through its experts in _ 1946 and 1947 evaluated the feasibility of the
removal of the Three Affiliated Tribes in order to make way for
the Garrison Dam. That agency's 30 some reports on the subject
makes clear the hazards to the future tribal well-being if such a
policy were adopted. It would come as no surprise, and it didn't, to
the tribal leaders who foresaw the devastating consequences that
would befall their people if they were forced to remove. These
tribal leaders' moving and emotional laden speeches in opposition
to the injustice of the Garrison Dam are commemorated now
among the other great speeches in Indian history. Finally, it would
come as no surprise to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, it commiser
ated with the tribal people over their fate, but did very little else.
The BIA's message to the tribal people was: reconcile yourself to
the coming of the dam, y�µr removal is inevitable.
However, the Three AflUiated Tribes did not view their removal
as inevitable. As the MRBI reports, and other scholarly studies,
who the tribes, unlike the other Great Plains Tribes, were a village
of agricultural people that had succeeded by the 1940's in building
a self-sufficient tribal economy on Fort Berthold. The bottom lands
of the Fort Berthold Reservation, according to the MBBI reports
done near the time of the taking act, abounded in natural re
sources. The naturally fertile alluvial soils, the natural shelter for
the tribes' livestock herds, the abundant deposits of coal, the stand
ing timber, the availability of seasonal fruits such as juneberries
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and choke cherries, the extensive habitat for wild game, as well as
a plentiful suppl)' of good water for domestic and stock watering
purposes, all combinea to frovide a solid economic base that sus
tained the tribes virtually mdependent of the non-Indian economy
around them. The tribal people for the most part, according to the
MRBI reports, through a tradition of self-reliance and hard work
produced an income from their lands that made them economically
self-sufficient. Those bottom lands were characterized by MRBI as
constituting a natural facto� that l)rovided for the present and
future self-sufficiency of the Three AflUiated Tribes as was contem
plated by treaties between themselves and the United States.
The basis for the tribes' o�ection to their removal is as simple as
it is direct and �rsuasive. There was no place for them to remove
to. The Garrison Dam would flood the last remaining bottom lands
on the reservation. Congress initially agreed with the tribes. They
would not have to remove unless a suitable rel)lacement reserva
tion was offered to them. Congress, in the 1947 War Department's
Civil Appropriations Act, prohibited that agency from proceeding
with the construction of the Garrison Dam. Construction was pro
hibited until the War Department offered under statutory terms,
lands of sufficient quality and quantity to provide a permanent
homeland for the tribes in exchange for their economic and social
base that was to be taken as a site for the Garrison Dam. The Sec
retary of the Interior read section 6 of that statute as requiring the
Federal Government to compensate the- tribes for "a replacement
cost basis." This means that the Federal Government was required
to replicate not only the land base, but the infrastructure necessary
to the continued existence of Fort Berthold as an agricultural
reservation, as was contemplated by Federal treaty and statute.
If the statutory pu� and intent of section 6 had been
achieved the tribes would not be here today. However, the Secre
tary of War failed to fmd suitable replacement lands that met the
statutory mandate. The War Department then persuaded Congress
to eliminate the Indian clause limitation on the construction of the
Garrison Dam. Congress, recognizing that· a replacement reserva
tion could not be provided, undertook to provide a cash equivalent
of the economic and social base that accorded with the same stand
ard of substitute or replacement value. The MRBI reports had al
ready described in depth and detail the complex and costly rebuild
ing and rehabilitation program that would be necessary if the
tribal people were removed and they had to rebuild their tribal eco
nomic and cultural life from square one.
Let me emphasize here that the tribes no longer had any choice
but to remove. The only issues open for the discussion with the
Corpe of Engineers was the timing and the circumstances of that
removal. Virtually no attention was paid to the MRBI recommen
dations regarcjing the steps the Federal Government had to take to
ensure that the tribes were successfully reestablished on the high
plains of the residual reservation.
Congress, recognizing that a replacement reservation could not
be provided, undertook to provide the tribes with the cash equiva
lent of their economic base which accorded with the same standard
of substitute or replacement compensation. The Congressional
/)'
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intent in Public Law 81-437, the Taking Act, to accord the tribes
full indemnity value, as against mere fair market value for the
taking of their treaty protected economic base is clearly reflected
in the legislative history of that statute. Congress recognizing that
the payment of fair market value, as if the tribes were made pri
vate condemnees, would neither adequately compensate the tribes
nor enable them to continue as a self-sufficient treaty protected
tribal government. This recognition is based expressly on the Fed
eral reports indicating that the residual lands of the reservation
would be insufficient to support the existing ranching and farming
industry of the tribes.
Ultimately, however, Congress because of budgetary constraints
failed to pay the tribes compensation that accorded with the p!inci
ple of substitute, or replacement valuation. For example, the House
of Representatives reported out its version of H.J. Res. 33, that
called for a payment of $17,105,625. This amount was acknowl
edged by the House as falling below the standard of replacem�nt
valuation to the tribes. But $12.6 million was the amount that was
offered by Congress, after final conference between the two Houses,
to the tribes on a "take it or leave it basis," of compensation. The
tribes, aware that they were to be removed in any event, and likely
felt destitute, reluctantly accepted the terms of the settlement im
posed by Public Law 81-437 on March 15, 1950.
The tribes were to be permanently reestablished at the expense
of the Federal Government, pursuant to sections 2(b) and (c) of
Public Law 81-437 on the residual lands of the reservation. The re
construction of the tribes' economic and community life was to be
assumed as a direct statutory responsibility. The reestablishment
program had three aspects. No. 1, the reestablishment of the tribes'
real and personal property on the lands of the residual reservation.
No. 2, the reestablishment of the tribal cemeteries, shrines, and
monuments. No. 3, the reestablishment of tribal buildings and fa
cilities. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs was directed by the
statute to carry out the removal and relocation of the tribes pursu
ant to a plan that was consistent with the purposes of the statute.
However, as a matter of fact, the official responsibility for devel
oping and executing the removal plan fell on Mr. Rex W. Quinn,
the �ency superintendent at the time. Quinn had a short time in
whicli to develop and execute the removal plan. The gates of the
Garrison Dam were to close in early 1953. Remember, Mr. Chair
man, that the construction of the Garrison Dam by 1951, was well
underway. Superintendent Quinn, in his 1951 plan, recogni7.es, as
did the MRBI team, that the permanent reestablishment, absent a
costly and complex rehabilitation program, of tribal members on
the lands of the residual reservation was not possible. He candidly
acknowledged that the residual lands were not of sufficient qualicy
or quantity to support the replacement of the livestock and ranch
ing industry, the main stay of the tribal economy on the historic
reservation. Quinn, therefore directed his staff to counsel those
tribal members that were young enough, and willing to do so, to
relocate off the reservation, in urban areas under the BIA's new
employment relocation program. Quinn suggested that this ap
proach may be consistent with the �licy of termination of the res-
ervations advocated by some in the Federal Government.
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As a practical matter, relocation under Quinn's plan meant the
removal of tribal families to new home sites on the residual reser
vation. However, the lack of cheap available and good ground
water, as pointed out by the MRBI team, greatly limited the suc
cess of this endeavor. Further, the tribal members were unable to
utilize the residual lands for agricultural purposes without large
capital investment, new equipment and training that would allow
them to adapt to the new agricultural environment. Additionally,
the economic utilization of the fragmented heirship lands on tlie
residual reservation would be impossible. Quinn recognized that
without a federally funded tribal land consolidation or new pur
chase program, the removal efforts were doomed.
Tribal efforts to utilize a portion of the $7 .5 million, payable to
the tribes as compensation for economic recove!')' purposes, such as
land consolidation, were frustrated by the Federal policies at the
time. The tribal proposals for economic development were rejected
by the BIA unless the tribes were willing to accept termination,
the end of their Federal wardship status, as a condition for the use
of tribal moneys for that purpose.
Some tribal members also opposed tribal utilization of those
funds for economic development on the reservation. Those mem
bers both desired and needed those funds for their existence. Those
tribal funds, some $7 .5 million plus 4 percent accumulated interest,
were all paid out to tribal members on a per capita basis by 1955.
A small amount, about $200,000, was retained for tribal adminis
tration purposes. Those per capita payments were generally spent
by tribal members to pay for current living expenses. Very little of
that money was reinvested in durable goods or land.
Let me summarize the major points of the complex legal and
social history of the removal of tlie Three Affiliated· Tribes. No. 1,
Congress recognized from the outset, through, ulieu lands" man
date to the War Department, that the Three Affiliated Tribes were
entitled to the replacement or substitute value of their economic
base as a basis for just compensation. No. 2, Congress realizing that
a suitable replacement reservation could not be provided to the
tribes, undertook to provide the tribes with the cash equivalent of
their economic and social base on a principal of substitute or re
placement value. No. 3, Congress because of budgetary and other
pressures, failed to accord the tribes this standard of compensation
under the terms of the settlement act, Public Law 81-437. No. 4,
the Three Affiliated Tribes' proposals to utilize the $7 .5 million,
payable to the tribes as compensation for economic recovery pur
poses were frustrated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs policies at
the time. All of the funds were expended by way of per capita pay
ments to tribal members to meet their living expenses. No. 5,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs was unable to meet the statutory
mandate of reestablishing tribal people on the residual reservation
lands because those lands could not support that population and
sufficient funding was not available to reestablish those persons re
moved.
The JTAC's recommendations regarding Just compensation, re
placement of lost infrastructure, and the limited development of
the irrigation potential of the res2rvation, if technically and eco
nomically feasible, lay the basis for a genuine and sound tribal eco-
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nomic and social recovery plan. Let me emphasize at the outset
that the Three Affiliated Tribes agree with the JTAC report that
there should be no per �pita payments to any tribal members. The
tribes recognize their affirmative obligation to present a focused
and realistic program for the implementation of the JTAC recom
mendations on the Fort Berthold Reservation. No amount of
money, unless it wisely �rogrammed for tribal needs over a sub
stantial time horizon, will allow the recovery of the Three Tribes
from the impacts of the Garrison Dam.
There must be a careful and considered blending of a realistic
amount of just compensation, the replacement of lost social and
physical infrastructure, and possibly some i�ation development
on the reservation. Such a judicious blending will set the stage for
the sustained tribal economic and social recovery from the impacts
of the Garrison Dam. The Three AflUiated Tribes have four_ goals
through the implementation of the JTAC recommendations: No. 1,
the restoration of tribal community well-being; No. 2, the assur
ance of tribal government integrity and stability; No. 3, the eventu
al achievement of economic �ty� with the non-Indian communi
ti� surrounding the reservation; No. 4, the elimination of depend
ence.
I will briefly address the JTAC's core recommendations: No. 1,
just compensation. The JTAC recommended the Three Affiliated
tribes be awarded $178.4 million as the substitute or replacement
value of their economic base that was taken as the site for the·
Garrison Dam.
The CHAIRMAN. May I interrupt?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. You bet.
The CHAIRMAN. How did you reach that figure?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. We reached that figure not nearly on the basis
of fair market value and those types of determinations, but looking
at the loss of the tribe as the whole economy, the economic struc
ture as well as the social structure of that tribe.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have documents to support this?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. I think at this time I will call on-I guess the
JTAC recommendations is where we're getting the information
from. It is their recommend&tion that we're going on. I call on our
attorney to briefly explain that process.
Mr. CROSS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. My name is
Raymond Cross. I'm the tribal attorney for the Three Affiliated
Tribes.
Let me point out, Mr. Chairman, that the original figure suggest
ed for compem;ation was not $ 17 million, it was $30 million. So, you
see the downward spiral of the amount of money targeted for just
compensation.
The CHAIRMAN. Who recommended $30 million?
Mr. CRoss. This was documented in the studies of MRBI Report
No. 166, which we're going to transmit shortly to this committee.
That was a resolution figure set by the earl:' studies of that MRBI
studies and accepted by early indications in the development of a
compensation figure by Congress.
The CHAIRMAN. So, this is a Government recommendation?
Mr. Cnoss. This is a Government report and we have it available
for this committee, Mr. Chairman.
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The CHAIRMAN. It went from $30 million to $17 million to $12
million?
Mr. Caoss. $30 million to $17 million to $12.6 million.
Let me at this time introduce Mr. Bill Gorman. He has reviewed
in detail the studies documenting the figures arrived at, the meth
odology and we also have the background studies that were submit
ted as evidence to the JTAC for this Committee and will transmit
it.
The CHAIRMAN. Fine.
Mr. Caoss. At this time I'd like to introduce Mr. Gorman.
Mr. GoRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I'm an agricultural economist with
New Mexico State University. I did not do the economic analysis,
but the analysis was done by Dr. Ron Cummings, one of the out
standing agricultural economists and resource economists in the
United States. I reviewed his procedures. I find them veey, very
supportable, and highly documentable and most agricultural econo
mists would accept this, as a reasonable way of valuating those
resources.
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Thank you, Dr. Gorman. I'll proceed with my
statement.
The Three Affiliated Tribes are aware that only a focused and
r1scalll restrained tribal economic recovery plan will serve the
JTAC s rpose as well as the long range needs of the Three AftUi
ated Tri�. I will briefly outline the elements of a
that the
&:anomic
Tribes believe will work on Fort Berthold. No. 1, a tri
Recovery Fund should be established, under the supervision of the
Secretary of the Interior, as the means to establishing self-sustain
ing tribal and individual enterprises that will generate both jobs
and the enhancement of underlying tribal assets. Over the long
term this will generate a new and diversified economic base for tlie
tribes. This fund is necessary in order to ensure a sustained and
steady flow of funds to nurture the start up and early o�ration of
these new business enterprises. The tribes acknowledge that there
are social and educational barriers to be overcome. However,
through the wise utilization of tribal community devel�pment cor
porations each of the five tribal segments would be eligible to apply
for assistance from the economic recovery fund.
No. 2, replacement of lost tribal infrastructure. The JTAC recom
mended the replacement on Fort Berthold of certain critical tribal
physical and social infrastructure lost to the creation of the Garri
son Dam: tribal health care facilities, school dormitories, a bridge
for access between the communities and central facilities and acfe
quate secondary access roads. The tribes believe that these are
critical elements and we are working under existing law and au
thority to have the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Health Serv
ices and other Federal agencies, review and evaluate these tribal
needs. The tribes may rmd it necessary to ask additional Congres
sional authority if the responsible Federal agencies rmd they
cannot respond to these critical needs under existing law.
However, one JTAC recommendation that undoubtedly will need
Congressional authority for implementation is the award of a
meaningful tribal preference right to Pick-Sloan Missouri River
Basin Power. Our information from the Federal utility marketing
agent involved, the Western Area Power Authority, is that Con-
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gressional • authorization will be a necessary prerequisite for the
small set aside of preference power to meet the full load domestic
and municipal needs of the tribes. Congressional action will also be
necessary· to provide for the transmission costs of such power from
the Garrison power plant to the tribal homes and facilities on the
reservation.
No. 3, irrigation and MRBI development on Fort Berthold. The
JTAC recommended that 30,000 acres of reservation lands be devel
oped for irrigated agricultural use in order to replace the irrigable
land lost to Garrison. However, the implementation of this recom
mendation is not requested by the tribes until certain technical
and economic feasibility issues regarding irrigation are resolved by
the Bureau of Reclamation in fiscal year 1988.
The CHAIRMAN. May I intem1pt?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. You bet.
The CHAIRMAN. It's been suggested that considering the economic
condition of farmers that agriculture might not be a feasible or
practical source of income for the Indians in your tribe. Secretary
Swimmer suggested that there are other alternatives, whatever
they are. Have you made a study to see if there are other alterna
tives?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. At this time-- •
The CHAIRMAN. Other than agriculture?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Mr. Chairman, it's always difficult to look into
a crystal ball and say, hey, this is going to be like this in 20 years
from now, and as you well know, the economy fluctuates based on
demands made by issues that are uncontrollable and at this time
we are waiting for some studies to be completed before we proceed
in that direction.
The JTAC recommended that a complete municipal, industrial
and rural water development system be constructed to protect the
health and environmental needs of the tribal population. The cost
for such a system on Fort Berthold is estimated to exceed $50 mil
lion. This exceeds the authorized level of Public Law 99-294.
The tribes are working with the Bureau of Reclamation to com
plete the needs analysis and to finalize the estimated costs to meet
these needs. At that time, we'll be prepared to report back to the
Congress.
Mr. Chairman, the Three Aff'tliated Tribes have sacrificed a
great deal for the success of the Pick-Sloan Program. But we are
ready, with Congressional assistance, to go forward with an eco
nomic recovery plan that will ensure the future economic growth
and eventual independence of the Tribal people of Fort Berthold.
This concludes my testimony and I will be happy to respond to
any questions you may have. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Lone Fight appears in the appendix.]
The CliAJBMAN. Was my interpretation of history, as it developed
from the 1940's, a correct one?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Yes; I believe you're correct in my opinion.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you believe that the conduct of the U.S. Gov
ernment through its agents, the Department of the Interior and
the Corps of Engineers, was ethical?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. No; I do not.
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The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree with a prior witness who said that
you were unwilling sellersMr. LoNE FIGHT. Yes; I do. I �. The CHAIRMAN. And they were threatening buyers?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT.. I agree.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you suggesting that members of your tribes
seriously believe that they had no choice?
Mr. U>NE FIGHT. We had no choice.
The CHAIRMAN. That if they did not agree it would get worse
·•
with the passage of time?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Is is also true that before the agreements were
signed and the negotiations concluded, the Corps of Engineers
began the construction?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. This is written testimony, written record.
The CHAIRMAN. What was the nature of that construction?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. I'm not really at all sure, because-I'll have to
ask my attom�y to address that.
Mr. Caoss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The process, as you know,
for project authorimtion was such that the studies, in fact the
entire Pick-Sloan Plan which cited the five main stem dams, in
cluding the major control dam, or the high dam, Garrison on Fort
Berthold, was all done without consultation with the Indian people
and was completed by December 22, 1944, and embodied m the
Flood Control Act of that year.
The CHAIRMAN. There were no public hearings?
Mr. Caoss. There was no public hearings. There was testimony
by Bureau of Indian Affairs personnel. And they indicated that
there was going to be substantial impact on the Fort Berthold
people. In factThe CHAIRMAN. Did the Bureau of Indian Affairs agree or disagree with th�plan?
Mr. Caoss. They indicated that their position was that it was too
bad that the Indians had to remove, but some future provision
should be made for their reestablishment. That was the sum and
substance of their testimony and we have that legislative history
available.
The CHAIRMAN. Did they conduct themselves like trustees of the
Indians?
Mr. Caoss. I don't think that any o!,jective observer would say
that their primary interest was the well-being of the tribal people.
I think their interest was to work with the Corps of Engineers to
set a scenario, a convenient scenario, not for the Indians, but for
the Corps of Engineers, the War Department and the Bureau to
effect the removal with as little fuss as possible.
The CilAIRMAN. Then you're saying that the advocacy of the
cause of the Indians was insufficient?
Mr. Caoss. I'm saying, · Mr. Chairman, that the process, the politi
cal process that was put into i,lace, that it began with the adoption
of the Pick-Sloan PJ.,jgram on December 22, 1944, provided no 1>9int
of access for the tribes to influence that. In 1946 they prevailecl on
Congress to impose the Indian clause limitation, on the direct con
struction of the Garrison Dam itself. Colonel Pick, the representa
tive, the primary representative of the Corps of Engineers, proceed-
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ed to build the project sites such as Riverside, proceeded to put in
all the infrastructure into place that represented subtantial invest
me'lt so that in a sense, the Government was already committed to
buiading Garrison, but that they didn't run afoul of the letter of
the Jaw by building the dam itself, by having the bulldozers come
in to clear the way for the large earth-filled dam known as Garri
son.
What happened then, was that the War Department was re
quired under the terms of that mandate to provide a replacement
reservation. They just couldn't do that because those lands weren't
available any more since the hydraulic system imposed rendered
no botto.il lands available on the Missouri River anywhere. Instead
they offered uplands, they offered bad lands, and those were reject
ed as insufficient by the Secretary of the Interior on behalf of the
Indians.
The next year after that, after that attempt was made, the War
Department prevPiled on Congress to remove the Indian clause
limitation on the direct construction of the. dam itself. So, by that
time the die was cast. There was no choice for the Indians but to
remove. The only issue remaining then, was the • negotiation itself
of the amount of money involved. As you've already heard, Mr.
Chairman, the amount of money involved kept going down. So, the
prudent person, including the tribes, are saying, gee, despite all the
evidence, despite the MRBI Reports, we had best take a hard look
at the settlement terms offered. And, in fact, the Settlement Act,
81-437 was termed in such a way that if the Indian people on Fort
Berthold did not vote to accept it, the money appropriated for that
purpose would then fall back into the Treasury. So, that it was to
pardon the phrase, legimately on a take it or leave it basis, it was a
situation in which the tribes, if they didn't accept the terms of the
Settlement, which they had very little role in influencing, would
have nothing and they would still be removed.
The CHAIRMAN. During the, quote, "Negotiations", end quote,
were the tribes represented by legal counsel?
Mr. Caoss. Yes. They were represented by legal counsel, but at a
very far distance. In other words, they were represented by a legal
counsel in Washington, DC. The ability at that time of the legal
counsel to sit down with the tribal people back in those days, to
understand their perspective, may. have been influenced by factors
that perhaps should't have influenced them. One factor is that he,
as well as the Indians, noticed that the trend of the settlement
offer, aside from the MRBI context, which had set out a fairly
costly and complex rehabilitation plan, that was not being observed
by the-The CuAIRMAN. Was the counsel retained by the tribes?
Mr. Caoss. Yes, it was.
The CHAIRMAN. Did the counsel recommend that the tribal sign
on?
Mr. Caoss. The counsel reluctantly recommended to the tribes
people that the accept the terms of the Settlement Act, because re
moval was imminent. As you realize, the construction was proceed
ing and by 1951 the dam was substantially complete. So, that the
prospect that faced the Indian people is to be removed, but left des-
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titute without any money that would substitute for their lifestyle
and their income that they- had on the historic reservation.
The CiwRMAN. Did the Indian tribes petition the Congress?
Mr. Caoss. Yes; they did.
.·
The CiwRMAN. When was this?
Mr. Caoss. The tribal delegation made numerous tripe, several
tripe back and, one of the successful tripe that they made was to
consult with their Congressional delegation. And then the "lieu
lands" proposal was put into place in 1946. We have documented
history of that approach. The concept then was provided a replace
ment reservation so that literally, both in terms of quality and
quantity, the economic base of the tribe would be replicated. Those
lands were not available after the War Department, or the Secre
tary of War made several offers. Those offers were rejected and
properly so, by the Secretary of the Interior, as not comporting
with the statutory mandate of quality and quantity.
The CHAIRMAN. Apparently the Congress did not respond too
positively. It went from the prior $17 million to $12 million?
Mr. Caoss. That's exactly right. What happened is that, in terms
of looking at the formula that would have to be taken into account,
the MRBI background and those other reports that were expert
analysis of the feasibility and the costs of removing the Indian
people, is that, and I think quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, it was
done not in terms of any sort of rational process of determining
what would be necessary to reestablish those people, the Indian
people, it was done with an eye toward budgetary limitations. It
was done with an eye towards what would be the cheapest way to
do it.
The CHAIRMAN. As an attorney, what is your comment on the
Secretary's suggestion that this matter should be resolved in the
courts?
Mr. CROSS. Let me tell you what my response to that is. Original
ly the tribes,, in their . dealings with the Corps, and as you know
after the "lieu lands" options faded simply because they were not
available, the Corps was then authorized in Public Law 296 to ne
gotiate. Well, in fact an amount was put into that law as a top
dollar amount, a top dollar amount, $3.7 million for land acquisi
tion, $1.5 million as the relocation costs. These were the top dollar
amounts that formed a base line of what the Corps could do. They
were going to treat the tribes as if they were mere private . condem
nees, without respect to the damage to the treaty purposes, without
respect to the ability of the tribes to reestablish themselves on the
reservation and carry on, as they did before on the historic reserva
tion. That amount was capped.
What happened was that the issue for just compensation under
that approach was to be left for the courts. When that contract was
submitted back to Congress, Congress rejected that. They said, we
do not want to leave the issue of just compensation open to the
courts to decide. Congress then made the decision to decide for
itself how much just compensation was appropriate. They took the
issue out of the hands of the courts and decided, as a matter of leg
islative fiat, what amount would accord with the just compensa
tion.
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lfyou take a look at the title of Public Law 81-437, the Taking
Act, you'll notice that in the title of the act it was dual purposes.
One is to vest the title to certain described properties in the name
of the United States from the tribes. The other purpose in its title
of the Act itself, is to provide just compensation for that. Congress,
itself, took the responsibility away from the courts, cut off the
rights of the tribes to go to court to decide the issue of just compen
sation, took on the role of deciding what just compensation was
under the context. But, as you know, Senator, many times Con
gress responds to pressures not from a disinterested point of view,
responds not as a court, a neutral court would, but responds, unfor
tunately, to influences that make it hard for that body to be the
appropriate body to decide what level of just compensation is.
If you'll notice, and the legislative history is available, there was
no rational just compensation approach to why the money- went •
from $30 million to $17 million to $12.6 million. All the Indian
people know the amount was going down, and not in incremental
amounts, but in substantial amounts. So, I think the answer why
the Indians couldn't go to court, was because Congress cut off that
access. There are still jurisdictional barriers so that if the root of
Congressional reference that Mr. Swimmer suggested would be
available, the Congress, itself, would have to act to remove those
jurisdictional barriers and provide the access in the Court of
Claims by Congressional reference.
I don't think that's the appropriate way though, Mr. Chairman,
for this Congress to proceed. I think that you have a reasonably,
considerate, thoughtful report from a Federal Commission, two
commissions, the GDUC, a Congressional Commission authorized
under Public Law 98-360, a Secretarial Commission that studied
the particular claims, and that this thoughtful, considerate report
should be accepted by Congress as the base line way of dealing
with these problems. They spent time, they heard expert testimo
ny, they had hearings. And, I think we should use that as the base
line approach and use the springboard of how the tribe would like
to adapt, realizing the problems now with the budget deficit. Those
same problems that prevented the tribes from getting just compen
sation in 1949, because of budgetary pressures. One more time, a
reasoned analysis of what just compensation is from experts is
going to potentially go by the wayside because of those budgetary
pressures.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, do you, as the legal officer of the
Three Affiliated Tribes of the Fort Berthold Reservation, approve
and accept the recommendations of the Joint Tribal Advisory Com
mittee as it relates to your problem?
Mr. LoNE FmHT. Yes; I do.
The CHAIRMAN. Without reservation?
Mr. LoNE FIGHT, Without reservation.
The CHAIRMAN. I will do my best to convince my colleagues on
this committee and on the other committees to do likewise.
Mr. LoNE FIGHT. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. I thank you very much.
Before proceeding with the chairman of the Standing Rock Sioux
Tribe, I'd like to note the presence in this committee room of the
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traditional tribal elders of the Hopi Indian Tribe. We welcome you,
gentlemen. Thank you veey much.
Now, I would like to call upon the chairman of the Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe, Mr. Charles Murphy, and he will have with him,
Mr. Al White Lightning, chairman of the Tribal Select Committee
on Water and member of the tribal council, Mr. Robert McLaugh
lin, and Mr. Everett Iron Eyes.

STATEMENT OF ALLEN WHITE LIGHTNING, STANDING ROCK
SIOUX TRIBE, CHAIRMAN, TRIBAL SELECT COMMl'ITEE ON
WATER, AND MEMBER OF THE TRIBAL COUNCIL

Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I regret to
inform you that Mr. Murphy is not able to make it. He has laryngi
tis. Mr. Chairman, for the record, you have a copy of the testimony
that we have provided you.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, your whole statement will be
made part of the record.
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Thank you, sir.
I believe the majority of the documents that we have provided to
the committee and also to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, along with
the other agencies, without-The CHAIRMAN. All relevant and appropriate documents will be
made part of the record.
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Thank you, sir.
There were several questions that you had earlier, Mr. Chair
man, relative to Sitting Bull's grave, and I'd like to veey briefly ap
prise you of that.
The CHAIRMAN. Please.
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. As a result of-in 1953 the Mobridge
Chamber of Commerce out of South Dakota attempted to steal the
body of Sitting Bull from Fort Yates Burial Grounds. They did take
a body, but of a U.S. soldier that was buried next to Sitting Bull.
Presently, the grave of Sitting Bull is about 10 feet from the back
waters of the Oahe, sitting in Fort Yates.
It was ironic that the Army Corps of Engineers, General Dominy,
I believe his name is, when we talked earlier about the Oahe Dam,
he indicated that there was recreation. There is no recreation de
velopment of any kind within the boundaries of the Standing Rock
Indian Reservation.
The other thing I wanted to bring up, Mr. Chairman, is that
during this period of time that the Bureau of Indian Affairs was
carrying out its trustee responsibilities, there was an individual by
the name of Mr. Commission Dillon Myers. Mr. Myers was the
Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs during this time, but
immediately prior to that he was in charge of the Japanese Reloca
tion Program. And, it's very unfortunate.
I also want to indicate to you, you know, the Army Corps of En
gineers-in the City of Fort Yates, it is completely surrounded by
water, the backwater of it is-and there's another community of
Wakpala, South Dakota, that's flooded annually. We have been
complaining or submitting requests to the Bureau of Indian Af.
fairs. We have yet to get that rectified.
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The CHAIRMAN. Just for the record, I couldn't quite hear you
properly. Did you say that somebody wanted to steal the remains of
Chief Sitting Bull?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Yes, sir; the Chamber of Commerce of
Mobridge, SD, they still have this story once and a while, that they
printed in the Mobridge Tribune, you know, telling how that they
got the remains of Sitting Bull and they have a statue of him on
the North side of the city facing south. So, they have their little
story, and the truth, our elders tell us that nobody was taken, no
Indian body was taken, it was the body of a soldier, that was sta
tioned in Fort Yates at the time.
The CHAIRMAN. So the remains of Sitting Bull are still
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Still in Fort YatesThe CHAIRMAN. At Lake Oahe?
Mr. WHITE LlmtTNING. Well, almost going under as a result of
the backwater from the Army Corps of Engineers.
I wanted to, Mr. Chairman, you know, the General and the As
sistant Secretary both made reference to excess lands. Presently we
have lands that Army Corps of Engineers never committed as
taken area that is flooded. We have present . lands that the taken
area markers are sitting on top of hills and alongside of hills, and
if the flood ever came up that far, just like Mr. Pat McLaughlin,
former chairman of Standing Rock Sioux Tribe said, Goodbye St.
Louis. It's way up there.
I wanted to include in the-before you, Mr. Chairman, are com
ments relative to the reserve water rights. And I would like to read
this particular portion of it: The Standing Rock Sioux Tribe not
withstanding any part of Public Law 98-360, or any part of the
fmal report of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee
does not accept any diminishment of the quantity of water from
the Missouri River, which the tribe may beneficially use pursuant
to the Winters doctrine or any rights we have under Federal law
existing and consistent with the U.S. treaty commitments with the
tribe. The tribe further holds the principle that water in sufficient
quantities is inseparable from the principle of further development
to the tribe and its people. Integral with the above is that the Win
ters reserved water rights held by the tribe are exempt in whole
and in part from any and all provisions of the so called McCarran
amendment.
That, Ml". Chairman, I'd like to bring before you. However, at
this point, Mr. Chairman, just going back to No. 1, is that the tribe,
when we met in tribal council, has instructed me to present to you
the one that they place as a high priority, is the No. 9 of the
report, which is the just financial compensation for the economic
loss incurred by the tribes as a result of the impoundment.
I'd like to set the record straight on certain comments made by
the Assistant Secrebry relative to that particular issue. At this
point, I would like to introduce Mr. Robert McLaughlin. We have
engaged him to work with us as our economic advisor.
[Prepared statement of Mr. White Lightning appear in the ap
pendix; related documents are retained in committee files.]
The . CHAIRMAN. Mr. McLaughlin.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT McLAUGHLIN, PRESIDENT, ROBERT
McLAUGHLIN CO., SOLEN, ND
Mr. McLAUGHLIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. All throughout,
Mr. Chairman, several comments have been made with regard to
the just compensation issue. I disagree with the testimony by the
representative of the Corps of Engineers. I disagree with the testi
mony of Mr. Swimmer and others who commented on the just com
pensation issue.
What I found in my analysis of economic loss, was the Corps of
Engineers did not utilize economic cost benefit analysis the way it
should be used. They simply did not take into consideration the op
portunity costs for that public project. In our case, it would be the
Oahe Dam. What I mean by this, is in 1951, for example, Kansas
City had a flood, and a representative from the Corps of Engineers
in 1951 appeared before the tribal council and indicated that the
dam would be going forward and at that time several members of
the tribe, the tribal council and other representatives of the tribe,
asked what benefit, why do this, why build this dam, why flood our
homelands, what benefit would that be. And the Corps of Engi
neers representative said, well, just 2 months ago a flood occurred
in Kansas City and there was $1 billion in loss, and for the good of
the people downstream, we consider that a benefit.
Well, in their analysis they simply forgot to include the analysis
of the opportunity costs for that structure. What would happen, the
tribal officials said, what is the difference, you then would go flood
our land. We would have a permanent flood. That flood would last
for 100 years. Those are costs that we would incur. That's a price
that we would pay. Now, that was a commonsense statement, but
it's well founded in economic theory in cost benefit analysis theory,
and the Corps and the Bureau of Reclamation simply did not calcu
late those costs.
But, I did. I went back and I looked at the costs that occurred to
us in 1951, and established market values for those costs and they
come up to be a substantial amount. The just compensation price
that the Corps of Engineers recommended was, and that Congress
finally approved and provided to the tribe, was $1.9 million or $36
an acre. My determination showed that the foregone resources, the
opportunity costs for that flood, the permanent flooding of the
homelands and the removal or the tribe from our homelands, the
price, and this is very conservative, because there are other ways
to calculate it, and I think it would go into the billions of dollars,
but I don't think Congress would entertain that kind of compensa
tion, was about $59 million in 1951 prices, and then we amortize
that out to current day, and that was $361 million. And I think
that's a very conservati-we estimate of the economic loss incurred by
the tribe for the removal.
The key point here in terms, and I don't know if the Corps of
Engineers official is present, is that the tribe was not in the mar
ketplace. It was being permanently removed from an irreplaceable
economic value, the hunting, the farmland values, the berries, the
medicine, everything was now being perma:1ently removed from
the tribe. There was no, as the witnesses from Fort Berthold point
ed out, there was no replacement. That's a very important theoreti-
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cal and practical consideration from cost benefit analysis. That's
Ve!Y_ important.
When then you do the analysis, you then have to pay for that.
That is then a social bed, and that is compensat.ed by opportunity
pricig', and we do this through a mechanism called shaclow pric
mg. So, I think that the Assistant Secre� is clearly wrong in all
of bis statements and I will sit down .with liim, if he so desires, and
explain
what cost benefit analysis is and how it's supposed to
be practiced, and that we can attach and estimate pretty accurate
ly what the value of that 1088 was at that time in 1951.
The ClwaMAN. I would ho� that you will sit with the Assistant
Secretary. I would also hope that representatives of the Three M-·
rlliated Tribes would also ao that. And, in each case we will have
committee representatives sitting in to make certain that these
meetin� are meaningful and with a g98l of some productivity.
. Mr. McLAuGHIJN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on
Mr. White Lightning. I know, maybe he is reluctant to do so. I also
attended the meeting with Assistant Secretary Swimmer. I wish he
would have stayed around, because it is now our opportunity to
comment on that meeting.
. Mr. White Lightning mentioned that he laughed in our face.
Well, that's a figurative statement. We presented to him a proposal
to develop a financial institution, a development rmancial institu
tion, and he called it a foreign aid package and said that our sub
mission was going to be nothing but three meetings and three con
ferences and summarily dismissed us from his office with those
kind of comments. And, we took great exception to this. It was sim
plistic thinking on his part and it was demeaning to us as tribal
representatives, when his own staff asked us to come in and pro
pose that to him. So, we were very concerned about that behavior.
We ho�, and he's indicat.ed that he would meet with us in a ra
tional kind of way, and we certainly hope he does, but if he's going
to continue to treat us in that fashion, it would be difficult to carry
on a sane conversation or a logical, reasonable conversation with
the gentleman.
Tlie CHAIRMAN. If the Congress should decide to involve itself in
the resolution of this problem, one of the key decisions that we will
be called upon to make will relate to the price tag. You have indi
cated that the appropriate price in 1951 was $59 per acre.
Mr. McLAuaHIJN. The price that we determined at the taking
time, 1959 is when the papers were signed.
The CHAIRMAN. 1959?
Mr. McLAuGHIJN. Yes; the negotiations started in 1959, when
they sent the team from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and Corps of
EJ!gineers.
The CHAIRMAN. You maintain that amortized would come up to
$300 plus million?
Mr. McLAuaHLIN. Yes; we utilized Treasury rates in amortizing
it from 1959 to today. The price per acre, just off the top of my
head, in 1959, we estimated approximately $60 million, so you
would divide 56,000, so the price per acre would be about $1,000 for
the true loss.
Let me also comment, and this is very interesting. When the
Corps of Engineers-we went back to them 10 years later in 1969

Just
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to lease, you know they do {>ractice-they have an enterprise, they
administer power, they sell 1t, they lease land, they get revenue for
that. And when the tribe went back to estabbsh an economic
project in what is called the taking_ area, the land that they pur
chased for just compensation for $36 from us, 10 _years later we
went back to negotiate to put in a recreation facility. And, they
valued that land at $5,000 an acre. And, they were going to lease it
to us based upon the capitalif.ation of a $5,000 per acre price. So,
they clearly know the value. I mean, 10 years later they valued it
at $5,000, when they purchased it from us for $36. So, they clearly
know the value of the tract of land.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, they know it's worth more than $59.
Mr. McLAUGHLIN, Oh, certainly. And, we told them that we
couldn't afford it and we moved the facility off the taking area
onto a hill on our trust land. We just simply couldn't afford to pay
their, what we called an unreasonable lease rate for the land that
th�y had purchased 10 years earlier for $36.
The CHAIRMAN. If you were in charge of the negotiating team
from the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, what is the bottom figure that
you will not go below?
Mr. McLAUGHLIN, Oh, I could not-that would be a matter for
the tribal leaders, the tribal council. I couldn't say.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a bottom number, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. I would tend to think that the amount
proposed in our study would be the $361 million would be a con
servative fugure that we would probably look at.
The CHAIRMAN. We will look at that, but I'm also a realist and if
I know the Budget Committee and the White House, that would be
rather difficult to fly around here.
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. We understand that, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you think of another number that might
fly? I would suggest, if we are to seriously consider this, we will
have to come up with a price tag. That's the first question they'll
ask me on the Senate Floor. And I don't want to come out with a
number which is of my own making. I would like to come out with
some number that is the result of consideration and determination
by your tribal council. So, I may call upon the two chairmen to se
riously consider this, and after careful thought, communciate what
you consider to be fair under the present circumstances.
Mr. McLAUGHLIN. Mr. Chairman, there is a mechanism that one
can go back and, I sup�, negotiate on the-our actual just com
pensation in 1959 was $59,083,000. Well, my recommendation to the
tribe was that we use-tag the amortimtion schedule to the Feder
al Treasury rates. The tribe could consider some other mechanism
to amortize that out into the future. That would be a way that-The CHAIRMAN. That's $59 above what they gave you?
Mr. McLAUGHLIN. No; that was $59 million-they provided
$1,900,000 in just compensation at $35.60 an acre and they also pro
vided damage money as was discussed earlier, and that was in the
amount of about $3,600,000. So, the sum total they provided to us,
which would be-is subtracted out was $5,251,000. The bottom
figure that still is what our calculation showed remained to be paid
us in 1959 is the $59 million figure. And, then we amortized that
out using Federal Treasury rates, and I'm suggesting that maybe
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another rate could be applied here. I certainly will recommend that
or discuss that with the tribal council.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, do you have anything further to
state?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. No, sir; we have all the records here
.-..-
The CHAIRMAN. I'll ask a formal question.
Mr. WHITB LIGHTNING. Sure.
The ClwRMAN. Do you, as chairman of the Standing Rock Sioux
Tribe, accept and approve the recommendations of the Tribal Advi•
sory Council without reservation?
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. With one exception, sir. The acreage,
2,380 irrigable acres identified within the Public Law 99-294, does
not represent the potential total acreage on the reservation. At the
present time there are ongoing soils investigations that will identi
fy future irrigable acreage. That would be the only thing that we
would have a problem with, Mr. Chairman. However, we do agree
with all of the other recommendations made by the JTAC.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Chairman, I thank you very much and your
associates for waiting this long to testify, but the subject matter
before us is obviously very important.
Mr. WHrrE LIGHTNING. Yes, it is, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. And of major concern to the members of your
tribe. I can assure you that I will make certain that members of
my committee are made aware of your concerns, and would hope
that we will come forth with a resolution that will please you, sir.
Mr. WHITE LIGHTNING. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will stand in recess subject to the
call of the Chair. The record will be kept open until April 15. So, if
any of you have any additional documents you wish to submit, you
may do so until noon, April 15.
[Whereupon, at 6:53 p.m., the committee adjourned subject to the
� � � ��
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THE FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION
and
THE STANDING ROCK SIOUX INDIAN RESERVATION
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l.

ntcunv1: SUHMAI.Y

The Ganison Unit Joht 'rribal Adrisory CoaittH (JtAC) vaa eatabll•h•d by
tlae Secretary of �• Interior to exaaln• and aake recoaaendatlou vlth raapact
to th• effecta cf the lapot1nda1111t of vatera U!ld1r the Hck•Sloan MIHourl
...In Prograa (Oahe and Canlson leaanolra) on the fort Berthold and Standing
lock Indian leaanatlou. �• Sacr1tary'• action 1ap1...nt1d a recoaa1ndation
1n tha final leport of the Carrlaon DlYaraion Unit Coalsaion (CDUC)
••tabllahad pur�ant_ to Public Lav ?�360 1 Section 207.
1ba Secretarial Charter which a■tablbhed the JtAC (a copy of which 18
included 1D th• appendix) clir1cted and authorised thla CoaittH to euaina
and aab recoaandatlou vlth reapect to the following It ... :
Itea 1. full potential for irrigation on the Fort Barthold and Standing
lock Indian le■anatiou,
It... 2. Need for fluncial a■alstanc• for on•fana dav1lop111nt cost■,
It•• 3 . DevJlopment o f th• ahoralin• recreation potential o f Lake
Saltakavea and Lake Oahe,
lte■ 4. lleturn of axce11 lands,
Item S. Protection of r•■erved vater rights,
Item 6 . Funding o f all item■ from the Carrison Diversion Unit funds , if
authorized,
... :
,
_ Item 7 . Replacnent o f infrastructure lost. by the creation o f Carriaon • •
o- and Lab Sak.akav■a and Oahe Dam and Lake Oahe •

.

Itea 8. - Preferential right■ to Pick-Sloan Missouri River Basin Power,
Itea 9 . Additional financial c011pensation, acd
Itea 10. Other . iteu th• coaal■■ion many dee■ appropriat� .
1b• ComittH bald h■ad.1111 on th• Standing lock lle■crvation and the Fore
Berthold Re■ervation as vell u ■everal bearings In Bi■aarck 1 North Dakota, to
receive testillony and evidence. 1be Committee, during th• proc-■s of th•
hearing■� vaa uda avar• of the accuracy of the ob11rvation of tha CDUC that
•• • • th• Tribe■ of th• Standing lock and Fort Berthold Indian leservationa
bore an inordlut• ahar• of th1 coat of i■ple■enting Pick-Sloan Kl■■ouri Basin
Pro1ra aainstr•• r-■arvoir■." SH Final GDUC Report , Appendix F, P.57.
1bla report includes findings and recommendation■ vhich undertake, a■ the
GDUC recoaaendad. "to find vays to resolva inequities" borne by th• tribaa.
1be findings :ind rec011111nclations relating to the tvo re■crvatlon■ are not
identical due to differences in their respective circum■tances. N1verthele1s ,
ao■e of the effect■ of iaple■entation of th• Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Pro1r•
var• coaaon to � reservations .
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1 . The Indians vere not only unvilling to sell their land , but stnmaly
opposed the taking of their lands.
2 . The Indians felt inti■idated by the fact that construction on tha
d:ms began before Indian lands vere acquired. They then felt that
the taking of their lands vaa inevitable.
3.

During the negotiation phases, assurances vere given expre■aly or by
!■plication by various Federal officials that probleu anticipated
by the Indians vould be re■edied.
The assurances raised
expectations vhich, in ■any cases, were n�ver fulfilled.

4.

The quality of Teplace■ent homes was inadequate in ■any Tespecta,
but 110st notably with regard to in■ulation and constru�l:ton
necessaey to ■eet severe cll■at ic conditions. The deficiencies, in
�any cases, re■ulted in inordinately high heating bills.

5.

In the words of CDUC, the Indian land taken was , "priae Tiver
bottomland" and the most productive paTts of the Teservations.

6.

The quali ty of life enjoyed by the tribes on the r�ver bottoalands
has not been Teplicated in the areas to vhich they were re110ved .
Th e droutic rise in the incidence of stress-n1.ated ■aladies and·
illnes11e11 following re111oval of the Indians ·1s circueatantial
evidence tt,at there is a casual relationship between these effects
�nd the removal .

7.

The Indians intensely feel that they were not juatly ,compensated for
the taking of their lands and related benefits by the United States.

8. Land acquisition practice of th� United States was to acquire land
in rectangular units. This pract ice vith respect to Indians and
non-Indiana was to acquire all lands below a specific elevation by
rectangular survey, metes and bounds. this resulted in the taking
of a substantially larger area of Indian land.
A suaaary of the findings and recoaaendations vith respect to each reservation
follows:
A.

FORT BERTHOLD INDIAN RESERVATION

Items 1 & 2 . Full Potential For Irrigation and Financial Assistance �or
On-Far■ Development Costs .
Development of irrigation on remdning Tribal lands vould reduce the Tribes
loss of their economic base and good fal'llllands. Reconnaissance-level studies
suggest that up to 107 ,000 acres could be developed. The firGt step of this
development 1s 30 ,000 acres and should be an integral part of the Garrison
project and should be included tn any Carrison funding authorization
legislation. In the event that the Carrison funds are not used, the Tribal
project should still be built. Costs should be deferred by Leavitt Act
ptovisiona. On-Fara costs asaociated with the irrigation project should be
included as capital costs and deferred by Leavitt Act provisions.
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Exe••• Lands.

Develoent Of Shoreline lecrutlon Potential And leturn Of

111• Amy Corpa of En&luera (COE) took land• up to the elevation of 1854 al
and other landa above tbla elevation for the operation of tab Sab'kavea
becaus.: land CN11erahip 1• baaed on a rectangular grid ayate■. thua , a
conaiderAbl• aaount of land above thla ■aslaua position level of the reservoir
1• ■anaged by the COE. the trlb•• contend that thl• excess land 1■ not ueded
by the COE. the COE on tba other band , 1n■iat■ that all tbe land 1■ required
to operate the reaervoir aad . uaure public acceaa. tti.re 1• considerable
potential for recreation developaent u vell ae e:d■tlna facilitlH on tab
Sakakavea.
the three Affiliated Trlbu vould like to dffelop docb,,
caapgrowu!a, resorta, picnic areaa , bo•t raapa, etc •• along cha lababore as
part of a Tribal econo■lc enterprise. the for.er Indian land• co■pr1alng th�
present exce.. land• and the ■horelanda abould be restored to tba tribH
subject to eAae■ent■ for project purposes.
Item S .

Protection Of Reserved Vater Rtahta.

the tribe ' s right to vater vlll be protected la a significant and beneficial
■anner by utilizing vater on the irrigation proj ect and ■unicipal, industrial
and rural aysteii described in the report. The quantlftcaUon of other usH
should be carried out in cooperation vith the tribe.
Item 6.

Funding Of All Iteas Froa Carrison Diversinn Unit Funds.

See Items 1 , 2 and 10 .
Itn 7. Replacement Of Infrastructures Lost By The Creation Of the Carrison
Daa and Lake Sakakavea .
.. , . . ,. . •
The tribes are entitled to the replac..ent of infrastructure dHtroyad by
Federal action:
health care fac1Ut1es, school doraitori••• a brid&• for
access betvean the ccnaunitiea and the central fac:ilitie11, and adequate
secondary acceaa road a. The raplacnent of a pri■ary care in-patient health
facility and out-patient service• is daeaed to be urgent and critical .
Jtn 8.

.

Preferential Riahts To Pick-Sloan Missouri laain Paver.

The eo.■ittee received a considerable aaount of taatl■ony that Tribal -■b•r•
were led to understand that they vere to receive preferential riabt• to
Pick-Sloan laain paver (aoae vitnH■H testified no-coat power vae proaiaed)
to provide for loat fuel aourcaa. That understanding 1a bome out by the
history of the taking lealalation. Preferential riabt to auch pover ahould
not exceed 10 aegavatts.
Jte■ 9.

Additional Financial Compe�sation.

the tribes clearly vere not coapensated in an aaount calculated by · a
aethodology vhich •ccounted for th• unique clrcuaastanc:ea and values taken froca
the tribe. the Coaittea received tHtillony froa tvo econoaic expert■ vho
util ized ■ethodoloile■ dealanecl to account for those unique circu■, tance■ and
value■ • Utilizing both for■ulaa for tba Fort lertbold Reservation reaulta in
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coepenaatlon du1 batv1en $178.4 alllion and $41 1 . 8 allllon. Tha tribe• can be
fairly coapenaated only by detenlnina tha Yalue of interest■ taken by ualng a
foraula such as that provided by tha econcalc axpart■• The coapensatlon, ln
any event , ■hould not be less than the lover aaount detaralnad by tha
foraila■• Per capita pa:,aents are not recoaaandad.
Ito 10.

Other Items Which The C-lttH De-•d Iaportant .

A co.plate aunlcipal, industrial and rural vater systea ls eHential
tribes are to realise econcalc growth. Pover requiraents for water
fall under itn 8 above . Soae fund■ have been authorized ln ltRll16
99th Congress, but ■ore funding ls • needed to caaplete the ayste■.
interests need to be trauferred frca the Far.rs Hoae Administration
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
B.

l f the
ayate•
o f th•
Credit
to the

STANDING IOCl SIOUX INDIAN ll�ERVATIOM

It ..a 1 • 2 . Full Potential For Irrigation And Financial . Assistance For
On-Fans Development Costa.
Develo,-ent of irrigation on reuinin& Tribal lands vould reduce th• Tribes
loss cf their 1con011ic base and good faralanda. Four irrigation proj1cts are
rec-ended for construction initially.
This development should be an
integral part of the Carrison project and should be included in any Carrison
funding authorisation legislation. In the event that the Carrison funding la
not used , the Tribal proj ects should still be built. Costa should be deferred
by Leavitt Act provision■•
Iteaa l • 4.
Esceas Lands.

Developmer.t Of Shoreline Recreation Potential And • Return Of

The COE took lands up to the elevation of 1632 ■■l and other lands above this
elevation for the operation of Lake Oahe because land ownership is based on a
rectangular grid syste1D. Thus , a considerable amount of land above this
aaxilllll1ll position level of the reservoir is managed by the COE. The tribes
contend that this excess land is not needed by the COE. The COE on the other
hand , insists that al l the land is required to operate the. reservoir and
assure public access. The Standing Rock Sioux Tribes would l ike to develop
docks , campgrounds , resorts, picnic areas , boat ramps , etc. , along the
lakeshore as part of a Tribal economic enterprise. The former Indian lands
c0111prising the present excess lands and the shorelands should be restored to
the tribes subject to easements for project purposes.
Item S .

Protection Of Reserved Water Rights.

An initial step to protecting the tribe's right to va�er results from
utilizing water on the irrigation and municipal water supply projects in the
report . The quanti fication of other uses should be carried out in cooperation
with the tribe as they may request .
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ltn 6 .

Fundlng O f All ltna Pr• Carrl■on Dlw■r■ ion Ualt Fund■ •

See lteu l . 2 and 10.
ltn 7. Repl■cnent Of lnfra■tructur•• Lo■t I• Th• Creatlon Of Th• Oahe D•
And Lake Oahe .
The Federal action cauaed a lo■■ of infraatnactur• Including road•• bouain1,
rodeo arena■• race track■, aallllllla, and aomment■• The Coa.ittee note■ the
need for weatherized and laproved houalna tq .repalr and replace tbe Inadequate
• · facllitlea provided to the · faalllea relocated . ....die■ for th• loaa of
infrastructure are provided in tbe section on Additional Financial
Coapensatlon.
Itea 8.

Preferential Rights To Pick-Sloan Hia■ourl laaln Pover.

The Committee received a conalderable amount of teatlaony that Tribal ■lllbera
were led to understand that they were to receive preferential rights to
Pick-Sloan Basin power (some vitnesae■ testified no-coat power waa pr•iaed)
to provide for lost fuel sources. That understanding 1a borne out by the
hictory of the taking legislation. Preferential right to auch pover not to
exceed 1S aegavatts should b e provided.
Item 9.

Additional Financial Compensation.

It is clear that the tribes were not compensated in an aaount derived from a
aethodology which accounted for the unique c ircumstances and values taken fro■
the tribe. The Committee received testimony fr0111 two economic experts who
utilized methodologies designed to account for those unique circumatancea and
values. Utilizing both foraulaa for · tbe -Standing Rock Reservation result■ in
compensation due between $181 . 2 million and $349. 9 ■lllion. The tribe can b e
fairly compensated only b y determining the value of interests taken b y using a
formula such as that provided by the economic e7.perts. The compensat ion , in
any event , should not be less than • the lover a1110unt determined by the
formulas .
Item 10.

Other Items Which The Committee Deemed Important .

A complete municipal . industrial and rural water system is essentii:l if the
tribes are to realize economic growth. Power requirements for water syste1115
fall s under item 8 above. Some funds have been authorized in HRI 1 16 of the
99th Congress , but more funding is needed to complete the system. Credit
interest needs to be transferred from the Farmers Home Administration to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
The tribe urges that an "Indian Desk" be
established within the organization fraa:ework of the Corps of Engineers to
deal specifically with Indian prob lecs . Hunting and fishing rights of the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe need better protection and enforcement by Federal
authorit ies.
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A.

llECOIIIENDAnONS
FOllT BERTHOLD lNDIAll RESEllVATlON

Itea 1 .

Full Potential For lrrl1atlon.

Although 107 ,000 acre■ have been Identified aa potentially Irrigable . the
Secretary 1hould proceed 1-dlately vlth the construction o( the two
Irrigation projects. Six Nile Creek and Lucky Mound. These projects should be
regarded as the first phue In the full development of the irrigation
potential of the reaainlna landa of the Fort Berthold Reservation. The
Secretary should also sub■it proposed legislation to Congress that vould allow
all capital costs , Including on-fara develop■ent coats to be deferred under
the Leavitt Act . This proposed legislation should further provide. (or: the
enlargement o( the above refereuced irrigation projects to 30,000 acres, as
recommended by this Comi&alon ; land acquisition costs . associated vith the
purchasing of all fee patented land in these areas to be treated as project
costs; the BIA or Bureau of Reclamation to operate , 11&intain and replace the
structural components of the project at a cost to the Tribal government , or
its members , b ased on ability to pay; and intake and sprinkler pressure
pU11ping power a t preferential Pick-Sloan power rates for both for these
projects.
0

Any (ee land acquire d for Tribal irrigation projects ■usr: be from willing
sellers at fair market value. Land should be acquired under the rules
establitihed by the Department of Interior to ensure the rrotection of the tax
base , school system, etc . The Secretary will be responsible for agree111ents
for pa)'l:lents in lieu of taxes , where appropriate.
Item 2.

Financial Assistance For On-Farm Develop=ent Costs.

On-farm development costs should be Included
development and de(erred under the Leavitt Act .
Item 3 .

in

the

capital

cost

o(

Development 0( Shoreline Recreation Potential.

Former Indian shoreline land and excess land should be returned to the Tribes ,
subj ect to flovage easements to protect u.s. Army Corps of 'tngineers (CCIE)
administration and project needs and also subj ect to valid private leases .
Such private leases should not be renewed but upon expiration , 1,•ill include
salvage rights and fair compensation for the loss of peni:anent improve1:1ents
not subje ct to removal .
ltec 4 .

Return Of Excess Lands.

See Recoll'!lllendation 3.
Item 5.

Protection or Reserved \later Right,; .

The Committee reco11:111ends the full development o f irrigat ion and wat er systecs
to utilize and protect reeerved water rights.

lt• 6.

Fundly Of Itw Fr• Gan1NII Diweratoa Uait Fund••

Partial fundiq of the 1rriptloa project (15.000 ac:rH) In it• I ad partial
fundlna of the aalllclpal. 1Ddaatrlal ad nral vatu e,■t.. 1n 1ta 10 •bodd
be ..Ddaent• to the autborlaatloa 1n 811 1 16 of the 99th CoqrHa (tz0.5
atllion ha• been autbor11ed 1n 811 1 16 for lural Vater Sy■t...) .

6

It- 7 . a. 1aceaent Of Infraatructure I.oat ly Th• Creation Of Gard■on Daa
Aad Lake Sa lcavea.
tbe follovlna facilltl•• ahould be con■tructed to replace infra■tructure loat:
a.

A prlllary care ta-patient health facility and out-patient
■crvice■ to ••t th• epecial health care nHd■ of· tha tribe.
Thi• 1• an e•r1ncy naed that ■hould be pursued 1-dlataly .

b.

A brid&• owar the lab a t t he old Highway State Route I ■bould
be constructed.

c.

Doraitory annesaa t o tvo school facllitiaa (Handaree a nd White
Shield) on th• reservation for students preHntly attending
off-reaervation boarding achool■ should be constructed.

d.

The grading , and other such routine aaintenance , of all Tribal
accaaa roads froa hoaeaites to aain travel route■ ahould be
aade a routine part of the BIA progrn.

e.

Housing should be veatherlzed and laproved to repair and to
replace tha inadequate facilitlea provided to the fuillea
relocated.

Item 8. Preference Rights To Pick-Sloan Miasouri River Basin Power.
The Secretary . in consultation with the Secretary of Energy, ahould aake
available to the tribe an allocation of preference · power sufficient to Met
aneray related needs of the reservation as th• result of the relocation.
Further• the Secretary• if nece■aary • ahould propose draft . leglalatlon to
Congress providing for an allocation of preference power to ·•et the Tribea
full load deund for th• above referenced purpose• not to esceed 10 Mgavatta.
Thia proposed legislation should also provide the necessary authority for the
delivery of euch power at no coat to the tribe escept operation and
uintenance costs to retail distribution facilities should be based on ability
to pay. This legislation should alao provide that any third party provider of
such paver to the tribe will not lose any allocation of preference power or
othervise be pecuniarily dnaged by reason of any such allocation or delivery
of preference power to the tribe. Paver needs for irrigation and water
systems are In addi tion to the 10 megawatts.
Item 9 .

Right To Additional Financial Compensation.

The Secretary should submit draft legislation to Congress that will ensure
that the tribe ts adequately coapen■ated, either in cash or in-kind ,
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consistent vlth this C-ittee' • fladings and conclusions. Th• tribe 19
entitled to a 11ua in the range between $ 178.4 atllton and $41 1 . B aillion H
the ■ub■titute , or replac...n t, value of their econoalc base that va■ taken a■
the ■lte for Laite Sakakavea. The coapensation should not be le■1 than the
lover of the tvo amount■•
Item 10.

Other Items Which The C011111tttce De...d Important.

a.

I n addition t o the authorization contained In House Resolution 1 1 16 of
the 99th Congre11s 1 the Secretary should ■eek authorization and proceed
l1111ediately vlth the construction of a coaplete auniclpal, industrial and
rural vater supply system, as described in this report , to protect the
health and other interest of tbe Tribal population. The proposed
legislation should al■o provide that the Bureau o f Indian Affair■ or the
Bureau of Reclamation operate and ulntain an efficient aetered system at
a coat to Tribal people not to exceed $ 10/aontb/hou■ehold for 10,500
gallons per month. Uses in exce,;s of 1 0,500 gallons per 110nth vill
additionally be charged at the sa■e rate . Further, power l s to be
supplied at the Pick-Sloan Kis■ouri River Basin Progr- preference power
rate . (Nc>te: There ts $20.5 atllion authorized in HR 1 1 16 for rural
vater systems) .

b.

The Secretary is requested to take action that vould provide for the
transfer of the interests of agricultural and ranch related lender■ on
the reservation from the Farmers Home Administr11t1on to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs Credit Program at fair urket value of the interest tn the
land encumbered.

I.

STM'DINC ROCK SIOUX INDIAN RESEllVATION

Item 1 .

Full Potential For Irrigation.

The Secretary should proceed laaediately vith the construction of four
Irrigation projects, Hiscol , Porcupine , Black Hor■e and Little Eagle Units,
vhen authorized. These projects should be regarded as the first phase of the
full development of the irrigation potential of remaining lands on the
Standing Rock Reservation.
The Secretary should also submit proposed
legislation to Congress that vould allov all capital costs, including on-farm
development costs to be deferred under the Leavitt Act . This proposed
legislation should further provide for: land acquisition costs associated
with the purchasing of all fee patented land in these areas to be treated as
project costs ; BIA to operate , maintain and replace the project at a cost to
the Tribal government • or its ■e11bers • after construction to be set in
accordance with nbility to pay ; and furnishing preferential Pick-Sloan pover
rates for both intake and sprinkler pressure pumping for this projects.
(Note : under P.L. 97-273, the Standing Rocit Sioux Tribe believe they have
preferential pover rights) .

Item 2 .

Financial Assistance For On-Farm Developaent Costs.

On-far■ development costs should be included
development and deferred under the Leavit t Act .

in

the

capital

cost

of

lt- J.

Dewelo,-nt Of Shoreline lecreation Potential.

rorar ladlan ahorellna land and ••c••• laod ahould be returned to the tribe.
811bJect to flov•1• •••...at• co protect U.S. I.ray Corpa of Enaine•r•
adalnlatratlon aad project aeeda and aubject to ••lid prl••t• leaHa.
It■■ 4.

letum Of bceaa Lancia.

SH lec�ndatlon J. ID addition. tbe Standing lock Sioux Tribe abould han
tha authority to H t arulng ratea on forar Indian land■ for taking area
per■itt••• equivalent to rat•• eatabllabed for Tribal land■ until both ••c•••
and ahorellne land■ ba,re been returned.
Jte■ s.

l'Totection Of leeerved Water Right■ •

'Iba C-lttH reca..enda full developunt o f ird1ation and vat■r ayatn t o
utilize a nd protect re■•rv•d vater right■.
Item 6 .

Funding O f All lte■a Fro■ Th• Carri■011 Diversion Unit Fund■•

Th• Secretary should fund those projects In ltea l and 10 froa the Garrison
authorization bill (HR 11 16) that the Secretary de... appropriate.
lte■ 7. Replace■ent Of Infrastructure I.oat ly The Creation Of Oahe Da■ .And
Lake Oahe.
The follovinR infrastructure va■ lost to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe aa •
result of the creation of Lake Oahe :
190
50
55,944
22 ,000
95
24
190
3
2
3

doaeatic vater ayate■
ranch vater ayat••
acre■ of land
acres of riverbed
■ilea of main road
miles of private road
houaing unit•
rodeo arena•
race track■
■aVlllllls

.

These it... are covered either directly or indirectly In ite■ 9 , Additional
coapen■atton.
The CO-ittee la reca.11ndin1 a reservation-wide econo■ic
development approach , rather than ad � compensation of the above.
Jte■ 8.

Preferential Right To Pick-Sloan Hiaaouri River la■in Paver.

The Secretary, in consultation with the Secretary of Energy , should uke
available to the tribe 11n allocation of preference power sufficient to ■eat
their full load dnand for doustic and •111icipal purposes. Further , the
Secretary, I f necessary , should propose draft legislation to Congress
providing for an allocation of preference power to meet the Tribe' s full load
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deund for the aboved referenced purpo••• not to exc11d 15 aegevatta. Thia
propoHd legislation ehould also provide th• neceas.ary authority for the
delivery of auch power at no coat to the tr!be except operation and
aaintenance coats o( retail distribution facilities should be based on· abllity
to pay. This legislation ahould also provide that any third party provider of
such power to the tribe will not lose any allocation of preference power or
otherwise (or pecuniarily damaged , by reason of any Ruch allocat ion or
delivery of preference power to the tribe.
lte■ 9 .

Right To Additional Financial Co■pensatton.

The Secretary should aub■it draft legtalation to Congress tllat will ensure
that the tribe l s adequately coapenaated, either In cash or in-kind,
consistent with this Co.mittee • • findings :nd conclusions. The tribe is
entitled to a su■ In the range between $ 181 . 2 allllun and $349. 9 ■llllon. As
the substitute , or repla�eaent , value of their econoatc base that vas taken as
the site for Lake Oahe. The co■pensatlon should not be less than the lover of
the two a■ounta. That such co■pensatlon la to Include restoration of fore■t■
and t imber production, wildlife habitat , fruit s , herbs and aedlclnal , and
o:her plant■ and. other restoration of vegetation, all of which vaa lost to the
Oahe Reservoir. That such compensation is also to include develop■ent of
shoreline recreation protection.
lte■ 10. Other I tems Which The Committee Deemed Important .
a.

I n addition to the authorization contained i n House Resolution 1 1 1 6 , the
Secretary should see'" authorization and proceed l1Dediately with the
construction of a complete aunlclpal , industrial and rural water supply
system, as described in this report • to protect the health and other
Interest of the Tribal population. The proposed legislation should alao
provide that the Bureau of Indian Affairs operate and aaintaln an
dflcient metered system at a cost to Tribal people not to exceed
$JO/month/household for 10 ,500 gallons per month . Furth�r. power is to
be supplied at the Pick-Sloan MiBBourl River Basin Program preference
power rate. (Note: There Is $20 .5 million authorized in HR 1 1 1 6 for
rural water systems) .

b.

The Secretary is requested t o take action that would pr'ovide for the
transfer of the lntio?rests of agricultural and ranch related lenders on
the reaervation fro■ the Faniers Hoce Administration to the Bur.:au of
Indian Affairs Credit Program at fair market valu� of the interest in the
land encumbered.

c.

An "Indian desk" ahould be established within the Washington Headquarter■
of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. This office would deal with the
numerous Indian con.:ems resulting from the Missouri River Reservoirs
Including, but not limited to , water level fluctuation; l�asing shoreline
land to non-Indiana o f , and other foraer Indian lends ad■inistared by the
Corps , to non-Indiana; reserved water rigbta , etc.
'Ih a rtaht■ of the Standing loc lt Sioux TribH to huat and flab within that
part of Laite Oahe within th• exterior boundarlea of the reeanatton
■hould b e vigorously protected by Federal authorities through additional
ga■e wardens who shall pursue prosecution of violations .

d.

&8
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. B I LL BRADLEY , U . S . SENATOR
FROM NEW J ERSEY , AND CHAI RMAN , SUB COMMITTEE ON WATER
AND POWER
Passage o f last congreaa • Garrison Diversion Reformulation
Act of 1986 focused publ i c attention on the need to address
contemporary water needs in North Dakota and the appropriate
Federal role .

The Act authorizes and d i rects the implementation

of certa i n recommendations made by the Garri son Diversion Uni t
Commission .

The Garrison Diversion Uni t Reformulation Act o f

1986 was the culmination of years o f effort between the State o f
North Dakota , environmenta l i sts , would-be water users , and the
Congress .

The Act forcibly wrought changes in decades-old

planning and thinking i n order to bring a modern v i s ion to water
r£sources development in North Dakota .
I t was not an easy task -- and the effort i s far from
complete .
That i s why we are here today .
As all of you know, the Garr ison Uni t Joint Tribal Advisory
Comm ittee was established by the Secretary of the Interior
pursuant to a recommendation of the Garrison Diversion Uni t
Co11111ission .

The Adv isory Committee was speci f ically charged with

examining and making recommendations with regard to the Tr ibes of
the Port Berthold and Stand ing Rock Sioux Reservat ions .
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As submi tted to the Secretary of the Inter ior on Hay 2 3 ,
1986 , the Adv i sory Comm i ttee ' s report prov ides a comprehensive
framework upon wh i ch to redress the wrongs of a past generat i on .
In restrospect , i t i s incred ible to me that the needs o f the
people of the Stand i ng Rock and Fort Berthold Reservat ions were
not g i ven g reater attention by the Congress when the M i ssouri
River main stem dams were bui l t .

Th i s hearing i s an important

f i rst step in g iv i ng due recogn i t ion to the burdens infl i cted on
the Tr ibes by the Pi ck-Sloan Program .
overdue .

Th i s recogn i t ion i s long

Just as we brought the Garr i son Di vers ion Project into

the contex t of contemporary resource development , thereby
fu l f i l l i ng the prom i se of a past generat i on , so must we recogn i ze
our obl igations to the people of the Stand ing Rock and For t
Berthold Reservat i ons.
Many of the recommendations conta ined in the Comm i ttee ' s
report are prel im i nary at best .

I t i s up to the Congress ,

working w i th the Tr ibes , the State of North Dakota , and the
Adm i n i strat i on , to determ ine those options and act i ons wh ich w i l l
best serve the needs o f the Tribes wh i l e meeti ng our Nat i onal
obl igation .
As Chai rman of the Subcomm i ttee on Water and Power , I can
assure you tha t the recommendations of the Comm i ttee and your
comments here today w i l l recei ve most careful consideration.

It

i s essent ial that any water resource development undertaken on
the Reservat i ons not be v iewed solely as compensat ion for past
om issi ons , but rather as a last ing i nvestment in a resource and a
people .

74-770 o - 87 - 3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON GEORGE M ILLER , MEMBER O F
CONGRESS FROM CAL I FORNIA , AND CHAI RMAN , SUBCOM
M ITTEE ON WATER AND POWER RESOURCES COMMITTEE ON
I NTER I OR AND I NSULAR AFFA I RS

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the hoapitality you and Senator
Johnston have shown in inviting the Subc0111dttee on Water and
Power Resources to participate in today's joint hearings on the
recommendations of the Garrlaon Unit Joint Tribal Advisory
Committee .
Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent that a copy of a
photograph taken on May 20, 1948 be included in the record of
today's. hearing.

The photograh, which is found in Marc Reisner ' s

book Cadillac Desert, tells a poignant story about the manner in
which our government has treated Indian tribes.

The caption for

this picture in Reisner ' & book reads as follows:
George Gillette, chairman of the Fort
Barthold Indian Tribe Business council , weeps
as he watches Secretary of the Interior J.A.
Krug sign a contract whereby the tribe sells
155, 000 acres of its reservation' s best land
in North Dakota to the government for the
Garrison Dam and Reservoir Project on May 20,
1948.

Gillette said of the sale: •The

members of the Tribal Council sign the
contract with heavy hearts . . . Right now,
the future does not look good to us. •
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Mr. Chairman, the bleak predictions of Chairman Gillette in
1948 have all too sadly come true.

The Three Affiliated Tribes

of Fort Berthold have never recovered froa the economic and
social destruction of their reservation caused by the
construction of Garrison D-.

Siailarly, the Standing Rock tribe

was wronged and cheated for the construction of the Oahe Dam and
Reservoir.
The report of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Adsvisory
Committee clearly docuaents the failure of our governaent to
adequately compensate thaae tribes.

I c011pliment the Members of

the Committee for their hard work and sound judgement .

I also

would like to expreaa my appreciation to Ann Zorn and Noraan
Livermore, who devoted extra time and attention to this matter
during their service on the Garrison Diversion Unit Commission in
1984.
Mr. Chairaan, I look forward to this opportunity to hear
froa the tribaa and our other witnea■e■ this afternoon.
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Grorge Gillc:lle, chairman of the Fon Ben hold Indian Tribe Bi»inns CCJUncil, WL-cps as he·
watchL'S Sc:crclary or thc Interior J. A. Krug sign a romract whereby the tribe i.clls 1 55.000
acn-sof its n�n·ation'i. best land in North Dakota to thego,·cmmenl for the Garrison Dam
;ind kewn·oir Project on May 20, 19411. Gillclle !>aid of the sale: "The membcr.wflhe Tribal
Cuuncihign 1hecon1r.11:1 wilh he;n·y hearts . . . . Righi now. 1hcfu1urcdocsnot luukgood lo
us."
IAP-mJc- "'"IJ Phu1ml
For more than fiftyyears, the tiny man-made rh·cr in the forrground, lheGranilc ReefAque•
duel uf the Central Arizona PrujL"CI, has bc.-cn ,·ieWL-d b}· Arizonans as the one thing that can
sa,c them from ublh·ion. In 1hc n&:llt century, howe\'er, as !14!\'cn statL'S suck up their full
i.harc of the fL-ckkss and o\'crappropriah:d Colorado Ri\'c:r, the aquc:ducl may run ascmply
(Bumzu uf1"clamGtiuNI
as the di\'ersion canal on the right.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN A . ZORN
I am An."1 A. z�':'!'�

I reside in !.as V8RU, ·ievada.

In the tall or

198h I was privilep:ed" !-0..�erve as a lllnber. or the Sec"tary1 s Ga!'l"i:1on
- • •
•
-·.. - �·-· .. �- .
r.iversicn·Unit �ission. I very much appre.date· tho opportunity to
COl!le before you tot!llY.• . . •

-

••

'!'ho t;arri�on COlll!!lission Report iceco�zed that earlier .federal
111oral anci le�al co"lfflittments to t?orth Dakota anci the Indian tribes
affected by the Garrison and Oahe d&IIIS had not been T11et.

Mr. �oman

Liver:rioro and I were the co:!llllissionera most instru..-,enta1 in calling tor
the creation or the Joint Tribal Advisoey Calllmittee to exand.ne the
Indian issuolJ in greater detail than we were able to do.

I support

the conclusions and recOM.'118ndati ons of the JTAC report or ?'ay, 19E!6,
and I would like to toll you why I felt so stronr,ly that JTAC should
be created .
'i'he testitr.ony and background infomation vathered by the 'iarrison
Con.'llission r.ade it clear that th�re vas a federal obli�ation to !-forth
�akota for the · sacritice of the Missouri River bottom lands.

It vas also

clear that the Indian citizens of •:orth Dakota shculc!crcd a substantial
portion of that sacrifice.

Jlll of the bott0r.1 lands (11'.ore thM lS0,000

acres) belonP,in� to the Three Affiliated Tribes were inundnted by the
watars behind the 'iarrison daJII and these acres constituted �ore than
one third of all the land under Lake Sakakavea.

The bottCllll lands in the "Taking
Ara•. v�re· not just land owned
� •
... �- ..:
.
by the tribes - thq vere the econond.c and· ��al:bue - ot the tribes.
•·
. . •. ... . •· . .
be
.
c�ted
u equivalent
�lianda
:c�
· The uplands. offered as "in lieu;_. .
... • . .
.

.

.

.

.

: ··-

:not.

-

-

to the bottClll lands for "f;hq coul.d.n_ot support the sane t1P9

ot ranch1l'Jg

and agricultural econOl!IY Vhich the bottom lands provided. f.6% or the
rand.lies or the Ft. 3erthold reservation lived aloni the river Md

had to be relocated • • J1.aps shaw a concentration
land area. before the ��is bui1t; i�-���..

or hCl!les in the bottCllll

i;;

widely dispersed pattern

of residence after the . people were moved to the uplands.

rrntortunateiy, t::ere does not · seel!I to he any "in lieu" solution

fer the socfal. trauma these fa:!lilies 11nd the tribes experienced when

relocation scattered a preViousl:, concentrated and cohesive settlement;

when schools, hospital, and health serviCtJS disappeared or di:unished,

when distances between families and friend� were magnified by the loss
of bridges and rC1ads.

A reasonably self sufficient c0llll'lU?\ity of people

was t.umed topsy-tul'V'J and left to right itself Without the prcnised

assistance or ffleans of establishing " new ecO'lomic base forthcoming.

Srall wonder the pre-":arrison dal!l unemployment · rate was only S% to 6%

but t�ny has risen to 70% to 80%.

Mr. Liver:nore and I took-the opportunity to visit the reservations

in Decfflber of 1984.

I spent the daylii;ht hours of Pecember 12th

scein.? so'!le o!' the Ft. qertbold reservation by car and !!IUCh

the air.

ot it frOl!l

I n:et with tribal elders, talked with people who are runninr.

the ciay to driy pror,r:i.'IIS at tribal headquarters, and listened to the
eJq:1eriences or those who had lived the story.

When we left �.inot for

the lon� dri-.re to the reservation I knew !'rom the crunch or the

°
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�ra.llld underfoot that· the tamperature was close to zero. �he snow
covered landscape reminded ::ie. a l;i ttle of i-1i::icorisin .�r ::ew !!ar.ipi;hira,
!Jut I also learned or folks who �ad to choose between telephones and heat
..
during the lonr, Winters . ?·!ore oft�n than not they opted ·!'or the
. -.
heat and had to forego the �--.fcty net of the col!IIIIWlicatic:1 line •
:

,.

7iew:l.ng the res�rvation from the air, ey P,uidcs pointed cut the old
townsites and bridg� �ocations that were now inundated • .\nd I saw

..

how the lnnd areas were-·-di,•ided by ... the
. .. . "You can' t i;et there
. lake waters.
fro::i here" is the only.way to describe the i!!!�act on the critical
transportation ::iysten. I wonciered brieny why the tribes did not
utili:e the recreational potential of tr.e lon� shoreline spread o�t
1::elow us - ·:ntil I learned th:it the tribes had not ontions there, 1::ut
others did •
!n searchin� ey �ind for a personal experience wh!ch ! co�lc
relate to impact of the Jarrison da111 - some comparable occurance
that waJlc help �e understand - the closest I co�lc c07.e was to
remember the destructi�e nature of ill pl:inned freeways which riivided
and conquered clctie knit ethnic neighborhoods i:, the '.·, cw t:;ni;land area
where we lived in the late 1950 1 s and earl:, 19601 s .
I run incl1:ding with ey statenent the short notes !rm uhich ?'r•
Livemoru and I reported back to cur fellow co:::missicncrs. I am
pleased that there was unanino•1s a�proval of the indian issues
reco:-:l!:endat!ons included in the finnl report.
��ain, I endorse the JTAC findings ·and reco:::-:end�tions. I ask
that you adopt. then Md trust that inple:nent.3ticn Will not be too !'ar in
the future.
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OBSERVATIONS ON VISITS TO INDIAN RESERVATIONS*

Mtbea:llw

%

- '

'pL-., ':?Pl\!' e,..;, -

Three Affiliated Tribes of Ft. Berthold .
*
*
*
*
*
� . *
*
*
*
•
*

8 tovn■ flooded out
priae agricultural land■ ·loat - _
bridge de■troyed , hospital !oat, transportation network decimated
land reduced to 423,000 acres (out of original 12.5 million; much of this
was lost before 1900 , but large amounts of valuable farmland was given over
to hoae1teader1 in 1910; Carrison inundated sull amount of reuining bottomland)
infrastructure inadequately replaced •
Nev_ Tovn stores ovned . .a.nd operated by non-Indians
ahorellne access denied·t� ln�fana; but given to non-Indians (for second homes)
authorlty . �o develop ncreation potential of� ahoreline dented to Indiana;
but boat ·ramp sold to 11a group of doctors"
unemployment before .dam: 5-6%
unemployment today: 70 - 80%
alten:uate du site had been offered by Indiana

r�,..;"it..(U,, ., �.., J -l:!!f _.,,.., .... "'-6c. .

.pinsLf-1 &..1-..;:,r� ---a-

Standin$...,,
Sioux� � ��� • .
g Rock�
* nG help for Corps of Engineers in relocating
(on short notice during severe winter)
* pitiful relocation of tovns
• construction of ■ubstandard h0111es (a111ll 0 one-room houses)
* inadequate development of recreation sites
(with excellent recreation sites Just outside reservation to the south)
* shoreline often consists of mudflats (which create dustbowls during dry weather)
excess lands never returned
* drawdown of Lake Oahe (from combined irrigation from Carrison and Oahe)
would increase mudflats. cause drinking water problems , could affect irrigation .
* Winter's lllght Doctrine assures water to Standing Rock Sioux and all other
downstream tribes (Standing Rock is one of twenty-six Sioux Nations)
* Urge recommendation of Congressional oversight hearings on Indian water rights
in Htaaouri lllver Basin

*

* Notes fr011 trip to .Ft. Berthold by Ann Zorn and Standing Rock and Ft. Berthold
by Ike Livermore; 1 2-1 2-84
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF NORMAN B . L I VERMORE . JR .
Thank you for your letter of March 25 inviting me to present
testimony at your oversight hearing which is being held to
consider the rec0111111endation of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal
Advisory C<>auDittee. I regret very auch that a temporary
indisposition prevents my appearing before you personally.
Hy interest in and concern for justice to Indians dates back
many years, but was particularly activated by evidence presented
by Indian Tribes at the Garrison hearings which were held in
Washington and North Dakota in the latter months of 1984.
During the course of these hearings, it became clearly
evident to me that the Indian Tribes most acutely involved,
namely, the Tribes at the Fort Berthold and Standing Rock
Reservations, were given grossly inadequate consideration in the
then-proposed Garrison Unit legislation. Another C<>auDission
member, Anne Zorne, j oined with me in evincing particular concern
as to the Indians ' plight. As a result , she and I took extra
time to visit the Reservations: she to Fort Berthold and I to
both standing Rock and Fort Berthold.
The conditions observed at one or both of these Reservations
were enough to cause tears . Some of them were:
•

woefully inadequate housing;

•

a tragically shattered road system;

•

inadequate access to the shorelines of Lakes Oahe and
Sakakawea:

•

villages destroyed by inundation:

*statement by Norman B . Livermore, Jr. , former member of the
Garrison Diversion Unit Commission ( 1984 ) ; California State
Secretary for Resources ( 1967-1974 ) ; Transition Team Leader,
Environ11ental Protection Agency ( 1980) before the Joint oversight
Hearing of the Senate COllllittee on Energy and Natural Resources,
the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, and the House
C<>auDittee on Interior and Insular Affairs, March 31, 1987
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•

a major highway bridge rendered useless; and,

•

countless i nfrastructures destroyed.

In addition to these sad evidences of physical
deterioration, we were made keenly aware of social tragedies and
United States Government promises not kept:
•

inadequate hospital and school facilities;

•

inexcusable lack of notice of the effects of water
impoundment:

•

destruction of social structures:

•

lack of respect for the burial place of the famous
Chief Sitting Bull ;

•

promises unkept as to water and power rights; and,

•

grossly inadequate payment for Indian lands condemned
for the inundation area caused by the dams .

overall , it appears to me that there have been two
overriding i nadequacies involved in the settlement that was
proposed for the two reservations by the original Garrison
legislation:
1.

Compensation proposed for the Tribes was entirely
i nadequate when measured against the economic and
social losses they have suffered.

2.

I n urging the original Garrison legislation, North
Dako�a leaders seem to express little, i f any, concern
for Indians' problems. Of all the massive evidence the
1984 Commission was presented with, urging tho U. S .
Government to •pay back the debt owing to the State of
North Dakota, • I can recall no evidence ( other than
that of Indians themselves ) that specifically mention
the Tribes ' plight. In fact, I recall at one session
when I posed the question, •you say a debt is due to
the people of North Dakota; are not Indians part of the
people?" The answer I got was : •oh, we are not
concerned about them . They are handled from
Washington. "
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Nr. Chaixaan, I have read with approval the May 23, 1986,
Final Report of the Garri11011 Unit .lo.int Tribal Advieory
Coaaittee, and I hope and trust that you and the Coaaitteaa
...Ung here today will ff>Q'.C ■und it■ adoption in full.
I have noted eon;reuaan Dorgan'• February 28, 1985,
■tatwnt at the SPbcowwU:tee Hearing■ on the Garri■on D1ver■i.on
Unit a-laaion' a Recoaaendationa, when he aald: • 1 - pleased
to •• an underacoring of the fact that we . do have a aerioua
ccaaitaent to the Indian 'l'ribea, and we can' t keep putting it
under the carpet and walking away froa it. •
Nr. Chairaan, I would like to eaphaaize these aaaa
aentiaanta and strongly urge you to act on thea.

'10
PREPARED STATEMENT OF C . EMERSON MURRY
My name is C. Eaaraon lluny.
Secretary of the . Interior,

At the request of the

I aervecS •• • Chairman of the

Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Adviaory couittee ••tablished to
examine and make recommendations with respect to the effect•
of the iupoundment of waters under the Pick-Sloan Missouri
Basin Program (Oahe and Garrison Reservoirs)
Berthold

and

standing

Rock

Indian

on the Fort

Reservations.

The

Secretary' s action implemented a recommendation in the final
report of the Garrison Diversion Unit Commission established
pursuant to public law 98-360, §207 of the 99th congre•••
The

charter

and

responsibilities

of

the

co:mmittee

are

included in the letter of transmittal in the Joint Tribal
Advisory Committee Report .
The committee spent many hours and days in public
hearings in the State of North Dakota , on both reservation■ ,
and at central points within the State .

All testimony was

recorded .

The staff o f the Committee made a n extensive

search

both

of

congressional

and

Agency

documents

and

communications, as well a■ of studies carried on prior to ,

'11
during , and after the construction of the oahe and Garrison
dams .

These hearings , searches , and studies resulted in t!'e

Committee concluding that the GDU Commission was entirely
correct when it stated •Implementation of the Flood Control
Act of 1944 had a significant impact on Indian tribes in
North Dakota .

The CoJ11D1ission received evidence that the

Federal Government has not provided promised assistance to
replace the economic base of the State and tribes. •
You

will

note

that

the

general

direction of

the

recommendations is to simply replace what was destroyed by
the creation of the two dams so that the tribes may obtain
economic independence .

No recommendation calls for a lump

sum payment or per capita payments to the tribes.
There is no question that the construction of the . two
dams and the subsequent impoundment of waters destroyed the
major economic base of both the Standing Rock and the Fort
Berthold

reservations .

The

remaining

lands

of

the

reservations simply could not support the ranching, farming,
and gardening economies that were so important.

In the case

of the Fo;t Berthold reservation, these activities made it
one of the few, and perhaps the only, economically self
sufficient reservation in the country .
water,

The lack of timber,

and shelter in the upland areas to which tribal

members were relocated further affected the economic loss, as
well as having a major impact on the traditional way of life
and the quality of life for all members.

In the case of th�

. '12
Fort Berthold re■ervation, the phy■ ical i■ olation of aegaenta

of the re■ervation · cau■ed by the ri■ ing water■ of the
impoundllent severed faaily, tribal , and institutional support
The ■ub■equent •otional impact of this

ties and facilities.

abrupt and radical change cannot truly be quantified, but it

was ujor, and it■ effect last■ until this day.
The

inten■ ely

Indiana

feel

that

tbey

were

not

compensated for the taking of their lands and the destruction

of related benefit■ by the United State■•

Transfer of title

� to Indlan land■ to the United State■ wa■ never really
voluntary, since the Indians felt intiaidatecS by the fact

that construction of the dus had begun even before Indian
lands were acquired.

They recognizecS that the taking of

their lands was inevitable.

Aa■urance■ given both expre■■ ly

and by implication by variou■ federal official• that probleu
anticipated

by

tbe

Indian■

would

be

reaedied,

rai■ed

expectations which, in uny ca■e ■ , were never fulfilled.

In so■e instances, not only was the exi■ti119 econo■ic

base destroyed, ))ut the potential for future expansion of
this economic base was destroyed.
fertile

alluvial

bottom

lands

For instance, when tbe
of

the

Fort

Berthold

reservation were flooded by Lake Sakakawea, tbe tribe■ lo■t
over 4 0 , 000 acre■ of potentially irrigable land.

The co■ta

of developing these irrigable lands was only a fraction of

the costs required for developing remaining tribal land■ that

are

bel ieved

to

be

irrigable.

The difficulties

of
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transportation between
Berthold

reservation

the divided segments of the Fort

because

of

lack

of bridges

further

erodes the possibility of the extraction of natural resources
such as lignite coal , and the establishment of processing or
manufacturing industries .
The Committee found that the tribes are entitled to be
made whole for their specific losses resulting from the two maj or impoundments, and for their loss of economic potential.
Among the major recommendations of the Committee are that of
the development of irrigation to support the farm and ranch
economies ; the return of excess lands currently held by the
corps

of

Engineers

beyond

that

required

for

reservoir

operation in order to develop a recreational potential on the
reservation ;
feceral

replacement

action

such

as

of

infrastructure

health

care

destroyed

facilities,

by

school

dormitories , a bridge upon the Fort Berthold reservation to
provide access between communities and central facilities,
adequate secondary access roads , the replacement of primary
care inpatient health facilities and outpatient services ;
access to � reasonable amount of Pick-Sloan Basin power on a
preferential-right

basis ;

a

development

of

a

municipal

industrial rural and water systems ; upgrading of replacement
housing in both numbers and quality to provide the necessary
level of comfort and as required by health needs ; and the
establishment

of

a

compensation

program

to

the

tribes

.,,
consistent with the value of the economic base that was taken
from them for the impoundments .
In regard to the compensation program for the loss of
economic base, two methods of calculation were presented to
and recognized by the Co11mittee as rational methods of
calculating such compensation .

The C011mittee reco11mended

that such general compensation program be no less than the
smaller compensation amount resulting from the application of
the two methods.
I will not attempt to further detail the findings and
reco11mendations of the Co1111ittee , as I believe them to be
It is my

adequately explained within the Coaittee Report.

understanding that representatives of the two tribes will
present specific programs and priorities which are consistent
with the findings and reco1111endations of the co1111ittea in
meeting the justified entitlement• of the tribes and the
Indian citizens affected.
It is noted that, based upon the initial report of the
Garrison

Diversion

Diversion

Unit

authorization of

Unit

CoDission ,

Reformulation
$67 , 910 , 000

Act

that

of

the

1946

Garrison

included

tor the development of

an

17 , 580

acres of irrigation upon the two reservations , and the sua of
$2 0 , soo, ooo

for

systems

a

a•

•unicipal,

partial

rural,

recognition

and
of

entitlement resulting fro• the two dau .

indu•trial
tribal

and

water
Indian
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It is recognized that the costs in meeting these tribal
entitlements is not small .

I would note, however, that with

the over $3 billion of flood control benefits to iower
Missouri Basin states have resulted from the mainstream dams,
coupled with increases in navigation benefits of over 3
million tons per year, and the advantages to them of maj or
blocks · of low cost preference power,

that the cost of

attempting to make the two tribes whole in a material way is ,
in fact, moderate .
I know I speak on behalf of all members of the Joint
Tribal Advisory Committee when I urge the most serious
consideration of the tribal needs and entitlements contained
in the Report, and in

the recommendations of the Co11J11ittee .

..
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PREPARED STATEMENT O F ROSS O . SWIMMER
H r . Chai rman and members of the Commi ttees . I am pl �ased to pr�sent the
v i ews of the Departmen t o f the I nter i o r on the recommenda t i ons of the
Garri son D i vers ion Uni t Joi nt Tribal Adv i .ory COlilllittee.
The Comm i ttee ' s report provi des a wldl! variety of propo�al s for mi ti gati ng
what the I ndi ans of the Fort Berthold and Standing Rock Indian Reservati ons
strongly be l i eve are I nequi t i es borne by tnem due to the construction of
the Oahe and Garri son Reservoi rs of the Pick-Sl oan Pro gr.sm. In our v i ew,
because Congress has t aken s teps to aadress some of these i ssues through
the ena ctment of P . L . 99-294 , a c t i o n s t o i m p l emen t t h e Comm i t tee ' s
recommendat t on:a sho u l d be taken largelJ i n the context of the reformation
of the Garri son Di ver:a ion Uni t.
The Commi ttee ' s report addresses ten i tems and provi des recOlffllenoat ions for
each I ndian Tri be on each i tem. Thi s statement addres�es each of tilose
i tems . Except where otherwi se i nai cated. the Department has no posi tion at
thi s time on rec011111endations requi ring legi slation.
I te111 1 . Ful l potential for i rrigation on the �eservations.
P.L. 99-294 authorizes the Secretary of the Interior to deve lop i rri gati on
fac1 l t ti es fur 1 7 , 580 acres of land i � the Fort Berthola and Standi ng Rock
I nd i an Reservat i o n s pend i ng a determi nat i on by t h e Secre t a r1 of t h e
s u i tab I I i t y o f the land for i rrl gation, and authorizes the appropri ation of
$67, 910,000 for thi s purpose. Tne C011111l ttee • s report recommend s legi sl a
t i on tha t wou l d provi de for i rri gat i on development beyond the 17,580 acres
authorized by P.L. 99-294. The reco111111end1t i on i dent i f i es 113,000 acres
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for developaent and would provide for fund i n g capi tal � o s �s . deferra l of
thei r repayment , and estab l i sh i ng preferenti al Pick-Sloan power rates for
the t rrt gatton devel opaent. We have not conducted studi es to determine the
i rr l gabt l i ty of the addi ti onal lands in questi on. or wnether the proposed
development would be econumtcal lJ justi fied. I n some i ns tances , there are
al ternat i ves to i rri gat ion develop111ent that yield a tribe a better return
on i :s water re�Jurces.
I t shoul .-i be note.i that the Commi ttee basea Its rec01o'lllendatlon on a f i nding
that the lands identified soue f; fty years ago i n the taili ng as nav t ng been
sui table for i rri gation were greatly ur.derstated when viewed tn the context
of technologi cal lmprove�nts i n i rri gation s ince that time.
I n any even t , addi t i onal i rri gat i on devel opmen t beyond t�e 17 ,580 acres
authorized by P.L. 99-294 would requi re further authori zat i on by Congress.
We a l io note that in l i ght of budge: constral nt i , the current Department
budget request for FY 1988 does not provide for ii gn i f i cant development of
the Ind i 3n or non- I nd i an components of the Garri son Di version Project.
Fi nal ly, we poi nt out that since the Tri bes• reserved water ri ghts have yet
to be q uanti f i ed, tne Commi ttee ' s recommendations for development of the
i rri gation potent i al do not nece:asari ly refl ect the Tri bes' ful l water
enti tleme,1t. (Th1 s t s addressed further in our c011111enti on i tem 5. )
I te■ 2 . F i n a nc i a l a s s i s t ance for on -farm d e v e l opment costs . The
Coat ttee• s report recoiaends that al l on-fan11 cos ts associ ated w i th the
i rri gat i o n proj ects be i nc l •Jded as c ap i t a l co sts and deferred under the
Leav i tt Act ( 25 u.s.c. 386a ) . I f i t I s deci ded t o I mp l ement th i s
recommendat ion , P . L . 99-294 woulJ have to be amended, or other authorizing
l egi slation enacted, to the extent that deferral of the on-far11 devel opaent
c o s t s a s s oc i a ted w i th the Co111111t ttee• s reco•endatt ons t s not a l ready
authorized.
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I teas 3. and 4 . Develoeent of shorel i ne recrent or, potenti al of ill!_
Sakakawea and Lake Oah e ; an� R e t u r n o f e x c e s s l ands . We �ou l d b e
i nterested I n working with Congre.ss to vest the tribes wt th a n I nterest and
correspondi n g management authori ty I n those lands I n thei r respecti ve
reservat i on s wh f cn t h e Corps of Engl n�ers does not need for proj ect
purposes . . However. we have been inforllltd by the Corps that f t ( the Corps )
currently h a s n o l and s excess to project needs. Your Ca..tttees may wish
to pursue tilt s matter directly wftti the Corps.
I n a rel ated matter, whether the Stand l 11g Rock Sioux Trl i>e may l eu,e I ts
grazing rights to other p�rttes seas to depend on whether that acti on f s
a l l owab l e under P L . as.91; which provides that the Tri be •shal l be given
exclusi ve peral sslon. wi thout cost, to graze stock on the l and between the
water level of the reservoi r and the exterior boundary of the taking area.•
The C0111ptro l l er Genera l has I n terpreted acts wi th I dent i ca l l anguage
( concerni ng graz i ng ri�hts of other tribes ) to precl ude the leasing of the ·
tribal graz i ng ri ght on the bast s that •excl usi v e per11l s s t on• to graze
stocit t s . In effect, a l i cense and not a r i ght . Accordf:ig to the COIIP•
tro l ler General , such a l i cense conveys no I nterest I n l and but I s a
personal pri vi l ege wh i ch can o nly be enjoyed by the li censee. (Op. C0111p,
Gen. B-142250 , July 25 , 1960 . ) Since P .L . 85-915 apparently does not
au thor i z e the Tri be t o l ea ie I ts grazi ng ri ghts, additional legislation
woul d be needed. We bel f eve that the tribe should be a l l owed to l ease I ts
grazi ng ri gh t s , subject to project purposes and reli eve the Uni ted States
fr• any l i abi l i ty ari sing therefroa.
l te• 5 . Protection of reserved water rights. The reserved water ri ghts of
the Tribes are not currently quantified. I t t s possible for quanti fi cation
to be ach I eved thr.>ugh negot1 atlo,. or 11 tf gat1on. We are not avare of an1
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efforts underway ei ther by the State o r the Tri bes to �uanti fy the reserved

water ri ghts of the Tri bes.
I tem 6.

Fundi ng of a l l i tems from the Garri son Di version Uni t funds. Many

of the i tems i n the r.011111l ttee ' s report are not the subject of P . L . 99-294 .
T herei:ore, P . L , 99-294 wo u l d need t o be amenced , o r other autho r i z i ng
l egi slat ion enac ted , to the extent that the appropr i a t i on s a u thori zed are
i n ade� u a t e to c o v e r t � e Co�m l t tee ' s rec ommen d a t i o n s f o r t he f u l l
devel opmen t of i rri ga t i on potenti a l o n the res ervat i ons , as wet-1 a s the
develup,-:ient of muni ci pal , ind•1strhl and r..iral water system ...

I tem 7 . �epl acement of i �frastructures l ost oy the creation of Garri son
Dam and L ake Sakakawea a n d O a h e dam a n d L a k e O a h e . T h e Comm i t te e
recommends rep l ace1nent o f l ost i nfrastructures i nc l ua i ,1g tnose rel ati ng to

hea l t h , �ducati on , hous i ng , and roa d s . We b e l i ev e t h e need f o r t h e
i n f r a s t r u c t ures s o I Je n t l f l ed s ho u l d b e e v a l uated b / the approp r i a t e

Federal agencies and I ncluded I n t h e annual progr�m and budge t p l an � for
each agency, I f appropri ate .
W i th reference to t�e s pec l t � c reque s t that the aureau of. Indian Affa i rs

provide dormi tori es on the Fort Bertnold Reserva t i on , o u r fi gures for the
current a cademi c year s how t h a t only 57 students, rather than 97 ci ted i�
the report , are attendi ng board i n g schoo l s . A s there are reasons o ther
than di s tance f rom ext s t i ng d ay school s w!'ly students ma.1 be i n a board i n g
s i tuat i on , t h e number of studen ts who wou l d a c t ua 1 ly b e h o u se d I n a

dor,:ii tory o n the reservati on ma:, be fewer, The Burea..i woul d not rec011111end
dormi tor;, co11struct ion I n two or more l ocations for so few student s . W h i l e
t h e i n i t i al c o n s t r uc t i o n c o s t I s n o t h i gh , there wou l d b e o n-go i ng

requi remen ts for addi t i onal s t af f i n g , c o u n s e l i ng , p r o g ramma t i c a n d
operations mai ntenance s upport wh i ch are not refl ected i n the report.
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The report requests replacement or improvement of hous i ng as the exi s t i n g
ho1nes are not suffi c i entl y i n�ul .stea . We w�uld noce that the homes were
bui l t duri ng a t ime when i nsulat ion s tahdards were consi derably bel ow
current pract i ce s . There are substant i al funds avai lablt! for weat,erl za
tlon of exi sti ng homes through the Department of Energy and through the oi 1
overcharge settl ements and ttie tribes can apply for these funds.
I tem 8. Preferenti al r i ghts to Pi ck-Sloan Mi ssouri R i ver Basin Power.
The Comm i ttee • s report recom1nends that both the Fort B ertho l d �and the
Standi ng Rock Re�e rvations be assured of a f i rm supply of Pick-Sloan Basi n
Program power for purposes of nuni ci pal , rural , and industrial water system
(M&I ) and I rri gation (i:Jot:1
' f i r:; t l i ft pump i ng power ano power for sprinkler
pressurl zatfon ) .
Under P . L . 99-294 . tne Fort Bertno l a and Stand i �g Rock Reservations are
ent i t led to f i rm suppl i es of power for M&I . The Tri bes woul d pay t h e
We:. t�,·n Ar�a Power AJml n i itrat i rJn t h e wh:, l e!ii a l � f i rm pOwc!r service ratt!
whi ch i s currently about 7 .4 mi l s per �wh , for M&I power. As to i rri ga
t i on . ur;oer P L . 99-294 , certai n lands on the Standfag Rock Sl ouK and Fort
Berthold Reservations are authorized for development as i rri gation areas o f
t h e Garr, son Di vers ion Projec t , P i c k -S loan M i s souri Bas i n Progr41:i, and
therefore are entitled to a firm supply of f rri gat Ion po.,er. However, I t
i i t h e pol i cy o f the B ureau o f Recl amat i on th at power for aulhorized
I rri gat ion projects of the Pi ck-Sl oan Mi s so uri Ba s i n P ro gram w i l l be
provi ded only for f i rs t- l i ft pumpi ng uses , not for sprinkler pressuriza
tion, unless otherwi se speci fi cal ly pro�l ded for by l eg i slation. (The rate
pa i d by f r r i g a t o r s for f i rs t - l i f t p ump i ng power h the B uruu of
Reclamation project u�e rat!. )
Under the WEB A c t ( P . L . 9 7 - l7 3 J , t�e Secretary of the I nterio r, I n
cooperat ion wi th the Secretary of Energy, was authorized to make Pi ck-Sl oan
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power avai l able to fi ve I ndi an tri bes . I nc l ud i n g the ,Stand i ng Rock S l ouK
Tri be . Pursuant to the WEil Act , the OeparLments of the l ntt!rior and Energy
are provi d i ng Pi ck-Sloan power to the i rri ga t i o n project s constructed for
the tri bes named i� the WEB A� t ( i ncl ud i ng Standi �g Rock ) for both f i rst
l i f t pumpi ng and spri n k l e r pres��ri z ati on uses . Tho se tribes pay t h e
proj ac t use ru� f o r f i rs t l i f t pump i ng power and the f i rm power service
rate for spri nkler pressuri zation power. P i ck - Sl oan power fo r sp r i nk l er
pressur1 Zati o11 fo r the add i t ional i rri gat i o,, faci l i ti es on the St,r ndhg
Rock Reservation which are authori zed to be developed under P.L. 99�294 may
be made avai lable to the Stand i ng Rocit Tri be under the .iEB Act.
The Fort Bertho l d Reseryat i o n . however , t s not ncr.ieu in the WEB Act , nor
does any otht!r l egi s lat i on appear to provi de i t w i th a f i rm supp ly of
P i c� -S1oan power for sp r i � � l e r pres )uri zat i o n use . Thus , Fort Berth�ld
appears to be enti tled only to a ft nn supply of Pick-Sl oan power for f i rst
l i r t pumpi ng use . The Three Aff t l i at�d Tri �es of Fort Berthold could seek
power for spri 11l(l er pressuri zation, at the f i rm po,.e r servi ce rate, from
the Departmen t o f Energy ti1r.1ugh t:ie regul ar contract-.1al process; however,
we understand that no co ntrac ted power w i l l oe ava i l ab l e unt i l the year
260 1 . Thus , if tile dt!c i s l on t :; made to assure Fort Berthold or power for
spri nkler pressuri zation use , i n our v iew, additional l eg i s l a t i on would be
needed.
I tem 9. Addi t i onal f i nanci al compensati on. I n oJr view , the COlll!li ttee' s
report does not provi de adequate documentation to establi sh that the Tri bes
a r e en t i t l e d h add i t i onal f i nanci al co,npensa t l o n t n t h e f orm of the
subst itute or replacement val ue of the economi c bases l o s t a s a resu l t of
the si ti ng of Lake Sakakawea or Lake Oahe.
I tem 1 0 . Other i tems the COMi ttee deems appropri ate. Four subjects were
lucluded 1 n thi s i tem:
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A.

The appropr i a t i on cei l i ngs authori zed i r1 P. L . 99-294 are i r,adequate to

cons truc t the mun i c i p a l , I n d u s tr i a l , a n d ru r a l wa t e r s u pp l y sy s t em s
co11te,,1µ latcd i n the Commt ttee' s reconr.iendat ioni.

a.

W h l l e tile D e p a r tm e n t c o u l d t aice a d,n l n i s t ra t h e a c t i o n to seek a

transfer of the I n terests of agri cul tura l and ranch-re l a ted l e nders on t h e
re ic:rvat i o ns f rom th e F ar,ner s HM1e Ao::1i ni s tr a t i on ( FmHA) t o t h e B ureau of
I nd i an Affai rs credl t progr.w, the Department I s not I nc I i ned t o taice S1Jch
action.

I f the l o a n s wt th FmHA a re s t i l l v i ab l e , such a t ransfer I s

�nnec e s s a ry .

I f the l oa n s a re n o t v i ao l e , f t doe s n o t s erve the be � t

f u teres t s o f the B I A c r� d i t p rogra,11 or the I nd i ans served by i t to assi,ne
respon s i tii l i t:, for such l oans and r�duce our abi l i ty to make loan s .
Rece, 1 t l y , B IA an<J FmnA of i i c 1 � l s m�: wi th trl oal representati ves to d i scuss
support for a program of f a rm l oa n re f i nanc i n g o n t h e F o r t B e r t h o l d
R e s e rv a t i on .

O u r a g c n c i i:! s ar� r e v i ewi n g a p 1·opo s a l under wh l cn t!le

respec t i v e agenc i es woa l d e x e rc i se a uthor i t i es u nder e x i s ti n g J a.,s and
regu l a t 1 on s to f a c i l i t a te tne ref i na n c i ng of v i a b l e f arMi ng operat i ons
thro1.19h pri vate i ns t i tut i ons .
C.

The Oepart,�e n t h a s no obj ec t i o n to tile estab l i shmen t o f an N lu d i an

desk" wi thi n the U . S . Army Corps of Engf raee rs to a s s i s t I n the reso l u t i on
o f I nd i an concerns res u l t i ng from the opera t i o n o f t h e M i s souri R i ,er
reservoi rs by the Corps. However, s i nce thi s p a r t i c u l a r i s su e Impacts the
Corp s , yo u r comm i t tees may w i sh to pursue t h i s mat ter d i rect ly wi th the
co.-ps .
O.

T h e O ep a r tme n t I s w i l t i n g t o t a k e s t e p s a d m i n l i t r a t l ve l y t o

coord i nanate I ts F i sh and W i l dl i fe and L aw Enforcemen t p ro grams w i th t h e
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Standi ng Rock Si oux T ri be t n order to protect the Tri be ' s hunti ng and
fishing rights on t�e reservation in and around Lake Oahe.
The Oepart■ent has not I denti f i ed a schedule for trapl emer,t i rig the non 
legi slative recoiaendations of the Co•i ttee. Such a scheaule cou ld be
devel�ped after further consultation wl cn the Trilk!s.
T h l i concl udes my prepared state■ent .
questions you •11 have.

I woa ld be happy t o answer any

. •·- . .
•
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRI GADIER GEN ERAL CHARLES E . DOM I NY
I

ui

Bri&adler General Charles E. Doallny, 1>1v1a1on Enalneer for the

Mlaaourl River 1>1v11lon of the U.S. Army Corps of Eng_lneera.
I am pleased to appear before you today to d iscuss the Final Report o f .
the Garrison Unit prepared by the Joint Tribal Advisory Comittee. Our review
of the report hu not been c011pleted .

I will awaarize our preliminary

cementa on items of direct interest to the Corps of Enaineera. With your
permission, within 30 days, we will aubalit to the C:O.ittees for the record
additional coments on the final report.
BACKGROUN1>
The Flood Control Act of 19,, authorized the construction of five dams
and reservoirs along the main s;em of the Missouri kiver purauant to the
Pick-Sloan Plan. As certain Indian reservations adjacent to the projects
would lose land t9 the floodina by the reaervoira, Conaress authorized the
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aocaulalt.lon or 1UOb l•d• and apeoltted tbe ocapenaat.tqn t.o be paid t.o tb•
arr.ct_. trtbea and tadlYldual Jadt... .1bere are t.110 lawa or direct.
relevance t.o tbe utter at. band.

OM ta MUo Lat 81-'37• 63 St.at. 1026

(October 29. 19119>. by nlcb the UDlt.ed St.at.ea aoqulred land• or t.h• Fort.
lertbold leaenat.lOD tor t.be Garrtlon Project. tn lort.b Dlllcot.a.

Tbe ot,taer la

Public Ln 85-9 15, 72 St.at. 1762 (Septaber 2. 1958> . by nlch the Unit.eel
St.at.ea acquired land• or tbe Standtna ·1ooJc Slou• Tribe tor the Dabe project. tn
lorth and South Dakota.

lot.h lawa apecltted t.be ooapenaatton t.o be paid, and

both 1 ... oa11pletely ••t.lnaullbed the Jndl• tnt.ere■t.■ tn th• arrect.ect
propert.1••• eaoept. tor 1rnl111 prlYll..•• and alneral taterHt.■ retained by
t.he St.andlna Ioele Slou• Tribe on tbe toraer ....nation landa.

In 1962

1razt111 prlvll•1•• were reatored to t.he TbrN 1rr111at.ed Tribes In accordance
with Public Law 87•695.

In 19811, bJ Public Law 98-602, Conan•• reat.ored t.be

lllneral rlpt.a or the Tbrff &ttlll■t.ed Trlbea In the acquired land■ or th•
Fort. Bert.bold

••••rv

■t.lon.

The iraJ Corp• or En&lnHra ..,..... the project. l■nda acquired rroa t.hHe
Tribes u well u other project. land• acquired rroa Indiana and non-Indiana
purauant. to th• Flood COnt.rol &ct. or 191111 tor the tol,_ ,.,,111 purpoNa: flood
control , hpropover operat.lona, lrrl1at.lon , navlpt.lon. recreation, and
wlldllte pre■anat.lon.

lie did not. haw• an opportunity to part.lclpate In the preparat.lon or the
report. by the Joint. Tribal ldYlaorJ Coaltt.ee.

Hawver, bu_. on our

prellalnary review or t.he r1na1 report.. we believe that. • nabtr or the
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recoaendationa have Mrlt and will work vlth the Tribes to 1-.,1..nt th•.
Others, thouah, vould be dltflcult to lapl..nt under our ealatlna authorities
and undatea, and their econcalc reaalbllltJ bu not been eatabllabed.
leturn or Elle••• Landa
The CoalttH reooaenda return of esceaa lands to the Tribes. Ve
recently reviewed our landholdlq at both the Oahe and Garrison projects to
ascertain llhether we beld land ln e1ceu to project needs. Cona1der1n& th•
full array or project purpo•• served and the nnd ror a buffer ror wave
action and shoreline eroalon, we concluded that there are ao lands vlthln tbe
Corps project boundaries llhlch are e1cess to authorized project needs.
Develoent or Shoreline lecre■tlon Potential
The C:O..ittff noted that there la considerable potential ror recreation
developaent and recoaaenda eddltional recreation developaent bJ th• Tribes.
Th• Corps or Enalnnra la and always ha• been villlna to participate vlth the
Tribes in recreation leases and ln developaent or recreation opportunities, u
lt does wlth other local entities, pursuant to Federal law and consistent with
bud1et priorities.
Currently, ve have rour outatandlna l•■aes 111th the Three 1rr11iated
Tribes ror recreation purposes, u well aa •�ny recreation leuea wlth other
loc.t non-Indian en.tltlea. Section 1 125 or Public Lav 99-662 transfer• to the
Three Aftlltated Tribes the Four a...s Recreation Are• at Lalce Sakakave• which
vu developed at tull Federal expense.
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Indian Delle
&aons Ule otber ltna that Ule eo.dttee d... laportaat la tbe
utabllat.ent ot an •Indian Duk• vltbln Ule COrpa. Ve ourrentlJ ba•e •
Internal orpnlutlonal oapebllltJ to prOYlde apeolal eaphul■ on Indian
attalra uct vlll 1he tbl■ r�ad■tloa further oonalderatlon.

ot courN,

tbe .Solnt Tribal ldvllOl'J CoalttN ■lid otber repreuntatlwea or tbe Tribes
are welcoae to •l•lt tbe o.aba Dlatrlot and Nl■aourl llwer Dl•lalon ottlcea at
anr tlM to dlacun their probleu and need■ end Corpa euthorltlea. Ther also
vould be 11elcoae In tbe Office ot the Chlet '1t Enalneer■ to dlacuaa laauH ot
autuel concern.
Huntln• and Flahlna llahta
Another ltn ot l11POrtence to the C:0..lttee vu protection or the Tribe•
huntlna and tiahln& rl&hta. Is I alreed:, Mnt.loned, there are no exceaa landa
11lthln the Corps project boundarlea. Becauae or tbla and becauu ot the Corpa
reaponslb111t.1ea to provide tiah end 11lldllte recreation opportunities tor
1eneral public u1e, the opportunities to aod!fy Jurladlct.lonal prer01■tlvea ot
the Tribes to re1ulate huntln& and ti■hln& 11111 be llalted at beat. However,
• are 111111n& to coordinate 111th the Trlbea to addreaa hunt.In& and tiahln1
end other tiab and 1111dllte concerns.
Mr. Chalrun, thla conclud e• a:, preuntatlon. Thank :,cu.
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PREPARED "STATEMENT OF EDWARD LONE F IGHT
Hr.

Ch•l r••n

Co■■l tt••

Ino()••

lt

1• ■y pl e••ur• to •PP••r b•lor•

and the other Co••1 t t••B repr•••nted

h•r••

your

r•••rdln•

th•

report l••ued by the Joint Tr1b•l Adv1•ory Co■■1 tt•• (JTAC) on Hay 2J ,
lP86.
You

have h••rd the te•t1■ony ol Hr.

col l•••u•••

C.

£■•r•on Hurry,

•nd h1•

who •erred on th• Jo1n t Tr1b•l Adv1•ory Co■■1 t t•• (JTAC) .

Th• t led•r•l co■•1••1on h•• 1••u•d • thou.htlul and con•1d•r•d
re•ardln•

th•

1apect•

ol

th•

P1ck•Sloan

Pro•r••

All1 l 1 •ted Trlbe• ol th• Fort Berthold R•••rvat 1on.
v1deo

pre•ent•tlon

•••�elated

v1 th

portray1n•

1n

•t•rk

ter■•

on

r•port

th•

Thr••

You h•ve •••n the
the

hu■an

th• reaoral and d�•p•r•1on ol the Tr1 b•J

costs

people

1n

order to aaia ••Y tor th• Carr1•on D•••
Th1• federal re■or•l ol ao•• 410 trlb•l laa11 1••••over 90 percent
ol

the

tr1 bal

co■aun1t1••
adrer•e
should

populatlon 1n the

alona

lP50a••lro•

aB

11••

bot toaland

th• #l••our1 Rlv•r ha• had d1•aBtrou• and

con•equ•nc•• tor th• Thre• A ll1 l 1 a t•d
co••

th•

no •urprl•e•

Trlb•••

Th1•

It would co•• as no •urprJ•e

Jaet1n•
r••ul t
to

the

• Hlssour1 Rlver Basln Inr��tl••tlon (#RBI) tea■ , the federal task force
tha t throujh 1 t s experts 1n l 946-J941 •valua ted the l•a•1b1 l 1 ty ol the
re■oral
Carrlaon

ol the Thr•• Alllll•ted Tr1b•• 1n order to ■ake way
Da■•
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wrr.tr lb11J

Jp11der1,

brf1t J J

thP1r

J eeder,a '
areet

J•<'ople

of

•urpr1se

to

1 f they were lorc•d tu

rr•ov,-.

•11d eaut1on l•d•n apeeches 1n

th•t

1n

lnd1en h1atory.

the BIA ,

F1n•lly,

• f•d•r•l •t•ncy th• t

people over the1r fa te,

to

th�

th ..
ot hrr

1 t wouJd co•�

•s

no

w1 th

bat d1d Yery l 1 t tl e el•••

••••••• to the tr1bal people wa••

t rSl•HJ

oppus1 tlt1n

co••1••r•t•d

the
wc,uJd

Thesr

th• Gerr1son Da• •r• co••••or• ted now a•onR

•p•eches

tr1ba1

who lo1 e••w t l1e den,•lit•t1ne consequt'nt'e.PI

11t1rr1r,g

1 njus t1ce

d1dn ' t -•to

lt would ro�• •" no aurpr1••·••nd 1 t

1tdo1,t•d•

the

The BIA '•

reconc1 l• your••J f t o th• co•1n1 of

the d•••-your re•ov•l 1• 1 nev1 table.
However,

the Thr•• All1 l1•t•d Tr1b•• d1d not Y!ew th•1�

as 1 nev1 t•ble.
the

r••ov•l

A• the #IBl report•, •nd o ther •chol•rly •tud1••• allow

Tr1b•• •

unlike

th• other Greet Pla1n• Tr1b•••

a1r1cul tural

people

that

were

had a ucceeded by the 1 940• 1n

•

Y1ll•t•

bu1ld1n1

Th• bo tto•l•nd•

•
ot

the Fort Berthold Reaerv•t1on, accord1nt to #1B1 report• done ne•r the
t1aP. of th• tek1na ace,

ebounded 1 n netur•J reaourc•••

fert1Je aJJ uv1al ao1l••

the necural •hel ter tor the Tr1b•• • l 1 v••tock

herdsa

the

•bunden t

•v•11ab1 1 1 ty

fru1 t•

aach

the
••

of 100d water for douat1c and •tock

coab1ned

to

v1rtua11y
tr1b•1

of aeaaonal

ol coeJ,

e tend1nt

Juneberr1••

t1•b•r,
and

••ter1n1

choke

purpo••• •

prov1de a •ol 1d econo•1c baae thee auaca1ned the

1nJependent

people

for

of th• non-lnd1en econo•y

the •oat pert,

accord1n1 to

eround
th•

#RBI

theSr lend$ that ••de the• econo•1 cal ly sel f-1,uff1 c1ent .

bot toalands

were. character1aed

by #RBI es

const1 tut1n1

all

Tr1 b••

th•••

throu1h a trad1f1on of ael f•r•l1anc• •nd hard work produced an
fro•

th•

the e•t•n•1•• heb1tet tor w11d 1a••• •• wel l aa a pJant 1 ful

cherr1•••
a upply

depa•1 t•

Th• na tur•lly

e

Th•

report••
1 nco••
ThosP
naturel
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factory

that pru11ldcul rc, r cl,r pr••rnt and fut ur.- �•lf•1111fllcl•ncy

Th• •• Trlh•s 1111 was conc ..apl�t•d by cr••t l.-�

ch•

b•C w•rn

of

theaNel 11•$

and Chr Unl eetl St8Cft1ta
Th• basl11 tor th• Tribe• ' objection co Ch•lr r••o11al 1• as •l•pl•
th•r• ••• no plac• tor th•• to r•■o11e

as Jc 1• direct and p•r•u•1tl11••
Th•

co.

Carrl•on D•• would IJood t6• Jaat r•■alnln• botto■land•

on

fh•y
ott•rad

co

th•••

Appropriation•
conatruc clon
und•r

Act,
ol

pro6lbl tad that a••ncy lro• proc••dlns with

th• Carrl•on

atacutory t•r•a,

pro11ld•
•conoalc

a

p•r•an•nt
and

o..

until t•• War

D•part••nt

Janda of •ulllcl•n t 9uaJ1ty and

otl•r•d,

quantity

ho■•land for ch• tr1b•a 1n ••chan••

aoclaJ ba•• that waa to 6• t•i•n aa th•

tor

•It•

tor

a• requlr1n• th• f•d•raJ •011ern..n t to co•p•n•at• th•

on •a r•plac•••nc co•t ba•I•• •

to

th•lr

fh• S•cr•tary of tb• 1nt•r1or r•ad S•ct1on I of
atatut•

th•

th•
that

trlb••

Th• ledaraJ •011arnNnt wa• requlr•d to

r•pl 1 cata, not only th• Jand ba••• but th• tnlra•tructur• n•c•••ary to
contlnu•d
r•••r11atlon

a•l•t•nc•

of

rort

Berthold

as

an

a• waa cont••platad by l•d•ral treaty and

a•r1cuJ turaJ
•tatute.

St•

a nd •r,o•••pdeclon• 12 £"• c,,.,,,,,o•r a! l ndlfn Allp1r• �
.!k 2lm. RL � £,ed.• a ,,,. lpdf•o• . RL � lJ!U l,c t_hoJd
••rec11•t1 on, . !aJ:t!i DdoC, .U, !A!. Ronoc,H• � S,rc•ttrr R!, lier .
•reect

NOIIHb,C 11.,. 1 0 4 6 .

11 th•

•tatuc ory

purpo••

and lnt•n t ol

achle11•d t�e Trlb•• would l ikely not b• her••

S•c tlon

6

had

bern

Ho••11•r• th• Secret ary
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f'J 1,.Jnat•

thr

1ndlan

cJ •u•• 11•1 tat lon on tl11• con,:truc r Ion

of

the

C11rr1sc,1, D•••
could

not be prov1ded,

econo■le

and

Mub� tl tute

soeJaJ
or

undertook to prov1d• • cash equ1valent ot the
b11•e that aecurded wl th the

repJac•••nt

�•Ju••

Th•

••••

#1ssour1

standard
Rl v•r

costJ:,

n•c••••r:,

rebu1Jd1n1
11

and

r•h•b1J 1 tat1on

pro1ra■

thee

Bas1n
co■pJe,r

Znvest11et 1on '• had •lread:, descr1b•d 1n depth and detail th•
and

of

would

the tr1bel people w•r• r•■ov•d and the:, hed to

be

r•bu11 d

the1r tr16el •cono■1c end cul ture 111• fro■ •squer• on•• •
£et

•• ••Ph••1•• here thee th• 1r1b•• no J on1•r h•d

en:,

to r•■ov•••th• onJ:, 1••u•• op•n tor d1scuse1on w1 th the Corps

but

En1fn••r• wee the t1■1n1 and cfrcu■stenc•• of tbet re■ovel .
no

chole•
o!

Vfr tuelJ:,

a t tent1on wee pa1d to the #RBI reco■■endat1ons r•1•rdJn1 th■ steps

th•

lederel

1overn■en t

s uccessfully

had

reeetabJ 1shed

to take
on

th•

to

ensure

h11h

that

p1e1n•

ol

1r1bes · were
th•

ree1duel

reservs t1on.
Con1r•••• reco1n1a1n1 chat • r•pJace■en t reserva tlon could not ••
undertook to prov1de th• 1r1b•• w1 th the ceeh equf vaJen t ol

prov1ded,
th•lr

eeono■lc

b•••

wblch

accorded

wl th

th•

••••

stendard

of

substl tute or replace■ent coepeneet1on.
81-,37 to eccord the trlb•• ful l fnd•■nl t:, vaJu• , •• •1•1nst

Pub .

£.

■ere

felr

■erket

vel ueo

tor the tekln1 of thel r

treat:,

protec ted

econoale belle 1:l clearly refJ11c ted 1n th• le1l sJetlve hls tor:, of
Con1r•••
••

11

the

adequately

trlb�s

that

rflco1n1aed Chet the pa:,■ent of fai r ■erket veJue ,
were

co•peonsete

■er•

prl va te

conde■nees .

the trl be• nor enable

tl1l'l11

11el f•suff:l. c l en t treaty protectecJ tr1beJ 1overn■en t .

to

would
c,,n tlnuc.-

nel ther
11s

a

Thl s reco1nl t lon
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J!' l•ll!'l'CI ''"l•rf',-!<ly on tl,t• ft>df'rlll TP/•ort:. :i11 d i c-11 t in,: th1tt thr r,-!< J 1l11n l
land:,; of t hf' rr1<,•rv11 t lon would

bt>

lm:uffi c lf'n r t o

�11pp c, 1· t

ex:it: t :i ns

t l1 1•

r11nch :i ns ttnd f• r•in� lndu� t ry of t hr t rl bf'� ■
howPvPr ,

UJ t 1ma t P l y ,

Congrps,: l•f'Cttu,:e of budgr t ary

ccms t rttlnt.,;

failed to pay the Tribes co•pPnsa t lon that eccord•d w :i t h th• pr :i nc :i plf'
or repJece•en t ,

o f sub,: t l tute ,
Represen t at ives

val ua tion.

For exa•pJe , t he Hou,:,. of

rrported out I ts version of H.J.

Res 33 that

c11JJed

This aeount was ac•nowledged

by

the

House es fal l i ng below the atanderd of rPplace•en t val ua t i on ,

to

the

for

a payaen t of $1 7 , 1 0 5 , 625.

tri bes .

But

$1 2 . 6

■ l l 1 1 on

was

t he aeount

that

•••

oller•d

by

Con1ress , alter ll naJ c onference between th• two Houses , to the Tribes
The Trlb,s ,
that t hey were to be re■oved In any even t ,

6war•

end 1 1•eJy l •ft ies t l tut • ,

rel uc tan tly voted to a c cept the tar•• of th• aet tl eaen t lapoaed by the
teras of Pub. L . 8 1 - 4 37 on Narch 1 5 , 1 950.
The Tribes were t o b• peraanen tly raastab l l shad,
of

L.

the federal 1overn•ent ,
on

81-07

re:ons truct lon
The

th•
of

ot th•

expense

pursuant to Sec t i on 2 (b) and (c ) of Pub .

residual

Jenda

of

Th•

the Tri bes ' econo•lc and co■•unl ty 1 1 1P •a� to

r••• tabl l•h••nt

proRra•

had

t hree

aspect••

(1)

b�
the

r••• tab1 1sh••n t of the Tribes ' real and peraona1 property on the lands
of

t he residual reservation ,

ceaeterles ,

ahr1nes

and

(2) the rees tttbllsh■ant nf

aonu•en t s ,

t hr

t r :i boJ

and (3) th• rees tabl lshePnt

nt

Tr1bel bul l d:i n1s and lacl11 t1•••
•tatut••

to

carry

out

t.he ra■oval and

rel ocation

of

the

Tr:lbes

93

the A 11 P11C'y Su,.rri n t rn,1Pn t 1tt tht1 t i 1w .

Oul n fl ,
in

Oui nn h11d n short t l 1111•

which to de v e l op and e�ecutP t hP reaoval pl an ,

C11rrJ.c;un

recosnJzes .

of

the

Superi n tenden t Quinn ,

llaa were to cl ose In e11rly 1953.

his 1 95 1 plan,

the s a t es

as d1d t h e #RBI teaa ,

In

t h a t the permanent

reest ab l ishmen t - absen t a cos t l y and complex rehabJ l i t a t i on program of

t r i bal

me�bers on the l ands o f the residual reserva t i on

possi b l e .
of

was

not

He candi dl y acknowl e dged that the residual lands were

not

su ffi c i en t

t r i b es

quant i ty or qual i ty to s upport the repla cemen t of

l i ves t ock and ranchins i n dus t ry ,

Qui nn .

economy on the h i s t oric reserva t i o n .
s taff

to

w i l l ing
under

t he •ain s tay o f t h e

tribal

therefore , direc t ed h i s

counsel t h ose tribal members t h a t were
to do s o ,

the

youns

t o reloca t e off t h e reserva t ion ,

enoug h ,

i n urban

the BIA 's new empl oy11en t rel oc11 t J on �rugrao .

Qui nn

and

areas.

sugses ted

t h a t t h i s approach ••Y be consistent w i t h t he pol icy of termina t ion of
the reser•·a t t ons advocated by so■e people In the federal so vernaen t .
As
re11o val

a pra c t i cal •at ter,
of

res1tr v a t i o n .

tribal

fa•i l i es

However,

s uccess of t h is ende6 vur .
u t i l I , ,.

the

capi tal

i nves tmen t .

11dnpt

the

to

new

lack

of

homesi t es
cheap

on

the

residual
and

sood ,

l i ■ l ted

the

Fur ther, the t r i bal meabrrs were un11blc t o

residual l ands for asrJcul tural purposes

t o the new

the

aval labl e ,

- as pointed out by the HtBI t ea� - srea tly

sroundwa ter

to

rel oca t i on under Quinn ' s plan •eant

wi t hout

large

new equipmen t and t rai nins that would a l l o w t hPn
ftgrJcul tural

envi run1111•n t .

Addi t i onal l y ,

econo■ic u t i l l z a t t on of the fras•en ted helrshJp lands on t l,r

the

residual

94
rr!' r r ...,, t i on 1,r,uJd b,. 1, ,.,.,.!iJl, J r .

Oul n 11 rr,·"c r1 ; _. ,.,, . 11l•s 1•n t

[r>t!c r,, J J y

If

fund<•d l r i b 11 1 J11nd conr-ul i d1t t I o n o r n r " purcl,tt!i<' l'ro,:r11n.

to

Tril,111 l'ffo r t s t o u t i l J , ,. " por t i on o f t l,t.• $ 7 . S 111l l l i or1 .

l'")11l' 1 r

t l,P t r i bes as. co11pt.'11B11 t 1 on for econo111c reco'llt>ry purpo�1•.-: •

s u c h as

land

consol1d•t1on .

t iae.

at

t l,f'

The tr1b•1 proposals for . econoe1c dPvPlop••nt wer,. rPJec t Pd by
81A

the

were [rus tr11t1Pd by t i,.- frder111 poJ l c i ,•n

unl•••

th• tribe• were wl l l 1n1 to

•ccept

teretn• t ton • - t he

end1n6 of their feder•J ••rd•hlp e t n t u•••e• e cond1 t 1 on for the u11e of
their aonl•• for th•t purpo•••
So••

trlbel

aeeber•

el•o opposed tribal utlJlaetion

fund� for econo■tc develop■ent on the r•••rvetlon.
desired
t rl bel

end
fund•,

needed tho•• tunda tor

their

own

of

those

Tho•• ae■b•r• both
•ub•l• t•nce.

Tho••

eoN 11 . , etll ion plus 4 percent eccueuleted I n teres t ,

were ell peld out to tribel •••b•r• on e pe r c•pi te b••I• by iv,,.
•••ll aeount o
purpo••••

ebout 1200 , 000 ,

Tho••

A

we• re telned for tr1b•l •d•ln1•tret1on

,,.r cept t• peyaen t• were ••n•rally •pen t by

•••b•r• to P•Y tor current 1 1 vin• ••pen••• •

trlbel

very l i t t le ol Chet aoney

••• relnva•t•d in durable •oods or land .
Let .. •u•••rlae the •aJor point• ol the coeple• Je1aJ end •oclal
hl•tory of the renoval of the Three Att1 1 l• ted Trlb•• •
I,

Con•r••• reco•nlaad lro• t he out•et ,

••nda te to the War Depart■en t ,

t hrou1h •i 1eu

that t h• Thr•• Atfl l l•ted Trlb••

lend• •
were

enti tled to the repJace■ent or •ub•tltute val ue of their econoe1c b•••
�• th• b••i• tor Just coapense t1on.
2.
could

Con1r•11•,

reel1a1n1 thet • •u1 teble replac•••n t reserva tion

not be provided to th• Trlb•• •

undertook to provide the Tr1b••
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t /11•

1d r f1

cm</1 cq11h•nl 1•11 t of t l,r•i r Pconomic nnd ::uc:i11J

bnsr

011

tlu•

print il'll' of :-ul•st i t u t t• or rpp l a c c.• 1111•nt v11J u1• .

t t•

nccoJrd t h1• Tri be'!- t h i s :, t 11nd11rd of co//lprnsa t i on u111l1•r t l1C' tPrPrs of

t ht! set t l emr11t n e t , Pu�. L. t l - �31 .
The Thrt!r Affi l i a t ed Tri bos ' prop11s11ls t o u t i l i z e t liP

'•
mi l l i o n ,

paya b l e

purposPs

wPre fru s t r11 t rd by t h e Bureau of Indian A ffairs pol i c i es

the

All

ti1110.

$1, 5

t o the Tribes es compensa t i on for econom i c recovery
of

t h e funds wrre e•pended by

way

of

por

et

capi ta

pey111o nts t o Tri bal members t o meet t h r ir s ubsi s tence ne�ds .
The

5,
s t a t u t ory

Buroeu

of

Indi an A ffa i r�

was

unable

to

meet

the

111e11dt1 t e of rees tab1 1sh1ns the triba l peopl e on t he resi dual
J 11 nds

reserva t i on
popul a t ion

end

b�cause

th ose

J 11nds

could

not

s u ffi c i en t fund1 11B wes not e ve1 Jeble

that

support
to

rePs tab11sh

t hose persons removed.
JTA C ' s

The

reco111■ende t i ons

rrgardins

just

co11pense t ion,

repl acemen t of J os t t r i bal i nfrastructure , and t he 1 1■i t ed devel opmen t
of

i rrisa t i on poten t i e l of the reserva t ion ,

the

econo11iceJJy
economic

feasi b l e ,

1 f techni cal l y

J a y t he b11sl:1 for " genulnP end sound

and

triba l

e n d social recovery p l a n .

t h n t t he ThreP A ffi l i a ted Tribes agree wi t h the JTAC report tha t ther�
should

be no per cap i t a pey■en ts to any t ribal ■e■bPrs .

recognizr.

their

rPd J i s t i c

program for the 1isple1>f'n t 11 t i on of t ire JTAC

on

thP

wisel y
w i 11

e lfi rme t 1 ve obl isa t i on to present

Fort Ber t h ol d reserva t io n .
prosra■aed

nlJoo,

t l,r

II

rrc-ovPry u( the Thre<'

74-770 O - 87 - 5

Tri ht!S

focussed ,

A lfi l l n tt-tf

nnd

recc,,u,ond11 t i on.c:

No amoun t of money unlPSS l t

for trlb1tl needs over a subs t an t 111l

1�pa c t s of the Carri son Dam.

The

t t m�

Tr i l>et<

1s

horizon
fro=

t lrP
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Thr 1 t•
""'ounr

of

jll!< I

11

c1rrr•ful 11nd ron:; id••ro•J l,l 1•r1 1l i n1: of

cnr.,prn:;a t j 11r,,

l n fr11s t rur t u1 r ,

piy� icnJ
l ht•

1'1u:: t b,•

rna-n· a t i on .

Sue/,

11

t hr rl'11J11ct'n.1•11 t of

r,•11 1 / 1, t i c

II

lost

sorl11l

11nd

11nd poss lhJy ::o�r irr isn t i on dr�rl op•rn t un
Judi c i ou:: bl er,din1: w l l l :wt the l't ll[!f' for t h1,

f'ust nlnf.'d t r i b a l ecc>11onic and soclttl rrcoverJ· frn111 the lm1111cts of

the

Thf.' Three A ffi l iated Trl b t>s have four so111s t hroush the

Carri son Dam.

implemen t a t i o n of t hr JTAC recoamPnda t ions r
1,

t h! res t �ra f i on of t r i bal commun i t y well-beins •
th�

2.

assurance

of

t ribal

sovern•ental

i n tegri t y

and

s t ab :l l l t y ,
the e ven t ual ach:leveeen t of econo•:l c pari t y wi t h

3,

the

non-

Ind:lan commun:l t ies surrounding the reserva t i o n , and
4,

t h e el :lminat ion of dependence.

I wi l l bri efly address t he JTA C ' s core reco••endtt t l ons :
1,

Jus t Co•p•nsa t t on

Thn

JTAC reco•ornded th11t t he Three A ffi l i a ted Trt b es be awarded

$ 178 . �

m l l l lon

economi c
Three

as the subs t :l t u t e ,

or replace•ent ,

value

of

base that was taken as t he site tor t h e Carrison

A ffi l ia ted Tri bes are aware that only a focussed

their

Da• .

and

The

fiscal l y 

res trained Trt ba l economi c recovery pl nn wi l l serve t he JTAC's purpose
as
wil l

well

as th,. l ons range needs of t h e Three A ffilia ted

bri efly out l ln e the elemen t s of a plan t h a t the

the

means

en terprJ s,-.-.

under
tu

b�l i eve

t l,f.' supervision of the Secret ary o f Interior,

es tablishing

t l,1,,

Tribes

will

und�rlylng t r i bal asse ts.

1

A Tri bal Economic Recovery Fund should be

w i l l work on Fort Ber t hold,
t>s tabl lshed,

Tri bes .

sel f-sus t a l n :l ng

1:enrrtttt• bo t h joh:-

t r i bal
11nd

thP

and

as

:indi v i dual

enhance•�n t

of

Over the l ong- t e rm t h l $ will gener a t e a new
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nnd 11J vf.'rs1flf'd f'(c,nuriic l•11 sr for t l1t• Tr11,,.... .

Tldt- fun,/ J s n,,r,.:<:attry

In order to ensure II sus t n!ned 11nd �t eady fl ow of funds to nurt urP t he
st11 rt
Tr11,ei:
be

The

up ,.1111 f'ttr1y 01,,.r11t Jon of tht•:<P ru•1r l•u:<J nt•si- rn tPrJ•r l ses .
acknowl edRP. thn t ther,. n rf' socl nJ nnd lc'duc11 t l onn1 ba rr i t-rr:

o vercom� .

Commun i t y

HowPver ,

DPvel op•,.nt

t hrough

t h P wise ut l J J ,. � t l on u f

Corpora t i ons (CDC 's) each of thr

of

t ribal

fl vP

t ribal

woul d Le el le l b le t o apply for ass l s t 11nce from th e

seg•ents

tu

Econo111J c

ReC'overy Fund.
Repleceaen t o f Loa t Tr1be1 lnfreet ructure

2,

The

JTAC reco••ended the repleceeen t on For t Bert hold of cer t a i n

cri t i cal

t r i bal

phys i ca l

end

cre11 t l on of the Ca rrison Da• z
dor�l t orl es,
fa c1 1 1 t 1 es

soc1 a 1

I n/rest r u c t ure

and adequa t e secondary a cces:a roads ,

t hese

Ser v1ce (IHS) end other federal agenc i es ,
t r ibal

needs .

The

Tri bes

eay fi nd

cen t ral

The Tri bes
under

It

the

school

• bri dge for access bet ween the co••unl t l PS and

J a w and au th o ri ty to have thP Burf'eu of Indlen A ffa i rs
Hea l t h

to

t r i b a l hea l t h care te c1 l 1 t 1 es ,

these ere cri t i ca l eJ e�en ts and we ar e worki ng ,

that

J os t

bel i eve
exi s t i ng

(BIA ) ,

Indian

review and eveJuate
necessary

to

seek

a ddi t i onal Cong ressional aut hori ty 11 t hr rf'spons1 b l e federal agenc lf.'s
fi n d thry cannot respond to these cr1 t lce1 needs under rx1 s t1 ns l aw .
llowevt!r ,

one

Consressl one1
mf'11 n l ngfuJ
Power .
i n vol ved,

JTAC

aut hori ty

rrco111ePnde t 1on that
for

undoub tedly

1 111pJe111t'n t h t l on

ls

tho

wJ J l

award

nt!rd
of

a

t � l bn1 prf'ferenc<' rlRht to P1ck -SJonn Hlssouri Ri ver Bns i n

Our

ln for11111 t l on
t h�

ConRrP.sslonnl

Wpstern

fro/lJ t h P federa l
Area

Power

u t i l i ty

A u t hor1 ty

11J11rket lns

(WAPA ) ,

ls

agr•nt
that

nut horiznt lon wl l J bf' n nt'Ct'S::11r� prcrr,zul :: l t c for

t h ..

S11Je l J set as1de of pre(erencP powt!r t o aee t t h� ful l J ond do/lJPS t J c end
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,n11 n i c i 1•11 l

nrrtl::

,.f thr Tr JI,,,,- .

C1m,:f f•!--1- i t11111 l ,1 1 t / 1,n tt i l l

aJ1-o

/,r

nPcf•.c;s11ry t" prc,vi dr for the t r,111,;mJ 1<ll'lon c,,,. t s of ll'ucl, pottf'r fror, tl,e
CH rrison

powe;,r

plant

to
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P R E PA R E D STATEMENT O F A L L E N WH I T E L I GHTN I NG

Respected Committee members , the standing Rock S ioux
Tribe of North and South Dakota hereby presents the following
posit ions and documents pertaining to the Final Report of the
Garrison Unit Joint Triba l Advisory committee and related issues .
There are f ive maj or a reas of concern.

These are summarized

below.
1.

The Tribe supports the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal

Advisory Committee Final Report recommendations 1 -1 0 , w i th the
exception of irrigable acres .

I n particular , the Tribe places a

high priority on recommendation f inding number seven� replacement
of t ribal infrastructure lost by the impoundrnent of the Missouri
River , and . number nine , j ust financial compensation for the
economic loss incurred by the Tribe as the resu l t of the
impoundment of the Missouri River.
2.

Reserved water rights.

The Standing Rock Sioux

Tribe, notwithstanding any part of Public Law 98-360 or any part
of the Final Report of the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory
Committee , docs not accept any diminishment of the quanti ty of
water from the Missouri River which the Tribe may beneficially
use pursuant to the Winters doctrine or any rights we have under
federal law existing and consistent with United States treaty
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commitments with the Tribe .

The Tribe further holds the

principle that water in sufficient quantities is inseparable frora
the principle of further development to the Tribe and its people .
Integral with the above is that the Winters reserved water rights
held by the Tribe are exeinpt in whole and in part from any and
a l l provisions of the so called ,.McCarran Amendment . "
3.
marketings .

Participation i n revenues from hydroelectric energy
The Tribe finds it particularly unconscionable that

we have been wholly excluded from revenue benefits resulting from
the marketing of hydroelectric energy generated by the Oahe Dam.
Even the state of North Dakota has now concluded that, and we
quote , "the losses suffered by Indian citizens upon the Standing
Rock Reservation were inordinately severe . "

The massive economic

and social damage caused by the impoundments requires that the
Tribe should participate and benefit from revenues resulting from
the marketing of power fro� the Oahe Dam.
4.

Irri gation.

The Tribe holds that the 2 , 380

irrigable acres identified in P . L . 99-294 does not represent the
potential total irrigable acres on the Reservation .

Future

irrigable acres are being identified by ongoing soi ls investi
gation.
s.

Water Code .

The Tribe ' s efforts to manage tribal

water resources are impeded because of an Interior Department

101
moratorium on approval of tribal water codes .

This moratorium

should be lifted and the Tribe ' s water code approved.
6.

Water Resources Funding.

The Bureau of Indian

Affairs is holding the Tribe hostage by severely reducing water
resources funding in budgeted . line items unless the Tribe
initiates a negotiation process in compliance with the Bureau ' s
Indian water pol icy .

Provisions should be made which pr�vide for

an even-handed approach to Bureau funding tribal water
management .
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March 3 1 • 1 986

Congre••-n Ceorge Mi l ler
U.S. House of Representa t i ve•
2228 Rayburn House Off ic e Bui ld i ng
Mashington, D.C. 205 1 5

Dear Congre••-n M i l ler :
The Standing Rock S i oux
take• floor act i on -' :
provi sions b e -d,:_te
Pick-Sloan Develepeeftt
legt elation ep r.i,,I

·,...:·

,_.,.,..,_..,

.

that when the Houee
elat ion. 1pec 1 f i c
cau1ed by the
Bae i n .
The

In the forty �----,
•�
i
wat.C"r develo � , • • .
ro ecte were
1 n any -ani f.• l ' . . ,, . •<--.. e t , . O';'r"'�t i'I�_
.ii■ . that ...ve ha�
d receive.
far greater ban � •
: •' -. �·..: • �- - · ;
·_�,- :·
'\"' i
.•
-·
rvo i � Proj �':• • aut���.z
The Oahe D� afl!S
ood Control
� :�
:
�
Act , had an4' co nt _ , # .; o �e a:.carl!l8 t � •. , ..�
er■ and our
·-�
reserva t ion.� Th� •.!It� •�- .,... Td)te
ly recovered
� , , ···
fro■ the de �•tat \• -:� 4�c�
and benef i t■
_ -t� A
;,i.
-_
• •
-de pursuant to
but ve are
.
lt
--�
expected , one� ag 'i'���•�itl • te
ji
':t
.-l' ,,
Interest .
••.,
:- • . a
Twenty-( i VP percen
.,,.-!._I.._ ...... ••
OUt
e
• •ly an econo■ic but
of the fert i l e bo
•
•
social growth •• v
ft'J" ,auc .a
were condeaned by the
Oahe Reservoi r .
Prior
U . S . Ar■y Corps of Enginee
"'-':.-.Jl',. _
to the Oahe Reservoi r ,
the Standing Rock Sioux -i>ership were
self-suff icien t .
Nov our people are in sorry econoaic cond i t ion and
affl i c ted wi th dependency . To date. our peopl e have found daily l iving
a struggle becauee of the -n--4e catastrophe that ha■ befal len th-.
Uti l i zing any soc i a l or econo■ic indicator used to -••ure poverty and
dependency. our people f a l l in the lowest category.
Rare l y reaching
"old age" as -a•ured by non-Indian standard■ •

ft
•,..;r:-_
•-.=·��:,'!...tj, ,e•·.•_:"·e•_>I'

':':S's..-

.. .

A ttached i s Tribal Resolut ion No. 28-86 1 adopted by the Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe which i ■ the posi tion of thi■ Tribe.
I t addre■■e■ and
c l a r i fies our treaty r ight■ on wate r : page 3 1 Sec t i on l ( d ) 1 of your
bill .
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"Nothing tn thi• Act ■hall be dee-d t o diaint■h the
quan t i t y of water f r oa the Ni■■ouri River which the
State of North D■kot a -y bene f i c i a lly u■e . pur■uant
t o any r i ght exi■t ing i-di ately before the date o f
enact-nt o f thi■ act and con■t■tent wtth the t reaty
obl iga t i on■ o f the United State•" •
I t 1• ••■ent ial for the■e provi • ton■ t o be part of the Carri ■on
Legi■lat i on in order to ■ecure the con t i nued ■upport of t he Standing
Rock Sioux Tribe. If proper addre■■ t o the ■eri ou■ inju■t ice• v t ■ i ted
against our Tribe t■ not done in thi• p iece o f legi■latt on which a-nd•
the Pi ck-Sloan Hi ■■ouri P l an . then when !!!!! i t be done?
The Standing Rock S ioux Tr ibe wi l l oppo■e any -jor legislat ion in the
Pi ck-Sloan Hi■souri Ba■ in Plan which doe■ not addre•• the seriou■
inju■t ice vi■i ted again■t our Tr ibe •
••• -:.r- .-- 1.;,

We l ook forward to your •�rt of t�e ·l,e91nning of an amicable effort
to re■ol ve our confl iccti� regarding t ribal ·�er right• • predicated.
of' a.c treaty .-ight ■ •
neverthele■s . upon fl.all recoputl�nf"
...
,,
.
. ...... ..:.·-.:---, . .. ·,
. :• . '
� .. : ,_.:--} .·--�:;{.:�:

.

. _- B
';

Sl�r•lfe • -.•·

Cbarl•• w. a.arphy.
Standing Rock Sioux Tr

RESOLUTI0:1

NO: 28-86

WHEREAS , the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe i s an unincorporated Tribe of lndfans .
having accepted the I ndian Reorganization Act of June 1 8 , 1 934 with the except ion
of Article 16 and the recogni zed governi ng body of the Tribe is known as the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Counci l . and
WHEREAS . the Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Counci l . pursuant to the amended
Consti tution of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, Article IV, Section l (a ) , (c) ,
(g) , (h ) , (j ) , (m) , (o) , and (q) is herein empowered to negotiate wi th the
Federal , State, l ocal governments and others on behal f of the Tribe; f s empowered
to pro1TI0te and protect the heal th, education and general wel fare of the members
of the Tribe; is empowered to encourage and fo�ter the arts . crafts , traditions ,
and cul ture of the Sioux Indians; i s fu.- t�r.r P.mpowered to authori ze or direct
subordinate boards , cor.r.iitt.ee:: , :it· i ribal officials to administer the affairs
of the Tribe and to carry out the directi ves of the Tribal Council i fs authorized
to m3nage, protect and preser�e the property of the Tri be and thP wi ldl i fe �nrl
natural resources of the Standing Rock Reservation; is further empowered to engage
in any busi ness that wil l further the economic development of the Tribe and i ts
members ; fs authorized to safeguard and promote the peace, safety. moral s , physica l ,
and general wel fare of r.�mbers of the Tribe and is empowered to empl oy consul tants
for the protection and advance�ent of the rights and property of the Tribe and i ts
members ; and
WHEREAS, the entire Standing Rock Reservation had been destroyed . by the develop
ment of the Oahe Reservior through Publ i c Law 85-91 5 and that ft fs the intent
of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Counci l to seek d£velopment reparations from
the reauthorization of the Garrison Diversion Project as this project also has
a tremendous impact upon .the future water and develop�ent needs of the Reserva
tion; and
WHEREAS , the Congress of the United States did have legislation introduced through
the North Dakota congressional delegation on December 3rd, 1 985 identi fied as
H. R. 1 1 1 6 , the Garrison Diversion Reauthorization Act of 1 985, which provides
specific provisions directed to the State of North Dakota only with very l i ttl e
provided to the Standi ng Rock Sioux Indian Reservation; and
WHEREAS , the Standing Rock S ioux Tribal Counci l i s conti nual ly interested i n any
al ternative methods ava i l able to improve and re-develop the distruction. imposed
��en the Sta�d�ng Reck nEst;-,;at!or. by the United States Ccr.;res� tc t�ke �..ire 1a�J
i n the name of the " national interest" , and
�O� THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Standing Rock Sioux Tribal Counci l does hereby
strongly urge the i nclusion i nto the H.R. 1 1 1 6 or i ts �epltcement legi slation to
reauthorize the G�rrison Diversion Project a strong provi sion speci fical ly address
ing the Standing Rock Sioux Reservation to be as fol 1 01is :
"SECTI0:1 1. PURPOSE ANO AUTHORIZATI0rl.
The first secti on of the Act o f August 5 , 1 965 (P.L. 89-108, 79 Stat,
. 433) is amended by stri king out "That" and a l l that fol lows do11n through the
period at the end of such sectfon and substi tuting:
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RESOLUTION NO: 28-86
Page 2
•section 1 .

(a) The Congress declares that the purposes o f thi s Act

are to:
"(8)

Assi s t and preserve the Standing Rock Reserva tion and i ts

specific water rights a s set forth i n Treaty of Fort Laramie of April 29 ,
1 868, by the c011111itments and guarantees provided for by the Congress of the
United States."
and that, the addi tional Section enti tled , ST,".:lDIIIG ROCK SIOUX RESERVATI OII be
be hereby added to the H. R. 1 1 1 6 to be:
SECTION 9. STAIIDING ROCK SIOU)( RESEl!VATION.
•BE IT FURTHER PROVIOED that, as a part of the Garrison Diversion Uni t
Project Reauthori zation , the Congress of the Uni ted States shall r.iake the
foll owing co:rrnitrnents and guarantees to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe of North
Dakota and South Dakota:
1 . The Project shal l not i nterfere with , diminish, er take away
frorn the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, i ts Treaty reserved rights to
the use of water i n the Missouri R iver and i ts tributaries, and
guarantees to the Standing Rock S ioux the the quanti ty of water
necessary to meet the full water requireir.ents to i rrigate 303 ,650
acres at a rate of 4 . 35 acre-feet per acre , tota l i ng 1 ,320,970 acre_.":

feet annual ly within the Standing r.ock Reservation;
2. Congress shall provi de to. the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe a l l
necessary funding for the developr.ient o f i rrigation projects o n the
Stand i ng Rock �cs ervation along with all the on-farrn develop�ent co s ts;
3. Congress , by this Act, provides to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
the preferential right to recetve for • irrigation , i ndustrial , dor:ie!;tic ...
a nd mu n 1 c tpal · purposes the Pick=Sloan.Mi ssouri•Ri ver Basin Power�
4. Congress, moreover, shall provide for · the Standing Rock S ioux

....·; ....... .:

.

, .,

. . . � .

! �-;
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28-86
Resolution No; Page 3
sufffcfent funding to Tepl ace the lost infrastructure stenmtng
from the construction of the Oahe Oam and lake Oahe;
5. Congress wil l authorize the development of and funding for
the full potential for Shorel ine recreational facil i tfes on lake
0ahe that are within the Standing Rock Reservation;
6. Congress directs the reconveyance in trust to the Standing Rock
the 0ahe Dam and Reservior;
7. Congress shall provide all addi tional financial compensation with
appl fcable annual interest rates to make restitution to the Stand_fng
Rock Sfoux Trite for the losses ft has sustained through the structures
on the Missouri River which were buil t and operated pursuant to the
Pick-Sloan Mi ssouri River 8asin Project;
8. Congress shall provide to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe a •block
of Power��_necessary to continue with the existence of the Standing Rock
�eservatii>n for the purposes of domestic. industrial . economical ,
and a,ni cipal uses;
9. Congress shall return to the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe ful l
ownership to the bed of the Missouri River;
10. Congress . by thi s Act, declares inapplicable to the Standing Rock
. Sioux Tribe the provisions of 43

u.s.c.

666, the McCarran Amendment; and

11. Congress declares that all that part of Lake Oahe and the shore
l ine of that lake within the Standing Rock Res@rvation ts under the
exclusive control and jurf sdiction of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe.
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Resolution No: �
Page 4
fncludfng . but not l fmfted to. hunting, grazing and fishing
within the Reservati on. •
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Uni ted States Congress be urged to provide the
necessary Authorizations for Appropriations of funds to carry out the provisions
establ ished in Section 9 of the H.R. 1 1 1 6 or its replacement,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chail"ftlln or his authorized representative(s) be
i nstructed to provide 111 necessary testimony in support of the STA.� DING ROCK
SIOUX RESERVATION provi sion f n thi s leg islation and that the congressional dele
gation be contacted to provide support of this amendr.,ent.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chairman and the Secretary of the Tribal Council
are hereby authorized and i nstructed to s ign this resolution for and on behal f of
the Standing Rock Si�ux Tri be
CERTIE'JCATION
We the undersigned Cha i nr�n and Secretary of the Tribal Counci l do herecy certify
that the Tribal Counci l i s composed of 17 members. of whom 1 5 • constituti ng
a quorum were present at a meeting thereof, duly and regul arly cal led, noticed,
convened. and hel d on the 1 9th day of February. 1986 , and that the foregoing
resolution was duly adopted by the affirmative vote of 1 4
merntiers , wi th ...:.!l::...
members opposing. and wi th
2
not voting. The Chainr.an's vote is not required except in case of a tie.

A T T E S T:

r,.

, P---Y.·
�
.::_____, ,_,____..�:.
Per Hany-Wouirtls-;--S!!C1"etlry

�
�t�:ng Rock Sioux Tribal Counci l
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THREE AFFILIATED TRIBES • FORT BERTHOLD RESERVATION

uUa1,do11. �ldatso. olld

u4i�

TRIBAL BUSINESS COUNOL

9"itbes

P.O. Bo• 220 • � Town. North Dakota !11763 • (7011 627-471'11

!! ! !! !! ! ! !. l .!! !!
The Hon , Ceor1e #I l l e r , ChaJr•an
Subco••l t tee on Wa te �d Power Re•ource•
Ai,c. S,.-, leu
1rw1c.__

A l yce Spot ted Bear,��ct.'a ChaJra•n
Three All1 1 1ated Trtbe• al t he
Fort Berthold Reserva t i on
SUIJ•CT•

Su11e•ted Leal •lat1 re Spec1l1ca t 1 ons Re
laple•en tatton al Jo1 n t Tr1b•l Advisory Coa•l t t ee
(JTAC) Reco••enda t lons tor the For t Berthold
Reserra U on

1... 0.,...
.s,,,,...,

DATK1

Dece•ber 1 1 , 1 936

,••, c...i ....
T""•••rrr
r,., s,,..,..,

UCISLAT'lOlf

C..... llab

,·.... a...
r,., s,,..,..,

.�.... .,..,__,

hw C.!f.y
&., s,,..,..,
!>Nai,1 11....,.
&,, s,,..,..,
T.tw Walbt
r,,, s,,.,.,
r,.., s.
.s...,. s,,.,,.,
u.... ...iw ....
F�, s,,..,.,
Muir D. Wt11
,...,,,ff�., s,,..,..,
Draail H■-.
s..,• s.., ....,

JTAC Reco••end• t 1ons II I 2 .
The JTAC r•co••ended de welop•en t o f a n ! n l t 1 al 30 , 000
acres on Fort Berthold Reserwa t 1 on out of the 1 01 , 000 acres
1den t llled as harlna the poten t i a l for l rrl1atlon.
The
Coa•l t tee
further recoaaended that the Secret ary
of
Interior proceed laaedlately wi t h t h e Six #I l e Creek and
Lucky #ound projec ts total l n1 1 5 , 200 acre• of potent 1 a l l y
l rr l1ab l e l a n d and t�at on-far• derelopaent and cap i ta l
co•ts
be deferred under the Leaw1 t t A c t .
HR 1116
author1 �ed projects • t S1x # I l e Creek and Lucky Nound only
up to a total of 1 5 , 200 acre• subject to a Secretarial
f1 nding o f 1 rrlaab 1 l l ty but the l e11slatlon did not address
derelopaent and capital costs deferral or the addl t 1onal
, , . aoo acres.
The Tribes, their cons u l tants and the Bureau of
Reclaaa t 1 on hare been work t na to1et her t o deteralne the
1 rrlgab 1 l 1 ty o f these project l ands and to assess the
econoa1c feas1b1 l l ty for lnd1an faraers and ranchers of
such a1r1 cul tural land, once 1 rrl1a ted, w1 th 1 ts add1 t 1 onal
derelopaent and cap1 tal cos t s .
I t appears that only
approxt•ately 1 2 , 000 acres w1 l l prove l rr11able and that
econoalc feasi b i l i ty, 1f achievab l e , would at l east be
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con t 1 nsen t upon deferral of devel opaen t end cep1 t e l cos t s under
The Bureau of Recl••• t 1 on ••Y be w1 l l 1 ns t o recoaaend t ha t
Leev 1 t t .
deferral be euthor1 zed b y Consr••• e n d that so•• o r a l l of any
a dd1 t 1 onel costs be covered by th• Bur••u 's R•s1 onal Ind1 •n Accou n t .
Fur t h e r . 1 f i t i s deter•ined t h a t such 1 rr1aa ted •sr1 c u J turaJ l ands
w 1 J J n o t be econo•i ca l l y feas i b l e ent erprises under any c 1 rcuas tences .
t h e Bureau aay be prepare� t o 1 n cl ude 1n 1 ts repo r t eppropri•te
reco••enda t 1 ons for a l t erna t i ve uses of a u t hor1•ed funds.
In such
case . the Tr1 bes wi l l be prepared t o propose as an al t erna t 1 ve an
overall econo•ic devel op•en t p l an tor the Reserva t 1 on as par t 1 a 1
co•pensa t i on to t h e Tr1bes (see a l so Reco••ende t 1on 1 9 below) .
Such
a l t erna t i ve plan would req u i re Consressional eut horize t i o n .
The Tri bes Reco••end :
o

Lesi slat ion e u t h o r 1 z1nB deferral at develop•en t and capi tal
cos ts be ini t 1 e t e d now.
I t the Co••1 t te• w1shes t o avoid
permanen t . uni versal deferral for on-reserva t i on de velop•ent
and
capi tal cos t s under Lea vi t t .
a proje c t spec 1 l 1 c
aaend•ent t o Sec t i on S (e ) o f PL 89-108 wou ld b e appropri ate .
Such a•end•en t .•h c;u l d a l so prov1de 11ut hor 1 t y for
the
Secret ary t o approve add1 t 1 onal projects and costs deferral
(or add1 t l onal NR&I expend1 t u res) for Fort Ber t hold . up to
the J S , 200 acre (or the pro rate share of a u t hori zed
fund1ns) l 1 • 1 t s , 1 f J ess than the al lowable acrease for the
aut horized proj e c t s 1 s determ1 ned to be 1 rrisab l e .

a

If i t 1s determined t h a t econo•1c feas 1 b i l 1 ty cannot be
an t 1 cipa t ed . even •1 t h cost deferral . les1sl a t 1 on should
t hen be 1 n 1 t i a ted t o a•end Sec t 1 on S (e) o f PL 89-108
a u t hor1z1ng a l t erna t i ve use of the pro ra ta share of
aut hori zed funds for an overal l econo•l c devel opment plan
sub•i t t ed by the Tri bes for approval by the Secretary.
The
Tr1bes •11 1 make a spec 1 f1 c l esisl a t 1 ve recommenda t 1 on t o
t h e Co••1 t t ee 1 f s u c h de t erm1nat 1on 1 s ••de .

J TAC Recoooendat 1on I S .
HR1 1 1 6 addresses reserved wa ter r1sh ts 1n resard t o Indian
1 rr 1sa t 1 on and NR& I .
The Tr1 b es ••ke no recoo�enda t 1 on a t t h 1 s t iae
regard1ng
any econooic devel opment plan or
projec t
requ 1 rins
su bs t a n t i a l wi thdrawals for olf-Reserva t 1 on use.
JTAC Recoomenda ti on 16 .
In regard to the JTAC HR&I recoooenda t 1 ons , HR1 1 1 6 a u t hori zes
$ 20 . S m i l l i on for such sys t ems on the three Reser va t i ons. The Tri bes '
exper t s ar� rev1ew1ns wa ter sys t em needs of various Reserva t ion
commun 1 t 1 es and homes t eads .
It is al ready cl ear t h a t the curren t
a u t ho r 1 za t 1 on w 1 l l not meet t h e 1••ed1 a t e �ubl 1 c heal t h needs of Fort
Ber t h o l d , much l ess a l l three Reserva t i ons.
The Tr1 bes Recommend :
a

Sec t i on

1(c)

of

PL

89-108

be

amended

to

a u t hor1ze
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•ppropr1 • t 1 on• 1n ••c••• ol th• 120. 5 ■1 J J 1on l 1 ■ 1 t • t 1 on
b•••d upon th• f1nd1n1• of t h • Co■■1 t t•• r•1•rd1n1 ■1n1■u■,
1 ■■•d1 • t• publ 1 c h••l t h n••d• ( t h• Tr1 b•• ' ••pert• w1 J J
•ub�1 t r•Z•v•nt 1nlor■• t 1 on to r Co■■1 t t•• h••rln1•) •nd
fur ther prov1 d1n1 th•t th• need to r •uch •ppropr1at1 ona ••Y
be o ll•et by the d1 v•r•1on at •ppropr1•ted fund• fro■ lnd1•n
1 rr11• t 1 o n
project•
••
reco•••nded
1n
r•s•rd
to
Recoaaend• t 1 on l l •bove.
The JTAC reco•••nded th•t the Secret•ry ■ake •v•1l•ble •n
e J l oc•t1on o f P1ck-Slo•n pr•f•rence power sufl1 c1ent t o ■eet th•
ener1y reJ•ted needs of the Re•erv• t 1 on , not to ••ceed JO •e1••• t t•
(excep t 1n1 •uthor1 zed 1 rr11a t1 on •nd #Rfl projects) to be del 1 ver•d t o
t he Tr1 b es •t no cos t .
Conaul t• t1 on w1 t h u t 1 1 1 ty represen t•t1 ves •nd
pub l 1 c u t 1 l 1 ty co■a1ss1on oll1 c1•l• h•s ••d• cle•r th• t no such
preference • l l o ca t 1 on is •n t1 c 1 pa ted • t th1s t1ae and th•t the
a v• 1 l •b l e u t 1 l 1 ty ■arke t 1 ns pl•n tor 1 n c l u•1on of such preference
a l l oc• t 1 on 1s the 1 990 p la n .
The Tr1 bes Reco■■end t
a

Sec t i on 6 of PL 89-108 be aaended t o d1rect the Secretary al
Inter 1 o r to ensure the deJ 1 very , e t no cost to the Tr1b•• of
en a l l ocat 1on of up to J O ■e1•wa t ts of P1ck-Sl o•n power on •
preferenc e b•s1s.
Further , the aaendaent shoul d pro v1de
that • c t 1 ons s ••Y be necessary by the Secret•ry or the
Secre t•ry o f Ener1y t o ensure such •ll oca t 1 on et n o cost to
the Tr1 b es aay be taken notw1 thstand1ns any
l 1■1 t 1 na
prov1s1 ons of the Dep•r taen t ol Ener1Y Aut hortza t 1 o n A c t or
o ther appl 1 c•ble st•tute.
The Secret•ry o f Inter1or shoul d
be requi red to ensure the deJ 1 very al such power no l • t•r
than the 1•pl e•en tat1on o f 1 990 u t 1 l 1 ty ■arkettna pl •ns .

JTAC Reco■■en da t 1 on 1 9 .
The Trtbes Reco■aend:
o

The enac taen t of •the Three A lf1 l 1 e ted Tr1bes Coapensat 1 on
The A c t shou l d aut hor1ae cash • n d 1 n -k1nd
A c t of 1 9 8 7 • .
co■pens• t1 on to be aade a v•1 l ab l e to the Tr1bes over ten
years by the Secretary al ln ter1or w1 t h • tot•l coapens• t 1on
The Tr1 bes requeat
v•lue o f no J ess than 1118 . , ■1 l l ton.
that such coapen•• t 1 on be •uth or1 zed not on • per c•p1 t•
bas1s b u t 1n lul f1l l■ent of an o vera l l econoatc deveJ op■ent
pl•n to be sub■t t ted by the Tr1be• for approv•l by the
Secret•ry. Such pl•n wou l d be developed w1 th the purpose of
ena b l 1 ns the Trt bes •nd tr1 bal •••bers to ret urn t o the
econoa1c seJ f-s uff1 c1ency t hey enjoyed before the1r l •nds
were taken .
The Act •hould further prov1de for e■endaen t•
to the plan , as •ppropr1 a t e , upon epprov•l of t .'l e Secret•ry.
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JfAC R•co•••nd•t1on llOC• ) .
S•• co•••nt• r•1ard1n1 JTAC Reco■■end• t1on 16 •bov•

co••Trr•is ,,,e,,cs

A!P

JTAC Reco■■end• t1on ll .

•1eo1r

Th• Co■■1 t t•• ■hou l d , b•••d upon 1 t• t1 nd1 n1• • endor••
trea t■ent ot . l •nd •cqu1 s1 t1on co■t■ •■■oc1•t■d w1 th purch•■1n1
p■ tented l ■nd as projec t co■ t ■ •

th•
l••

The Co■■1t tee ■hou l d , ba■ed upon 1 t■ t1nd1 n1■ , reco■■•nd tha t t h•
Bureau ot Ind1an Atta 1 r■ or Bureau of lecla■at 1 on a■s1■t the Tr1be■ 1n
t he ■a1n tenan ce, opera t 1 on and r•place■ent ot project ■ truc tural
co■ponen ts.
The Co■■1 t tee shou l d 1 nd1ca t• 1n 1 ts l•port tha t , 1 1 1 rr11a ted
a1 r1 cul tu ral l ands tor the author1•ed projects ■r• deter■1ned not to
be econo■1 c■l ly t■■s 1 b l e , the Co■■1 t t•• w1 l l con■l der Je11slat1on to
prov1d• tor al terna t e use of th• pro r■ta share of projec t funds tor
an overa l l econo■1 c devel op■en t plan tor t h• �•■erv■t 1on .
JTAC Recoaaend■ t l ons 13 • ' •
fhe Co■■ 1 t tee should ur1e the Corps o t En1 1neer■ t o take
1 ■■edlate action to rest ore excess lands above the ■axl■u■ pos i t ion
l e vel of the reservo J r t o the Tri bes subjec t to ease■ent� tor project
purposes and further s ubject to hold har■l ess , saJ va1e rl1ht• and ta1 r
co■pensatlon protect J ons tor val t d , curren t . pr1va r e l eases upon
transfer to Tr1b■l con trol .
JTAC Reco■■enda tton 11
C1 t 1 ns Coaa1 t tee t1 ndl ns• ■nd tes t l■ony before 1 ts hear1n1■, t he
Coa■1 t tea shoul d , In 1 ts Report , urse the Bank1n1, Educa t i on and
Labo r , Enersy, and Transportation Coa■J t tees to revJew and take proapt
appropri a te act 1o� to J apl eaent JTAC Recoaaenda t J ons 7 (a) , (b) , Cc) ,
(d) , Ce) .
JTAC Recoaaenda t l on 1 1 0 (b) .
The TrJbes are curren t l y pursulns the tran■ter ot 1nteres t ot
l e nders on the Reserva t 1 on with F■HA and BIA and w1 J l report prosress
at Coa■ J t tee hearln1s or for the Record.
F1nally, we woul d ra 1se concern resard1ns J e11■J a t 1 ve traaework
and process .
It wou l d aake procedural sense to Incorporate the
a■endaents to PL 89-108 which we have sus1ested 1nto the l e11 ■J a t 1 ve
veh 1 cle we suggest for cash coapen■a tJon to the Tr1bes .
�e are
concerned that such 1 ncorporat 1 on ■ay encoura1e the unacceptable
concep t ot •offset t 1 ng • pro1raa and proje c t co■ ts a1a1nst
any
a u thorl•ed
co■pan■a t 1 on .
Second,
we are concerned tha t
the
le11 ■ l a t J v• proc••• for a tr•••t■ndtn1 co■p•n■at 1 on A c t w1 l l be
l ■n1thy .
S■v•ral of our ■u11•■ t1 oa■ for •••ndaent• t o PL If-J OI are
t1 ..l y ■o we woul d hope that the Co■■1 t tee could con■t d■r a t t •chtn1
t h•• • tt 1•r••n■ , t o • w•t•r •nd power re■ource■ l■11■ J a t 1 ve v■h1cl•
that 1 s ■ov1n1 forward .
Th•n k you tor your cont1nu1n1 1 n t ere•t 1n th■ Three
1r1 b•s and for th1s opportun1ty to ••k• ■u11•st1ons.

Att1 1 1 •t•d
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Tho Honorabl e Donald P. Hodol
Secretary o f the Interior
Washington, DC 20240
Dear Mr . Secretary:
The Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory Committee submi tted
i t s final report on tho Standing Rock Sioux and Fort Berthold
Indian Reservations on May 23 , 1986 . The report includes
recommendations which undortako, as recommended by tho Garrison
Diversion Unit Commission, •to find ways to resolve inequities•
borne by the tribes as a resu l t o f construction of the mainstem
Missouri River reservoi rs .
I am not aware that tho Department has taken any action
regarding thoso recommendations, some of which will require
enactment of legisl ation before they can be implemented . I would
appreciate your cooperation in providing tho fol lowing :
1 . An i temized l i sting of a l l the recommendations of tho
Joint Tribal Advisory Committee, clearly indicating which require
legislation, and which can be implemented administratively by tho
Department :
2 . Tho Department ' s schedule for implementing tho non
legisl ative recommendations of the Cornmittoo: and,
3 . I f there aro any non- legisl ative recommendations which
the Department decides should not bo implemented , the reasons for
these decisions should be expl ained .
For Committee recommendations requiring legisl ation, I would
appreciate your cooperation in providing the Subcommittee with a
draft bil l .
Thank you for your attention.
reply.

I look forward to your prompt

G�:tG_, ·L[v
GEORGE MILLER, Chairman
Subcommittoo on Water and
Power Resources
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECllETAllY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2mt0

Apri 1 20 , 1987
Honorable George Miller
Chairman, Subcommittee on Water
and Power Resources
committee on I nterior and I nsular Affairs
Bouse of Representatives
Washington, D . c .
20515
Dear Mr. Miller :
The Department has completed its review of the findings and
recouendations in the Garrison Unit Joint Tribal Advisory
committee report . Secretary Hodel asked me to respond to the
specific points raised in your letter of October 3, 198 6 .
The committee ' s report provides a wide variety o f
recommendations with respect to the effects o f the impoundment
of waters under the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program ( Oahe and
Garrison Reservoirs ) on the Fort Berthold and Standing Rock
Sioux I ndian Reservations . I n our view, because congress has
taken steps to address some of the inequities suffered by the
Tribes through the enactment of P . L . 99-29, , actions to
implement the committee ' s recommendations regarding fur ther
mitig ation measures for the I ndian communities should be taken
largely in the context of the reformulation of the Garr ison
Divers ion Unit .
The Committee ' s report addresses ten items and offers
recommendations for each I ndian Tribe on each item. As you
requested, we have addressed each i tem in the committee ' s report
according to : ( i ) whether the recommendation could be achieved
administratively and, thus, could be considered in the
Department ' s regular budgetary process each year, or ( ii ) whether
the recommendation would require amendment of P . L . 99-29' or
enactment of other legislation in order to be implemented .
Except where otherwise indicated , the Department has no posit ion
at this time on recommendations requiring legislation .
I tem 1 . Pull potential for irrigation o n the Fort Berthold and
Standing Rock I ndian Reservations . P . L. 99-294 authorizes the
secretary to develop Irr igation facilit ies for 17 ,580 acres of
land within the boundaries of the Port Ber thold and Standing
Rock Indian Reserva tions , and further authorizes the appropria
tion of •67 , 91 0 , 000 for this purpose . The committee ' s
repor t recommends legis lation that would provide for irrigation
development beyond the 17 , 580 acres authorized by P . L . 99-294 .
The recommendation ident ifies 113 , 000 acres for development and
would provide for funding capital costs, deferral of their
repayment , and establishing preferential Pick-Sloan power rates
for the irrigation development . The Department has not
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conducted studies t o determine the i rr igability of the
additional l ands in question, or whether the proposed
development would be economically justified. In some instances ,
there are alternatives to irrigation development that yield a
tribe a better return on its water resources .
In any event , additional irrigation development beyond the
17,580 acres provided for in P . L . 99-294 would require further
authorization by the congress . we should also note that in
light of budget constraints, the current Department budget
request for PY 1988 does not provide for s ignificant development
of the I ndian or non- I ndian components of the Garrison Diversion
Project in the immediate future .
Pinally, we point out that s i nce the Tr ibes • reserved water
rights have yet to be quantified, the Committee ' s recommendat ions
for development of the irrigat ion potential do not necessarily
reflect the Tr ibes ' full water ent itlement . See our response to
I tem s .
I tem 2 . Financial assistance for on-farm development costs .
The Committee 's report recommends that all on-farm costs
associated with the irr igation projects be included as capital
costs and deferred under the Leavitt Act . If a decision is made
to implement the recommendation, P . L . 99-294 would have to be
amended , or other authorizi ng legislation enacted , to the extent
that deferral of the on-farm development costs associ ated with
the commi ttee ' s recommendations is not already provided for .
I tems J . and 4 . Development of the sho reline recreation
potential of Lake Sakakawea and Lake oahe; and Return of excess
.!!!!.!!.!• The Department would be interested in working witb
congress to vest the Tribes with an i nterest and corresponding
management authority in those lands , within the exterior
boundaries of the respective reservations, not needed by the
corps of Engineers for project, purposes . However , we have been
informed by the corps that it. currently has no lands excess to
project needs .
The committee also touched upon the inabi lity of the Stand ing
Rock Sioux Tribe to lease its g razing r ights on land cont rolled
by the Corps of Engineers . Whether the Tribe may lease its
grazing rights to other parties seems to depend on whether that
action is allowable under P .L . 85-915 (Act of September 2 ,
195 1 ) . That Act provided that the Tri be •shall be gi ven
exclusive permission, without cost , to graze stock on the land
between the water level of the reservoir and the exterior
boundary of the tak ing area . • The comptroller Genera l has
inte rpreted acts with identical language concerning grazing
r ights of other tribes to preclude the leas ing of the tr ibal
grazing r ight on the basis that •exclusive permission" to graze
stock on the lands i s , in effect , a l icense, not a right .
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Acco cding to the Comptcol lec General . such a l i cense conveys no
intecest in land but is a pecsonal p r ivi l ege which can only be
enjoyed by the l icensee . (Op . Comp . Gen. D-142250. July 2 5 .
1 9 60 . ) I f P . L. 85-9 1 5 does not autho r i ze the Tr ibe t o lease its
grazing r ights . add i ti onal legislation would be needed . We
bel ieve that the Tr i be should be a l lowed to lease i t s gra z i ng
r ights . sub ject to pro j ect purposes . and r e l ieve the U . S . f rom
any l ia b i l i ty a r i s ing theref rom.
I tem 5 . Protection of reserved water r ight s . The Committee
recommends constructi ng i r r igation and munic ipal water use
projects to protect the Tr i bes • water r ights . Howeve r . as noted
above . the Commi ttee ' s recommendat ions do not necessar i ly
ref lect the Tr ibes • lawfu l water en� i tlement s . which are not
currently quanti f ied . It i s poss i b l e for quant i f icat ion to be
achieved through negotiat ion or l i t igat i o n . The Depar tment
operates a cont inu i ng program to quant ify and protect tr ibal
water r ights through negot iat ion and/or l it igat ion. which the
Tribes may take advantage of : howevec , pa c t ic ipation i s
cont i ngent upon t r i ba l / l ocal i nterest s . The Depa r tment is not
aware of any efforts underway ei ther by the State or the Tr ibes
to quantify the reserved water r ights of the Tribes .
I tem 6 . Fund ing o f a l l items f rom the Ga r r i son Diversion Unit
1!!.n!!.!!.- Many of the items recommended i n the Committee ' s repoct
ace not the sub ject of P . L . 9 9 -294 . Therefoce. P . L . 99-294
would need to be amended . or o ther author i z ing leg i s l a t ion
enacted , to the extent that the appropriat ions author ized a c e
inadequate to cove r the committee ' s recommendat ions (or the ful l
deve lopment of i r r igation potenti a l on the resecvations . as wel l
a s the devel opment o f munic i pa l . i ndus tr ial and rural water
systems .
I tem 7 . Replacement of i nf rast ructures l ost by the creation of
Ga r r i son Dam and Lake Sakakawea and Oahe Dam and Lake Oahe . The
committee ' s recommendat ions identify the need for rep lacement o f
lost in(ras tructures related t o hea l t h , educa t i o n . housi ng . and
roads . The Depar tment and the l nd ian Hea lth service have
adequate autho r i ty to address this recommendation. although i t
would b e necessary f o r congress t o appropriate funds for the
purpose . The need f o r the infrast cuctures so identi f ied should
be eva luated by the appropr iate federal agencies and i nc luded in
the annual program and budget plans for each agency. i f
appropr iate . As a genera l p r i nc iple , we believe this need mus t
b e we ighed f a i r ly against competing needs f o r such faci l i t i es a t
other locat ions .
I tem a . Preferent i a l r ights t o Pick-Sloan Mi ssou r i Ri ve r Bas i n
� - The Committee ' s report recommends t h a t both t h e Fort
Berthold a nd the Standing Rock Sioux Reserva tions be assured of
a f i cm supply o f P ick-Sloan Bas i n Pcogcam power f o r purposes o f
municipa l . rural . and i ndustr ia l water systems (M& l ) a n d ir r iga
tio n ( both f ir s t l i f t pumping power and power for spr inkler
pressur ization ) .
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Under recently enacted P .L . 99-294 , both the Port Berthold and
Standing Rock Reservations are enti t led to a f irm supply of
power for M•I . The Tribes would pay the Western Area Power
Administration the wholesale f irm power service rate ( fi rm power
service rate ) , which is currently approximately 7 .4 mills per
kwh, for M•I powe r . As to i r r igation, under P .L . 9 9-294 ,
certain lands on the Standing Rock Sioux and Port Berthold
Reservations are authorized for development as irrigation areas
of the Garr ison Diversion Project, P ick-Sloan Missouri Basin
Program, and therefore are entitled to a f i r m supply of
i rrigation powe r . eowever , i t is the poli cy of the Bureau of
Reclamation that power for authorized irrigation projects of the
P i ck-Sloan Missouri Basin Program will be provided only for
f irst lift pumping uses , not for spr inkler pressurization ,
unless otherwise specifically provided for by legislation . (The
rat� paid by irr igators for f irst l ift pumping power is the
Bureau of Reclamation project use rate ( project use rate ) ) .
Under the WEB Act , P .L . 9 7-273 , the secretary of the I nter ior ,
i n cooperation with the secretary of Energy, was author ized to
make Pick-Sloan power ava ilable to five I ndian tr ibes , i ncluding
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe . Pursuant t o the WEB Act , the
Departments of the I nterior and Energy are providing Pick-Sl oan
power to the i r rigation projects const ructed for the tribes
named in the WEB Act ( including Standing Rock ) for both f irst
lift pumping and sprinkler pressurization uses . Those tribes
pay the project use rate for f i rst l i f t pumping power and the
f i rm power servi ce rate for sprinkler pressuri zation power .
P ick-Sloan power f o r sprinkler pressurization f o r the additional
i r r igat ion f acilities on the Standing Rock Reser vat ion which are
authorized to be developed under P .L . 99-294 may be made
available to the Standing Rock Tribe pursuant to the WEB Act .
The Port Berthold Reservation , however , i s not named in the WEB
Act, nor does any other legislat ion appear to provide it with a
f irm supply of P ick�Sloan power for sprinkler pressurization
use . Thus , Fort Berthold appears to be entitled only to a firm
supply of P ick-Sloan power for fi rst lift pumping use . The
Three Aff i l iated Tribes of Fort Ber thold could seek power for
sprinkler pressurization, at the f irm power service rate, from
the Department of Energy through the regular contractual
process; however , we understand that no cont racted power wi l l be
available unt i l the year 2001 . Thus , if the decision is made to
assu re Fort Berthold of power for spr ink ler pressur ization use,
i n our view, addit ional legislation would be needed .
I tem 9 . Addit ional financial compensation . The additional
compensation recommended by the commi ttee would requ ire
legislation . In our view, this recom�endation should not be
i mplemented . The Committee ' s report does not provide adequate
documentation to establ ish that the Tribes are legally ent i t led
to additional f inancial compensat ion in the form of the
substitute or replacement value of the economic bases l ost as a
resul t of the siting of Lake Sakakawea or Lake Oahe .
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I tem l0. Other items the Committee deems appropr iate . The
appropriation ceilings authorized In P . L . 9 9-294 are inadequate
to construct the municipal , industrial , and rural water supply
systems contemplated in the Committee ' s recommendat ions .
While th� Department could take administrative action to seek
the recom�iended transfer of the interests of agricultural and
ranch-related lenders on the reservations f rom the Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA ) to the Bu reau of Indian Affairs credit
program, the Department does not believe this recommendation
should be implemented . If the loans with FmHA are still viable ,
such a transfer is unnecessary . I f the loans are not viable, i t
does n o t serve the best interests of the B I A credit program,
which must serve the interests of I ndian individuals and tr ibes
nationwide, to assume responsibility for such l oans .
Recently , BIA and FmHA officials met with tribal representatives
to d iscuss support for a program of farm loan ref inancing on the
Fort Berthold Reservation. Our agencies are reviewing a
proposal under which the respective agencies would exercise
authorities under exist ing laws and regulations to faci l itate
the ref inanc ing of viable farming operations through private
institutions .
The Department has no objection to facilitating the establ ishment
of an •Indian desk• within the u . s . Army corps of Engineers to
assist in the resolution of Indian concerns resulting f rom the
operation of the Missou r i River reservoirs by the corps .
However , since this recommendation most di rectly concerns the
corps , you may wish to pursue it directly with that agency.
The Department is willing to take steps administrative ly to
coordinate its Fish and Wildlife and Law Enforcement programs
with the Standing Rock Sioux Tr ibe i n order to protect the
Tribe ' s hunting and fishing rights on the reservation in and
around Lake Oahe.
The Department has not identif ied a schedule for implementing
the non-legislative recommendations of the Committee . such a
schedule could be developed for recommendations with which we
concur after fur ther consultation with the Tribes .
Regarding your request for a draft bill t o implement the
findings and recommendations of the committee, we originally
interpreted your letter as requesting legislation which the
Department and the Administration can suppo r t . Submission o f
such a bil l wil l , o f course, b e dependent on Departmental and
0MB review of the committee Report in the context of broad
Ad�inistration policies and PY 1988 budget constraint s . We
subsequently learned from your staff that you only require at
this time a drafting service which does not necessari ly reflect
the position of the Department or the Administration . we will
be pleased to comply with thi s request as soon as possible .
Thank you for your i nterest in ensur ing that the concerns of the
I ndian citizens in North Dakota about the Pick-Sloan Program are
addressed fairly and completely .
Sincerely

Ross o . swimmer
Assistant Secre;ary
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HEMORANDUH

TO:

a.,-ond Cro••• Attorney
Federated Tribe■
Fort Berthold Indian Reeervation
Nev Town, North Dakota 58767

FROM:

lb. D; Conun 'J-i,/2.U

SUBJECT:

Impact Analy■i• of Alternative Hethoda of Ualng Power Revenue■ to
Finance "Ju1t C01:1pen1ation" for the Fort Berthold and Standing Roclr.
Sioux Indi■n Reaervation•

DATE : Hay 29, 1987

Basic Premise: The federated Tribe, of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation
and the Standing Rock Sioux Indiana vere not justly c01:1pensated for the
taking of thei; lands for the construction of the Oahe and Carriaon
Re1ervoirs under the Pick-Sloan Hia■ouri Basin Program. Thia hie been
c learly verified by cha U.S. Covert1111ent'• ovn ■elected c.,_f ttee , the
CArrison Unit Jofnt Tribal Advisory Committee (JTAC) . If the federal
government bad fully carri�� out it■ reapon1ibilitie1 under the law
during the conatruction of the reservoir• and the taking of the landa ,
the coat■ of adequately c0111pensating the Tribes would have been included
in the total Pick-Sloan Project coat■• Therefore , it ia logical for
Congrue in readdreHing the ■ituatfon to consider in■erting the "Juat
Compensation" aa • project coat ■ven at thle late d■te •• an alternative
to pa:,aent to th• Tribe■ through direct approprl■tiona by Congreaa.
Acceptance of thia baaic prniae put■ the conaideration of the proj ect
cost propoaal in • totally d ifferent category from other proposal• to
build additional feature• or finance other project■ out of Pick-Sloan
power revenue•• The point being the coat• ahould have been included in
the firat place.
Sumary of Possible Alternative Method■ of Using Pick-Sloan Power or Power
Revenue•:
I . Power ■et ■aide. Thia would Involve aettlng aalde • block of power
either nov or in the future which the Tribe■ could either uae or ■ell
through the exi■ting di1trlbution ayste■•
2.

Include the "Just compensation ••ounts" a ■ project costs and pay the
Tribe■ out of ex1ating power revenue■ over a period of year■
possibly JO to 50.
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3.

Include the "juat coapenaation aaounta" •• project coata and pay the
Tribe• over • period of yeara (30 to 50) by pa••ing the increa•ed
co•t on to the exi•ting power u1era.

4.

Soae combination of the above alternative,.

Stated Amount■ of "Ju1t Co■penaatton" Due :
Federated Tribe• o f the Fort Berthold Reaervation - $ 178 ,400,000.
Standing Rock Sioux-various e•ttaatea. For purposes of this analyaia, I
have assumed it to be approximately equal to the $178.4 million due to
the Fort Berthold Tribea.
S1111111ary Aa•easment of the Posaibl• Iapacta of the Above Alternatives:
1 . Power aet asid e . The Pick-Sloan Project has a aenerating capacity of
approx!lllately Z , 000 aega watts . Using a 60% load factor , this
results in approxiaately 1 , 200 aega watts of saleable power on the
averag, , The current preference power rate ts aprroximately 7 . S
mills per kilowatt hour and a ll available power i s marketed.
If one were to uortize • loan in the aaount of $178 ,400,000 over a
50-year period using an interest rate o f 4%, the �nnual payments
would amount to $8, 304 , 556. The doubling of the amount to allow for
the paycent to both Reservations amounts to $16,609 , 112 annually.
One mega watt of power selling at a rate of 7 . 5 ■ills with • 60% load
factor yield of $39 ,.\20 in annual revenues. Using the current power
revenue price of 7.5 ■ills per kilowatt hour , it would require
approxicately 421 mega watts of power set aside for • SO-year period
to pay the $16, 6�9, 1 1 2 annually to the Tribes. Thia uounta to 2 11
of the total power generated (421 KW • 2000 KW) .
The present power rate of 7 . S ■ills is low compared to wholesale
prices paid for electricity generated fr011 other sourcea. If the
Tribes could market power allocated to them at ■ore competitive
rates , the amount of required pover that vould need to be set aside
would be reduced. A rat• of 38 mills vould reduce the power set,
aside requirement to 4% .
A aore complete economic evaluation o f thia alternative requires a
aarket study including forecasting probable future market values of
electrical energy, I do not have any feel for the political
acceptability of this proposal.
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2. Payaent Out of Ex1attng Pover lewanu•• vtth •o Iner•••• in Praferene•
UHr lateaz
Thi• approach vould requira aetttn1 up • repayaent account,
preauaably for SO year•• · Thia ta at leaat theoretically poaaible
atnce the project v111 continue to produce pover rewanuea into the
indefinite future . Even if fl6 ,609 , 1 1 2 of fund• are diverted to the
trtb•• • the federal treaaure v111 atill be repaid for the "juat
cmpenaat1on" coat• out of future Project revenuea . However , in
order for thl• propoaal to be feaatble, there haa to be fl6,609, 1 12
in annual ravenue• awailable froa Pick-Sloan power aalea.
I do not have the annual power rawenuaa and expenditure• for the
Pick-Sloan Project, but to avoid ratatng prefarence power rat•• •
annual dollar• avatlable for 1nveataent payoff vould hawe to exceed
the fl6.6 ■tllton pa:,aent to the Tribea . The annual tnveataent
pay-out dollar• are thoae funda r...tnlng froa power rawenuea after
payment• for O • "• 1ntereat, and capital replacnenta. It 1• ■y
underatanding that current tnveat■ent payoff funds are le•• than the
Sl6.6 z::Ulion figure.
Thia approach would not require any direct federal appropriations nor
an increase tn preference paver rate• If current tnveatment payoff
funds exceed the required Sl6 .6 ■Ulion . There vould be a Uacal
illlpact because revenue• preaently . goln1 to the federal treasury would
be reduced by Sl6,6 ■illlon per year fo� SO yeara . Thia option could
accomplish the objective• of the Tribe and offers aome political
attributes. It doea not require an appropriation, and it ■ay not
require increasing power rat••• Infoniation on the aaount of
available investment payoff fund• 1• needed before this option can be
fully evaluated .
3.

Pass the Costs on to Preference Power Uaera through Increased Rate•:
It is my understanding that the current preference power rate 1• 7.S
mills per kilowatt•. Ueing a 601 load factor each 1.0 ■111 charged
generates SIO, S72,000 in annual revenues . Hence, it would require an
increase of I . SB ailla or 211 to 1et the additional revenues to ■eet
the Sl6,6 million annual payaent to the Tribes . Thi• additional rate
factor would have to be included for a period of SO yeara,
The advantages of this option is that it has no impact on the federal
treasury. The disadvantage ta that it will require a power rate
increase which may make it d ifficult politically . However, the
actual cost impact on retail power consumers may be alnimal . Jn
order to assess the percentage impact on industrial and consumer
rates, it will be necessary to obtain complete inforaat ion on the
amount of Pick-Sloan power and the amounts and coat• of other power
aourcea used by all rtck-Sloan preference power uRers . If this
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option 1■ ■elected , tt vlll be D■ce■■■l'J to collect thl■ det■ ta
order �o b• prepared to aaaver que■tton■ pert■lnln& to the financial
lapac, on th• retail cuat-r■ •
Althouah, 1 don;t h■•• th■ lnforutlon ne eded to accur■t■lJ a1sea■
the t■p■ct, 1 vould b• ■urprt■ed lf th• •••r•a• !■pact eac■eded • 51
r■te Iner•••• ■t the r■t■tl ln■l .
4. Mlaed Alternative Option■:
It aay be de■ir■bl• to p■J the Trlba■ out of existing ■vallable
capital repayaent fund■ ■nd awold any Iner•••• in pover rate■ tn the
near tera. I have attached a c•put■r printout ■hovina the re1ult■
of a variable pay-out. proara. Under thl■ ■canario, each Tribe would
recelva a ts ■lllioc p■:,aent annually for· 5 ye■r■, tncr1a1tn1 to t7.5
allllon for year■ 6 throu1h · 10 and lncra■■lng to f9,624,939 ln yaar■
1 1 throuah 50. nit■ p■y■ent plan repay■ the tl78,400,000 "Ju1t
c011pen1ation" to each Tribe over a 50-year period including 4%
interest on the unpaid balance . nie attached variable payment
■cenario i■ Ju1t one of uny that could b• devl1ed depending upon
financial and polltlcal con1tr■lnt■ •
Other Consideration■
nie above analyst■ u1ln1 the SB. 304,556 ■nnual payaents per Trlba over a
SO-year period vas baaed on a 4% Sntere1t rate . A 4% lntere1t rate doa1 not
allow for much , if any, inflation over ti■e . If one expect■ inflation in the
future (vhlch I do) , a htaher intere■t rate 1■ appropriate . The follovtna
table ahows the impact of chanae■ in the interest rate on retlreaent of a
$178 ,400,000 debt over 30- and 50-ye■r period■•
Interest Rate
(percent)
4.0
s.o
6.0
1.0
8.0
9. 0

Annual Pal'.!!ent
!iO year■
30 year■
10, 316, 890
1 1 , 605, 176
12,960,566
14,376,614
15,846,814
17, 364 ,805

8 , 304,5�6
9 , 772, 170
1 1 , 318 , 461
12,926,837
14,582,926
16,274,873

It may be desirable ■nd possible to tie the interest rate and thu1 ■nnual
raymcnts to the federal 3•month Treasury Bill rate . nit■ vould require the
calculation of the payment■ on ■n ■nnual basis.
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..., 2,. 1987

Mr. la,-ood Cl'OH 1 Attoni•J
Leaal IJepartant
Tribal Adatnl•tration luildlna■
Nev Tow 1 11D 58763
llur Mr. Croaa:
1 have attached a copy of th■ anaJyala P•P•r l proal•ed you concerntna the
"Ju■t Coapen11tlon" and Piel-Sloan pover r•venue1. l hope thl• 1■ of vaJue to
you. I need aor• inforaat1on on the power revenue• and co1ta for th• Piel
Sloan Project before w c■n 10 auch further. Va al■o reed the inforutlon on
all powr aourcea and co■ta for Piel-Sloan pov■r ·unra before the acono■lc
Dpact on the final pover uaer■ can be aatl■atad .
After 1tvtn1 con1lderabl■ thou1ht t o thi■ faau• • l believe th• option o f
pa11ln1 all or part o f the .cc■ta aaaoclated vlth "Juat co■p■naatlon pay■ant■"
alona to the pover uura .., be the ao■t viable. It ahould have been a
project coat vhen they built the project. The currant ch■rae■ for preference
paver are very lov• • • • ao lov thet an incre••• of 20Z (vholaaale price) vlll
not 1ener1te ■uch ■,apathy froa ■oat people (lncludln1 Con1r■11) vho are
presently p1yln1 ■uch higher rate■•
th■ paver ■et aside· option should not be d lacarded vlthout further thoµght.
If lnfJat1on 1ncrea■e■ and parttcular aneray c�ata a■ I expect they v1Jl . • 5%
aet aside (2.51 for each Tribe) could r■ault In revenue■ far in excel■ of
Sl78 1 400,000 plu1 1ntere■t at 4Z on th■ unpaid balance paid out over 50 yeara.
It la nece111ry to get rl&ht• to u1■ WAPA'• distribution netwrk written into
the lav if thla option la pur■ued .
If you have any questions , pl•••• call.
S!nurely 0

. ..

}..�. i-1'/}

Vflllaa II. Cor■an
President
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..., 2,. 1917

Mr. Dlck Sclrk
Veatem Area Paver Adalaletratloa
los ICY
11111111•• NT 59101
Dear Mr. Sclrlt:
Mr. layaond CroH Hk■d that I Hnd a copy of the attached anorand.. for your
coaente. Pl•••• 11•• u■ a crltlqu■ of the altematl••• and brlna to our
attention any error or oal■1t0111 . V■ are al■o 1Dtere1ted la your a•ner■l
•••••-■nt of th■ tecbalcel and polltlcal fea■lblltty of the Y■rloua optlcna.
lf you have any queatlon■ , pl•••• 11n • • call at (SOS) 646-3923.
Slnceraly,

·"

, ·,,I'

f" � ••• •
..._ ✓ - .-·�;(';,_J,.
•
-

1 -Y�-.,,,;

WUUaa D. Conian
Pn■ldent
Attectment
SC:

Mr. a.:,aond CroH
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